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Amsterdam Catholic Worker Jeannette Noel House

«+ 31-(0)20-6998996

Dantestraat 202 | 1102 ZR Amsterdam
noelhuis@antenna.nl

i1988

(near Amsterdam)

<S> Dutch, e
<f>i the core group (sort of by consensus)

Qwww.antenna.nl/noelhuis
%

WW25
910 cf10
we are all volunteers
H we rely 99% on donations

T

rented
W, christianarchy & pacifism
O offering hospitality to undocumented migrants, holding vigils at the deportation
prison & other protests, gardening
& ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, feminist,
non-violent, Christian, ecumenical, peace-work, environmental protection, orga¬
nic gardening, humour

eurotupia
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Netherlands

©
In Matthew 25, Jesus says what you do
to the least of your brothers and sisters,
you do to him. Right now those people
society illegalises are certainly among
the least. So we try to live together
and offer hospitality to 11-18 undo-

•• «•

:

...

H

cumented migrants and their children. I
We also regularly hold vigils at the I |
deportation prison, visit the prisoners I
there and squat a piece of land where H
we grow some fruit trees and berry|
bushes and enjoy campfires with the
children. In the vegetable garden at the house we grow vegetables. Short visiting guests
are welcome by prior agreement and they don't have to work or pay.
->See also description of network „European Catholic Worker''
0 KNR Kleine Gemcenschappen
© they have to speak Dutch and like/tolerate Jesus & pacifism & christianarchy

Casa De Pauw
Oude Velperweg 36 - 38 | 6824 HE Arnhem
lÿl info@casadepauw.nl
& 1985

& e, g, Dutch
’*'« all (consensus)
7 rented

1 ha (near Arnhem) 1ÿ5 %

Swww.casadepauw.nI
Q24 d"20 <«13

*11*57

f indvidualrent

self-managed

© H

In Casa de Pauw about 44 adults and a bunch of kids are living in groups. All these groups
have their own way of living. Because each group gives this a different interpretation, the
atmosphere, the age and character of the residents is different in each group.
No group resembles another and living areas sometimes change composition. There are
several advantages for cohousing. Housing costs are distributed. You can eat together.
There is always someone who can help you with that one nasty job, or assist you if you
are down. You are always free to go to someone because you share together the same
place and atmosphere. Moreover, you can also visit another group. In addition to the
common areas and the huge garden (± 0.8 acres), you also have your own living space,
which is completely yours alone. So there is room enough off to isolate if you want to,
and on the other hand, there are plenty of people around you when you want to have

company.

© must be able to pay, of course, and will have to fit in. If not; sorry.
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Centraal Wonen Zevenkamp
V. E. v Vrieslandstraat 19 | 3069 WC Rotterdam

pr@cw7.nl
41982

«§» + 31-(0)6544041 0

Swww.cw7.nl

K 13 ha (near Rotterdam) fe*1Q%

£?> g, e, Dutch
£>l all residents (majority)
T partly rented, partly property
® cultural creatives

942 cf34 *34 M*110
© 40
f membership fees of the residents

© living, sustainability, neighbourly help, quality of life
self-managed, left-wing political understanding, feminist, non-violent, meditation,
yoga, environmental protection, permaculture, alternative energy, humour, crea¬
tive activities, chores, eating together, insect-friendly vegetable garden, gardening

© M

Living in CW7: CW7 is the most beautiful village in Rotterdam. If you walk through the
lush gardens, you can hear chickens ducking, neighbourly chats and the wind in the tall
trees. People help each other to set up solar collectors, give each other advice on water
consumption or energy and we maintain the insect-friendly kitchen garden together.
At the first sign of sunshine we get together for communal outdoor picnics with tapas
and barbecue equipment. About 110 residents between the ages of 0 and 80 have set
up a beautiful and safe environment at the city's edge. There are 60 houses with eight
communal rooms, three indoor gardens, a cafe, guestrooms and an orchard. The people
who live here know each other and their neighbourhood. They arc people who like to
help each other out if necessary. CW7 is a particularly brilliant home for children. We
love nature and art and try to accommodate different lifestyles.

0

LVCW (landclijke vereniging centraal wonen; eng. national cohousing association)

© cultural creatives

De Bondgenoot
De Bondgenoot 22 | 3772 BX Barneveld

& info@bondgenoot.nl
41987

S + 31-(0)342-492090

Swww.bondgenoot.nl
iiu (near Arnhem)

214 cf12 *6

fllH32

& Dutch, e
<#1 committee (everyone has to agree finally)
© own spiritual way with Christian background, very open minded. We want to
create a positive climate where people can really meet each other and can work
on themselves.
© having moments to meet each other (moments of eating and drinking coffee/tea),
a circle of talking about spirituality
self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, inner growth, mental¬
ly/psychologically handicapped persons, art of life, new beginning, resisting indi¬
vidualism, inclusion, joint spiritual search, unity in diversity
•

eurolopia
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a
z

Netherlands

©

A bunch of life-loving people who make each others life I
gleam. A place for a new beginning in a warm, friendly I
surrounding. People, old and young and from different I
backgrounds and locations. Standing together for a pleasant I
and good life!
I
V
De Bondgenoot was founded out of the dream to create a |
warm and positive place for people who had grown lonely 1
in society. De Bondgenoot gave them a chance for a new
start. Nine families brought this into existence 25 years ago. In 1 987 nine family dwellings,
12 apartments and a community house were built.

© be motivated to live in a community, understand our spiritual way and be motiva¬
ted to be an active member of our group. Have an open mind.

De Bongerd
3T + 31-(0)38-4652142

Backermarke 55 | 8016 LJ Zwolle
mmwzdebongerd@gmail.com
V 0.7 ha (near Zwolle)
& 1997

Hwww.mmwzdebongcrd.nl
%

934 cf23 *17

Wl* 74

& Dutch, e, g
general meeting of the members (i.e. all inhabitants) (preferably by consensus, if
necessary by (qualified) majority)
f 17 of 36 homes are rented, 19 of 36 are privately owned by inhabitants
l| ecological way of living
& ecological, environmental protection, organic gardening, alternative energy, eco¬
logical construction, noaberschap (good neighborship)

©
De Bongerd is a green, attractive, diverse project, as ecologically built as possible. A
neighborhood where people feel at home. With a place for different ages, forms of fa¬
milies, ideas and opinions. Different homes for different needs, with the chance to stay
in the neighborhood when your housing needs change. Combination of rental homes
and privately owned homes, child care facility, 2 homes for former psychiatric patients. A
neighborhood that the inhabitants maintain by themselves. Living in De Bongerd means
not being watched by your neighbors, but getting support from them when you need it.
Taking up responsibility for the common
green, working together, participation in ,
one of the working groups (green, renters,
building and maintenance, newsletter, glLr
>
parties, board) are part of the life. Space
i)
for one's own ideas and plans!
$

I

also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"
0 Stichting MMWZ
© agree to principles and practices

idD.

||j[|
jHfl

Si-
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SS De Waterspin
Spijkermakersstraat 136 | 2512 ET Den Haag
info@dewaterspin.nI
H (near Den Haag)
11998

Swww.dewaterspin.nl

& e

self-managed, left-wing political understanding, environmental protection, orga¬
nic gardening, ecological construction, accessible to the disabled

©
"De Waterspin" ("the water spider") is a small urban community of about 40 separate
households and several small businesses. Some basic facilities are shared, like the laundry
machines, the garden, the playground and the storage. The community was built in 1998
according to ecological and sustainable principles. Nowadays many of these principles
are common in mainstream building. The Waterspin is a mixture of private property and
rented houses. The water management in the Waterspin is still special: toilets are flushed
with rain water, and for the laundry recycled water is used, which is purified in a little
artificially made reed marsh and hence is used again and again.
The sharing of social activities is also very special in our community, making the Waterspin
more than a small village in the city.
->5ee also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"
© private property: no special requirements, rented houses: social

De Wonne
Noorderhagen 25 | 7511 EK Enschede

& 1979

a 1200 m2

«+31-(0)53-4318787
Hwww.wonne.nl

914. CT15 i5

W34

Dutch
&20
everyone of the core-members (majority vote)
$ shared economy (shared income and capital)
T rented/leased
shared
® ecumenical,
property
© hospitality, becoming one family, recycling, reflection
left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical,
meditation, one-world development, environmental protection, organic garde¬
ning, conventional gardening, social work
@

©

"De Wonne" was founded in 1979 out of the desire to demonstrate and express faith
in Jesus of Nazareth and to follow the principles of the Franciscans. Our goals are to
live and pray together, to share and celebrate and keep the house open for others, es¬

pecially needy persons with all kinds of problems: marriage problems, people released
from psychiatric institutions; people whose commitment to psychiatric institutions can
still be prevented, refugees, asylum-seekers; above all people who need to distance
themselves from something or someplace, or for other reasons: people like you and me.
The community is open for those who would like to spend a longer or shorter period of
time with us and share responsibility. We also try to assume responsibility in the parish.
eurotopia
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S

Z

0)

7

Netherlands
Thanks to the "Handje Twee" second-hand store, the community largely supports itself.
"De Wonne" rents a monastery in the centre of the city of Enschede and has also foun¬
ded two new communities in the neighbouring towns of Almelo and Glanerburg (on the
border to Germany).
->See also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"
0 there are three Wonne communities
© (Jewish-)Christian tradition

ZZ

Duurzaam Wonen Annas Hoeve

Zeevaertweg 67 | 1212 EE Hilversum
c$info@duurzaamwonenannashoeve.nl

12011

)±t

3? + 31-(0)649602 515

Swww.duurzaamwonenannashoeve.nl

(near Hilversum)

& Dutch, e, g, sp
& ecological, non-violent, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, organicfarming, animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecologi¬
cal construction, humour, accessible to the disabled, People, Planet and Prosperity!

©
The building-project Annas Hoeve in Hilversum is starting next year, between two beau¬
tiful pieces of nature. On one side we can protect and even improve the surrounding
nature with our ecological settlement, on the other side we are able to realise it on a
beautiful location.
We hope to start our ecological project in the summer of 2015, there are about 30 in¬
terested people/families and there is enough space for a hundred more!

Ecodorp Bergen
Groeneweg 14 | 1862 XL Bergen (NH)
info@ecodorpbergen.nl
Jin 1 5 ha (near Bergen (NH)) &x5 %
& 201 3

2 +31-6547631 57
0www.ecodorpbergen.nI
94 cf 4
ttl1

*1*4

V?'1 Dutch, g, e

group (sociocracy)

$ mixed

T

ownership
i? spiritual, ecological

© environmental remediation, organisation
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, anthroposophic, inner growth, meditation,
tantra, organic diet, adult education, free school, environmental protection, selfsufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, crafts,
healing polluted soil, festivals

n
we started in 2010. We have a
©

We bought the wonderful plot in May 201 3. As a group
strong sociocratic organisation and a clear vision. This and next year we will develop our
final ground plan together with the city council. We are growing to more practical work

258

Netherlands
and we work with the help of our friends. Since the existing building must he removed
and there is ground pollution, we are developing new ways of cleaning. Also we are
creating new ways of financing. Being the first, we want to be an example ecovillage in
the Netherlands.

0 GEN Netherlands; Ecodorp Sleunstichting
© approval of our vision, financial

*. Ecodorp Gaasterland
Schip 4 | 2661 ET Ossenzijl
ccodorpgaasterland@gma iI.com

S + 31-(0)651 828955
Hwww.ecodorpgaasterland.nI

3 ha (near Lemmer)

<2> Dutch, e

£

©
We are a community of people aiming to realize an ecovillage in Gaasterland, the Ne¬
therlands. The ecovillage is to be founded on a beautiful location (3 ha) with existing
buildings. After purchase the location can be immediately inhabited. Ultimately up to
40 adults (and children) can live in the ecovillage, but we will start with a smaller group
(up to 20 adults). We use the sociocratic model for decision making.
We are in the phase of forming a more and more tight and stable community to start
off with. We share the ideal of forming a community with a strong engagement towards
each other, and a strong sense of connection to our environment and nature. We find
our personal and spiritual development essential for this.
We hope that the ecovillage Gaasterland may be the place where we can bring our
vision into practice.

I
z

© admission process

Ecovillage Brabant
Tuinstraat 25 | 5427 PR Boekel

»+31-(0)6-11351600

Swww.ecodorpbrabant.nl/english/index.php
monique@ecodorpbrabant.nl
Q (near Tilburg) &J65 %
940 cf 40 *25 WW105
12008
£E> Dutch, e
common financing

f
©

property of the cooperative, we will only build houses for rent
we are in the planning phase so; describe what we want, involve focus group,

think how to do pilots, but mainly expand network
ecological, self-managed, inner growth, adult
education, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, new
technologies, ecological construction, humour,
inspiring

eurotopia
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Netherlands

©
Ecovillage Brabant is a group of about 100 people who want to live sustainably some¬
where in Brabant, in the South of the Netherlands. Sustainable also means small in scale
and local; living, working and shopping close together. The area where we will settle will
therefore be very important to the ecovillage and vice versa. For the municipality to which
we will belong, the ecovillage with her ecotourism, her new companies, the cooperation
with existing companies and her positive publicity will be a great asset, also because we
are a gigantic think tank with creative, active, positive, sustainable oriented people. We
are going to make this century, the Age of Sustainability, there is no alternative.
We want to live in contact with nature, each other and ourselves. We want to make a
positive contribution through sustainable living and we want to inspire. We want the best
version of ourselves through self-development and self-reflection.
We are an umbrella organization. There are several ecovillage initiatives in our associ¬
ation.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

© stand behind our vision and cultural principals (see website)

Emmaus in Langeweg and Breda
S + 31-(0)168-324524

Kloosterlaan 6 | 4772 RA Langeweg
info@emmaus-langeweg.nl

Owww.emmaus-langeweg.nl

94 cf 9 41 *11*14
12-13 members, 7 salaried workers, 60 volunteers
£> Dutch, e, some g, f
one part of the group, called the core-group (partly consensus, partly board)
f shared income
T foundation
G second-hand shop and support for homeless

11971

&

(near Breda)

&$3 %

©
Once more! These words are symbolic for the activities of Emmaus in Langeweg. Emmaus
houses people who are in trouble, especially the homeless. Emmaus gives them the
opportunity to rebuild their lives. Meanwhile Emmaus gives chances to idealistic peo¬
ple to put their ideas into practice. Finally, Emmaus combats the economy of excessive
consumption and returns value to discarded objects. Emmaus collects cast off goods and
sells them. In this way, Emmaus is financially independent. Part of the income is donated
to projects, both in the Third World or nearby.
The community in Langeweg houses about 10 persons. All community members work in
the second-hand shop, collecting, sorting and sellinggoods. They attend to the housekee¬
ping together. Community members receive food and board, insurance, pocket money,
travel expenses and items from the shop. Aside from them there are over 25 volunteers
and some salaried employees. Emmaus Langeweg is situated in a former monastery in
a small village in the South of the Netherlands. A stay in the community gives you the
chance to put your ideas into practice and discover your talents. We want to live, work
and share together. We choose solidarity.
->Sce also description of network „ Emmaus"
© enthusiasm for common work, working and living, probationary period required
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Erve Veldink
Eibergseweg 42 | 7273 SR Haarlo

*

& info@erveveldink.nl
41981

& 1 ha (near Zutphen)

5%

+31-(0)545-261 448
Hwww.erveveldink.nl
92 Cf1
w ] if- 3
*? individual financing

st> e, g, Dutch
all 3 or the owner, depends on the issue (consensus)
T property of one member
& focus on consciousness
Q guesthouses, therapy, retreats, consciousness
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual,
inner growth, meditation, organic diet, vegetarian diet, seminar-house, environ¬
mental protection, organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry, alternative ener¬
gy, conscious

© ft

Erve Veldink is a Center for Reflection and Inspiration in a monumental farm with a history
back to the 14th Century. The farm is inhabited by a small ecological community.
From shared values: consciousness, openness and contact, responsibility, attentiveness,
respect for people, animal, environment, together we create a safe surrounding for our
guests and for each other, with place for vulnerability, self-reflection, co-creation and

compassion.
This beautiful place of strength stimulates personal growth. Living and workingtogether de¬
mands clarity, openness as well as contact, and taking responsibility for your feelings.
Together we form a bedding for personal and spiritual growth for ourselves and for our
guests. Residents each have a living space of their own, with much privacy. Together we
take care of the yard and garden. Tuning in we create several moments for contact, like
for consultation, meditation and shared meals.
A seminar house is built in a stable next to the farm and some nice apartments are built
within the farm. Here we welcome people for individual stay, with or without various
forms of (therapeutic) support.
On a regular basis we organize retreats, open meals for guests/locals and residents,
evening-programmes and meeting-and-volunteering-days.

© noted on our website

Evangelical Community Elim
Bergweg 7 | 3941 RA Doom

Hwww.ehm.nl

info@ehm.nl

4 1975

T

2 +31-(0)343-41 7064

iLi 1

ha (near Utrecht)

93 cT6 m?

Dutch, e
tVs
everyone in common (consensus) *f shared economy (shared income and capital)
foundation

& Protestant/Evangelical/Christian
O design, missionary work, church, parish contacts
self-managed, non-violent, Christian, accessible to the disabled, non smoking
eurotopia
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H

The Elim community provides for their own livelihood through full-time and part-time
jobs, and consists right now of 5 adults and 4 long-time guests. Most of the income comes
from the running of a technical illustration and design bureau, study-bible project, and
part-time jobs outside the community. Community members live with a common purse,
from which all costs are paid: rent, cars, holidays, pocket money, etc. The evangelical
Elim church emerged in 1985 from the community's circle of friends. This church has
3 meetings each week. We try, both in the community and in the church, to live with
Cod in our everyday life. In addition, there are ongoing contacts with Christians in Third
World countries - mainly India - both with Western missionaries and native believers. Elim
initiated a community movement of what has grown to become 35 Dutch communities.
The main focus is now our intercultural church house, where many refugees come and
find Jesus. We hope that the way we lead our lives will help people discover that it is
possible to live in peace and happiness through the life-giving and -transforming power
of Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour. Come and visit us!
->See also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"

0 Christian Community Network

Franciscaans Milieuproject
Stoutenburgerlaan 5 | 3835 PB Stoutenburg
c# post@stoutenburg.nl
& 11 ha (near Amersfoort)
41991

S +31-(0)33-4945500

Swww.stoutenburg.nl

<2> e>g
the community (consensus)

T

93 CT3

ttb
frail

€ shared income

rented

$ Franciscan, ecological, ecumenical

© gardening, household, conference centre
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, vegetarian
diet, seminar-house, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, fore¬
stry

©

We are an ecumenical religious community with an emphasis on the relationship of
human beings to other living beings. We are inspired by the life of St. Francis of Assisi,
the Vietnamese monk Thich Nhat Hanh and others. In our daily routine there are set
times for meditation, work, communal and private life. In order to pay our rent and other
expenses we maintain a small conference house. We work in our organic garden and
manage the house in a consistently environmentally friendly manner. We are dependent
on the help of volunteers. They share our life. We organise various events in the area of
human beings and the environment, ranging from ecological suppers to several weeks
of activities and meditation.

->See also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"
0 Franciscans
© Christian/Franciscan background, good health,

262
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ll GWL-terrein
Waterkersweg 316 | 1051 PK Amsterdam
6 ha (near Amsterdam)
11996

%

fiwww.gwl-terrein.nl
Wit1400

Dutch, e
'*’#

koepelvcreniging CWL-terrein (umbrella organisation for house owners and
residents) (consensus and/or by majority vote)
every household and owner pays 6 Curo per month for the kocpelvereniging (see
above)

f

owner occupied and rented apartments

&

ecological, organic gardening, ecological construction, car free

O housing
GWL-terrein is a mixed urban neighborhood of 600 households (both owner occupied
and rented apartments) and some business units, built in the 1990s on an old industrial
site (former site of the water company of Amsterdam) with a green and car free public
space of 6 ha. Characteristic elements of the public area: 80 small garden plots (used by
residents of the area and surrounding neighbourhoods), fruit trees, paths and squares

which are accessible only for pedestrians and cyclists, hawthorn hedges...
->See also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland"

ll<6% Meergeneratie Woonproject Nijmegen
Prinses Beatrixstraat 20 | 6576 AX Ooij
»+31-(0)6-15467966

ml

fiwww.meergeneratiewonen.nu
12014

-at

(near

Nijmegen)

Q47 cf 18

Wt*83

& Dutch
@

spiritual: silence, ecological, working as community member

©
We are a community, still in the building phase. Our community is based upon silence,
encompassing all generations, supporting each other and ecological starting points. There
will be all kinds of households: singles, doubles, living groups and families. In total there
will be 50 households. We will manage our community in all aspects: we assign the
renting houses, we determine the rents, there are several spaces meant for community
purposes only like the music room, meditation rooms, community kitchen and activity
space. Silence will connect us in every gathering. Our decision system is based upon

cooperative decision making.
© have a string connection with our aims

curotopia
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Michaelshof Environmental Centre
<S? + 31-(0)227-51 2265
Vatropperweg 5 | 1 779 CE Den Oever
JQwww.michaelshof.nI
iÿinfo@michaelshof.nl
& 1978ÿ 1 ha (near Hoorn, Alkmaar, Den Helder) \f$Q0% 91 cf 1 \2
& 2 *1**9
g, e, f, Dutch
the community board (concensus)
f? shared economy

T

owner
0 shamanism, sufism and openness to others
O permaculture, spiritual rituals, sustainable energy and building
&

ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, feminist, non-violent,
spiritual, inner growth, meditation, organic diet, adult education, pedagogical,
free school, seminar-house, one-world development, mentally/psychologically
handicapped persons, physically handicapped persons, environmental protection,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, alternative energy, new
technologies, ecological construction, humour, accessible to the disabled, com¬
munity building, permaculture, shamanism, therapeutical work

©

n

The Environmental Centre „The Michaelshof" is situated on the North Coast of The
Netherlands with a straight and open view of the Waddenzee.
This unique and splendid location is surrounded by coastal nature and has very fertile soil
in which we have been gardening for 40 years without any emissions, in full cooperation
and balance with nature. We have our own water supplies, with clear drinking water
from our own source and are recycling waste water by means of a flowing greenhouse
that purifies the water before leading it to the ground water level again. That's why we
don't use any disturbing chemical additions neither in our daily householding nor in
gardening and animal keeping - bees and chickens.
The Michaelshof is a meeting place for all kinds of people and activities oriented towards
a healthy, natural and spiritual way of living, with a focus on sustainability, community
building and personal inner growth. We organize courses, therapeutic and spiritual
meetings, shared dinners with food from the garden, volunteer labour in diverse fields,
yearly festivals and international working and meeting weeks. We use solar energy for
water heating and want to build a windmill for the whole neighbourhood to get local
electricity.

0

Transition Town movement; Sufi community Alkmaar (head office)

© ideological

Nikola-Kommuniteit
Maliesingel 63 | 3581 BS Utrecht

& +31-(0)302314184

Swww.nikola-kommuniteit.nl
11964
vT-
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Dutch, e, g, f

H

915 0*6
Wtf21
*1* most of us have part time jobs or pensions

Netherlands
<tf| the members (we have a community council and a foundation for the material

belongings)
5 of us have shared income, the rest has individual financing
T property, a few members live on their own
ecumenical
© Gcbed, Gemeenschap, Gastvrijheid = prayer, community, hospitality
left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual, ecumenical, Buddhist,
meditation, vegetarian diet, adult education

© M

The Nikola-Community is an ecumenical religious community of celibates, singles and
families of all age groups. The community is founded upon the belief in Jesus the Messiah,
in the ecumenical sense of the word. This implies, among other things, that Protestants
and Catholics as well as men and women, young and old, celibate, single and married
people may supplement and enrich each other. The community is open to adherents of
other religious persuasions and inspirations. We believe in the unity of prayer and daily
life, meditation and action, mysticism and politics, word, sacrament and zeal.
The community manages its household affairs collectively (communal kitchen, dining
and living room, shopping, shared facilities). There is a modest library and vegetable

gardens.
One may participate financially by either yielding one's entire income to the community
(and this covers all costs of living in return), or, by paying for one's room and board.
Anyone is welcome to drop by during set visiting times. One may also stay for longer
periods of time for recuperation, reflection, a retreat, a ,marriage vacation' or to become
acquainted with the community.

Oude RKZ
Emmastraat 15 | 9722 EW Groningen
info@orkz.net

41979

S3

(near Groningen)

ST + 31-(0)50-5267250

Borkz.net
<,ca. 10

NH250

& Dutch, e, g
approx. 150
«>i different groups, and on very important issues all (majority vote)
‘f individual financing
© theatre, cinema, bar, restaurant, art studios, garden, and several other groups

related to the building
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, organic gardening,
alternative energy, new technologies, construction, humour, art

©
Ziekenhuis (ORKZ) was originally a hospital. In 1 979, when

The Oude Rooms Katholiekc
a new hospital was built, the ORKZ should have been knocked down in order to build
luxury apartments. However, different groups united and squatted the building. Today,
it is a legalized living community with a large diversity of people. The ORKZ is self-ma¬
naged and maintained by its inhabitants; they are both rent payers and landlords. In the
ORKZ different generations, nations, characters, cultures and subcultures live together,
create together, destroy together, laugh together, argue together, dance together, you
only shit alone ©
eurotopia
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Netherlands
Harmonisch Woncn
Rivierenlaan 230 | 8226 LH Lelystad

2 +31-(0)320-218077
Sharmonischwonen.nl, sidhadorp.nl
0 (near Lelystad)
*175 *1*500

& 1985

& Dutch, g, e
0 Trancendental Meditation in a group programme
& ecological, meditation

©
In 1979 Maharishi called on the Dutch sidhas to create an ideal village, so that the effect
of the daily group practice of the TM-Sidhi programme could be demonstrated in this

,Land of Wholeness'.
The Ideal Village was started in 1985 in an area which offers the most space and the
cleanest environment: the new province, Flevoland (reclaimed land). On the outskirts
of Lelystad, a city of 60,000 inhabitants, the Dutch sidhas were allowed to build their
own suburb, according to their own principles. The Ideal Village has grown steadily
and it now includes 275 homes of different sizes, a beautiful dome, a junior school, a
vegetarian restaurant, business- and office-accommodation, a Maharishi Ayurveda clinic

and much more.
There are about 350 adults and 175 children living in the village. Since Maharishi gave
the Dutch sidha village an European status, we have a steady stream of sidha immigrants
coming.
The Ideal Village has its own property developer and housing agency, which rents out
the various houses and business accommodations. All the houses are built using environmentally-friendly materials and are well insulated. There are two-roomed apartments,
two- and three-bedroomed houses (all for rent) and also privately owned houses. It is
possible to buy a piece of land on which to build your own house.
->See also description of network „Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland''
© practice of Trancendental Meditation

Stichtine Emmaus Haren
Middenweg 14 | 5368 AC Haren

l?lHaren@emmaus.nl
41980

& 2400 m2 (near Oss) fc*15%

vi' Dutch, e, g
*’i the board (consensus)
T property of the community

2 +31-(0)41 2462774

Swww.emmausharen.nl
91-2 cf2-3 *1*3-5
frail
sellingof donated goods

© second hand goods: collecting, repairing, cleaning and selling
ecological, non-violent, spiritual, esoteric/New Age, inner growth, meditation, en¬
vironmental protection, conventional agriculture, conventional gardening, animal
friendly husbandry, alternative energy, social work, art

© H

We are a small community in the rural South of the Netherlands, usually one or two
people, maximum five. Workshops, hobby rooms, vegetable gardens, occasional care of
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Netherlands
homeless people, no addicts, no psychologically ill. All inhabitants work according to their
abilities and receive food and board and a little pocket money. We are independent of
subsidies or gifts. We finance ourselves by means of donations in kind. We sell disused,
but still functional, utilitarian objects after potential repairs or cleaning. The surplus which
we do not need for our own use we give away to projects and charitable organisations.
->See also description of network „Emmaus"
© ideological but no dreamers, workers

Vereniging Aardehuis
Rietgors 2a | 8121 JZ Olst

Hwww.aardchuis.nl

lÿemail@aardehuis.nl

12006

'jti

3 + 31-(0)6-20415480

1.2 ha (near Deventer)

924 CT18

Wft73

_£

£

{F* all adults
Dutch, e, g
i the general circle, representing all adults(sociocratic decision-making)
T property of home-owners association, consisting of owners
ecological, self-managed, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, construction

s
z

©
In 2012, we started the building of 23 Aardehuizen (Earth Houses) in Olst, the Nether¬
lands. In creating an example of sustainability and self-reliance in building and living,
we hope to inspire others. Aardehuizen combine principles of earthships with other
environmentally balanced design methods. At the same time, we must face challenges
and opportunities that Dutch society presents - such as to navigate through building
regulations in a densely populated country. The result will be houses built with tires,
(mostly) second hand wood, straw bales, cob, big windows at the South, green roofs,
solar panels and permaculture. All residents build at least one day per week. For design
and construction we have professional supervisors, since most of us had little previous
experience in building. A significant milestone was reached with the handing over of the
first houses in the spring of 201 3.
Our community is strengthened by trainings on sociocratic decision-making, and active
sharing of skills within the group, such as growing vegetables.
Our volunteers are a great source of help and inspiration. Some work regularly for a
longer period, others stay for a day, a week or a month. And many leave as friends! Do
you want to be our next volunteer? Contact us via meedoen@aardehuis.nl

© shared interest in aardehuizen (earth houses/earthships), compatible with group/so¬
cial skills, physically able to build

eurotopia
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268269A'
Hogganvik Landsby
Hogganvik | 5583 Vikedal
& hogganvik@camphill.no
h 1972

2?+47-(0)5276-01 11

Mhogganvik.camphill.no
(near Haugesund) 9ca. 15 c?ca. 15
WWca. 40

Norwegian, e

i? anthroposophical
O caregiving, farm, garden, forest, household
& ecological, anthroposophic, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, or¬
ganic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry,
forestry

©

Hogganvik village is a life sharing and work community for adults who need special care,
co-workers and their families. The village is located in Vindafjord in Rogaland, 60 km East
of Haugesund. There are currently about 45 people in the village community, of which
35 live in the village. Hogganvik Village is part of the international Camphill Movement
and the Camphill Village Trust, Norway. Hogganvik village and all activities in the village
are based on Rudolf Steiner's anthroposophy and Karl Konig's (founder of the Camphill
social and therapeutic impulse.
Village life challenges people to meet their own and others' limits. It creates an en¬
vironment which encourages the development of the individual's responsibility for
themselves and for others as an essential factor. One of the most important aspects of
life in the village is promoting the individual's self-esteem and confidence. To achieve
this we do not use therapy; our most important tools are rich and varied work, culture
and community life.

Movement)

->See also description of network „Camphill"
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Norway

Solborg
solborgveien 21 | 3520 Jevnaker

S+47-(0)32132480

Rhome.no.net/solborg
75 ha (near Honefoss, Jevnaker)
41975
& Norwegian, e, g
$>l village council and leadergroup (consensus)

926 C?14 \7 Wtf47
t'f* all adults
*? varies

T

foundation
anthroposophy
O biodynamic farming and gardening, forest, baking, weavery, housekeeping,
@

woodworking
ecological, left-wing political understanding, Christian, anthroposophic, pedagogi¬
cal, seminar-house, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, organic agri¬
culture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry

©

n

Solborg Camphill Village in Norway has a bio-dynamic farm, extensive vegetable gardens,
a bakery, a weavery, and a large forest for timber and firewood.
Most of us live in large extended families, co-workers (longterm people with their families,
and young temporary volunteers) and villagers (mentally handicapped or otherwise in need
of help), sharing our lives, our meals, our living rooms and bathrooms. There may be as
many as fifteen people gathered round the dining table every day. Each house has its own
budget, and is run more or less autonomously by a couple of responsible co-workers. In
the morning and the afternoon everyone goes to work, in a variety of workplaces. Each
person contributes to the running of the village according to their capability. Within this
sphere no money changes hands, and work is seen to be something that is freely given
within the fellowship.
Solborg is in Southern Norway, an hour from Oslo, on the edge of an extensive wilderness
area. Within the village we have a Steiner school with over 100 pupils.
We are open for volunteers and long term co-workers who would be interested in sharing
their lives with us.
->See also description of network „Camphill"
© enjoying work, healthy, happy

Vidaraasen Village (Camphill)
S +47-3344-4100
Landsbyveien 34 | 3158Andebu
Hvidarasen.camphill.no, www.vidaraasen.no
office@vidaraasen.no
& 2000 ha (near Tonsberg)
938 Cf21 S20
41966

Norwegian, e
the executive team or the village council
shared economy and from the Norwegian State
f private foundation
f! anthroposophy
Q farm, vegetable and herb gardens + approx. 15 other workshops
& ecological, self-managed, Christian, organic diet, mentally/psychologically haneurotopia
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Norway/Poland
dicapped persons, environmental protection, organic agriculture, organic garde¬
ning, organic farming, forestry, ecological construction

©
Our vision: A meaningful daily life, individual development, co-operation with others.
Vidarasen Village is a living- and working-community for both people with learning
disabilities and the staff who work with them. In the village we try to create a rounded
work and life situation for everyone.
Vidarasen was founded in 1966 as the first Camphill village in Norway. On our website
you can find descriptions about how one can apply as a villager or as a staff member.
Further descriptions of different aspects of village life and the history of the village are
also available. Vidarasen lies within a local municipality, Andebu kommune, which is a
part of the county of Vestfold, Norway.

->See also description of network „Camphill"
© preferably aged 20 or older
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Poland

tl Bardo-Siedlung Ekoosada Bardo
S+48-(0)502-523692
Wieprz 1071 | 34-122 Wieprz
Swww.bardo.ekoosada.pl
& pakob69@tlen.pl
Wf*8
& 201 2 & 14 ha (near Klodzko, Wroclaw (Breslau)) \fi50% Q3 c? 4
& Polish, g, e
4, but also guests, interested people
3 individual financing
all, with equal rights (consensus)

f

property

Q garden, building - creating a homestead
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, inner growth, organic diet, vegetarian diet,
self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, alternative
energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, accessible to the
disabled

© H

We are a friendship group with the goal of founding an ecovillage. We have purchased a
14ha property, and dozens of garden estates. The first house is just being built. We wish
to attain as high a degree of self-sufficiency in terms of food as possible. Neighbourly
help and cooperation are very important. Hundreds of
trees have already been planted and the first spelt harvest
has been successful. Our land is located on a plateau
at 300m altitude, surrounded by little hills, forests and
fields, and is part of the Sudetenland, not far from the
Czech border and the river Neisse, in a very peaceful i®*ÿ**5

;

r «

location.

RL

© affinity to nature, self-responsibility/independence
as well as mutual help, realizing a collective vision,
willingness/financial commitment do design/culti¬
vate own piece of land

tl Barkowo Ecovillage
S+48-(0)504-033509

Sekowioska.wordpress.com
12011

jti

16 ha (near

Goldap) b$30 %

91 C?3 \2

Polish, e, Russian
it* 4
all (concensus)
•f partly individual financing and partly common financing of some activities
F property of the trust
O natural building, gardening
ecological, esoteric/New Age, chaotic, organic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet,
adult education, pedagogical, free school, seminar-house, peace-work, alternative
energy, new technologies, ecological construction, cordwood, cob building

eurotopia
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Poland

© H

Barkowo Ecovillage is located in North Eastern Poland near the town Goldap, within
the ecologically protected area of Wegorapa and Goldapa Valley. The terrain is slightly
hilly, with access to the Goldapa river and a large forest complex situated nearby. At the
present time on the 16 ha farm (including 1.5 ha of forest) there is only one old house
and outbuildings and two families are living there permanently. The founders of Barkowo
Ecovillage are vegetarian for ethical reasons. They want to live in a simple, natural and
organic lifestyle, and want to achieve self-sufficiency based on the gifts of nature. In the
near future the land will be divided into 10 separate 1 ha plots and each family will be
living on their own plot. In the middle of the farm there will be a common area with
communal buildings serving the needs of the entire community.

& „Dla Ziemi i Ludzi" („For Earth and People" Foundation)
© consensus of all residents after probation

Aranya Ecovillage Fundacja Terapia Homa

WYSOKA 151 | 34-240 Jordanow, Malopolska

& info@homatherapypoland.org
y 5 ha (near Krakow)
11995

S+48-(0)502-347-898

Swww.homatherapypoland.org

96 cf6 *4 ttf<16
©all adults in varyingcapacity inmost of us

& e, Polish, sp, g, f
all who are concerned (general agreement)
individual family financing, community business
f individually owned homes and shared land
§? we practice the science of Homa Therapy for healing, nourishing and energizing
the atmosphere and consequently the environment. We are a universal spiritual
community.
© working in the Foundation to promote Agnihotra and Homa Therapy internati¬
onally. Then gardening, microgreen production, bee keeping, fruit orchard, far¬
ming, cows, cottage industries
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
organic diet, vegetarian diet, seminar- house, environmental protection, self-suf¬
ficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,

animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, humour, non smoking, Agnihotra, Homa Therapy, educational,
Vedic farming, crafts, creative arts, Sound Therapy, music, medicinal herbs, home
schooling, Mandala Art Therapy, Ayurveda

© H

Bhrugu Aranya is a blossoming international Ecovillage. Residents range in age from
5 to 65 and are an eclectic group of artists, healers, writers, film makers, musicians,
therapists, gardeners, teachers and herbalists. Workshops are offered in Homa Organic
Farming, Herbs for Healing, Mandala Art Therapy, Sound Therapy, Creative Expression
and many more.
Our non-profit ecological/educational 'Homa Therapy Foundation' is based at Bhru¬
gu Aranya, situated in the Beskida Mountain region with views of the majestic Tatra
Mountains. The atmosphere of this farm is infused with high vibrations from Ayurvedic
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Poland
healing fires that are performed daily. It is this energy that radiates to heal the Earth. We
invite you to come and experience transformation in a super-charged, creative, healing
environment.
In 2010, the community designed a project to create the Centre of Light to be a place of
refuge, solace for those seeking healing and rejuvenation in a purified and harmonious
atmosphere. The Centre, a unique double octagon structure, will be built with ecological
materials. It is to be a gathering point where visionaries and healers from around the
world can come and share their knowledge with other kindred spirits.

0 Homa Community Network
© interest in Agnihotra and Homa Therapy. All members are vegetarian and no alco¬
hol or drugs allowed.

Bushcraft Berlin & Biber Camp Bronkow
Stadnina Bronkow
Bronkow 71a | 66-626 Dychow

E£lkontakt@wildniscamp-lubuskie.de
£ 1800m2 (near Krosno)
&2010

S +49-(0)30-33771833

£

C?1 Mfi
%
Ovaries (many guestsduringsummer)
i individual financing

21

& g, f, e
all who are concerned (consensus)
7 property of one member
G gardening, 2014: construction of an eco-house
ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, non-vio¬
lent, organic diet, adult education, animal protection, environmental protection,
self-sufficiency, permaculLure, organic gardening, alternative energy, ecological
construction

©
Frenchman (55), dropout, wilderness education and survival trainer. "Emigrated" from
Germany to Poland in 2010 (30km from the German border). Lives on a smallholding
in a small village with a vegetable garden, dogs, cats, chickens and a horse. Property
with tipis on the river Bober in a free, solitary environment. To date many visitors and
helpers (WWOOFers). Planning to move in 2014 to a nearby land of my own (1800m2),
in the middle of nature, to build an ecological house with an organic garden and with
alternative energy. Open to autonomous
smm
people who wish to participate in thisI
A
self-sufficiency project within the framework of a small community.
r Mk
9A
© topics: self-sufficiency, frugal and
sustainable lifestyle, no fundamen- m
talism of any kind

eurotopia
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Pryszczowa Gora 44 | 21-025 Niemce

L.A.S. Local Alternative Society

t$auramm@wp.pl
& 1982

2 +48-(0)692325054
Swww.permakultura.com.pl, www.dlaziemi.org

&

(near Lublin)

Wll90

£> e, g, f, sp, Polish, Russian
ecological, anarchistic, non-violent, Buddhist, inner growth, meditation, yoga, or¬
ganic diet, vegetarian diet, macrobiotic diet, adult education, pedagogical, peacework, animal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture,
organic gardening, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction,
humour, ecological constructions, organic archteclure, choir, music, painting,
sculpture, making instruments, furniture, tipis, jewellery, recording music, perma¬
culture, tai chi, chi gong

&

© H

There are currently around 30 families (90 people) living in individual houses in ten vil¬
lages, spread 20 km around Kozlowiecki Park. L.A.S. is a group of artistic and ecological
settlers from the cities wanting to live closer to Nature.
The Association "For the Earth" was established in 1995. We are engaged in a variety of
artistic, educational and social activities that connect these neighbouring villages. As an
association we are creating a School of Rural Settlement - for city people who want to
move to the countryside. We want to organize workshops to share the practical experience
of the settlers who have been living in this area for more than 30 years.
Currently many families still make their living from artistic activities, temporary jobs,
and some have their own businesses. Some of us have organic, permaculture gardens.
Some of us build alternative, ecological systems, experimenting with alternative energy

supplies and new technologies.
Most of our grown up children went to the cities to study, or to work in other countries,
but currently some of them arc returning and starting to build their own houses for their

families.
Among us there is a lot of cooperation, helping each other and having fun together and
we know that in cases of difficulty we are not alone.

II Przysiolek Macze
Macze 2 | 19-300 Elk

sameisky@elk.com.pl
's±i 45 ha (near Elk)
12011

2 +48-(0)602-713114

Hprzysiolckmacze.tk/
93 cT3
fHM2

<£> g, e, Polish, Russian
all who are concerned (consensus)
•f individual financing
T everybody has a property of his own and some property of all
® non ideological
G farming, gardening, construction
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, ecumenical, organic diet, vegetarian diet,
vegan diet, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
alternative energy, ecological construction, pottery
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©
At this point, we are three families. We appreciate living in the countryside. We aren't
perfect, but strive for a conscious, simple life. We are willing to change our behaviour
and our thoughts in order to preserve the natural resources of our Earth. We minimize
our ecological footprint in various ways.
Everything that Polish law allows is allowed here as well. We do not want to give ourselves
additional rules and don't want to declare in advance how far our communal living will
go. Many things we decide pragmatically.
Each family has their own private proggggj petty, house and space. As our first joint
Hj efforts, we want to cultivate our biggest
I pond, plant trees for firewood and install
t

m

g a playground. We

know
new settlers first. Because of the necessity
0 jjf to buy a plot of land and to build a dweljjjf ling on it, certain financial requirements
need to be met. We don't see how we
Ml can eliminate this obstacle entirely, but
low prices and mutual assistance make
it possible to live relatively cheaply. We
HM'
B are open for options other than the onehouse-per-family-norm.
want to get to

J

© being accepted by all old members, ability to build or buy a house

Realearth Thomas & Claudia Notter
S+48-(0)87-5683535
Bachanowo 21 | 16-404 Jeleniewo
Owww.realearth.pl
realearth@interia.pl
JSL 19 ha (near Suwalki)
91 CT2 *5 te
11993
or more
& g, Polish, e, (f, i)
m all who are concerned (consensus, selecting the best solution for all of us)
f common financing
T common property
© a strongly grounded pure spirituality full of light, beyond all religions
© self-sufficiency (gardening, agriculture, animal husbandry, cheese production)
ecological, self-managed, spiritual, inner growth, organic diet, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, perrnaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
organic farming, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction,
humour, non smoking, flexible social structure, right dosage and balance, joie de
vivre, sensual, school of life, cheese production

© H

We have been living in the beautiful Suwalki Landscape Park since 1993, where we
have created a sustainable foundation for our extended family on 19 ha of organically
managed cultural and natural land. We live in a harmonious community with a huge
diversity of wild and cultivated plants, wild animals, working animals and pets; now we
are only lacking in more long-term cohabitants. In contrast to our initial expectations,
ideas about community are still not topical in Poland. The relatively hard climate here in

curotopia
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Poland/Portugal
the North-East is also not particularly attractive, therefore we have remained a seasonal
community. A place where people come particularly during the summer months in order
to collect self-sufficiency and community experiences. Time has not stopped, so the many
small children have turned into teenagers and young adults, and they are flying out one
by one. So the family dynamic is in constant flux, there are new possibilities and space
for people who would like to join us. In 201 3 we started planning the restructuring of our
buildings. We just hope that we get the necessary planning permission and that we can
finance the project in order to progressively implement our plans. In the coming years it
would therefore be ideal if some people would find us who would like to dedicate their
hearts, ideas and energy to this place, and who would not be wanting to leave.

© we are happy to let you surprise us - if it fits, it fits

Portugal
Porto

277B
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Portugal

ARTLIFE
Quinta Verda / 489 V | 8700-124 Moncarapacho/Olhao

S +351-289792066

isabelle.roussies@gmail.com
& 0.5 ha (near Faro) &#5 %
95 CT2 U flit 11
h 1996
© everybody
everybody
g, e, f, Portuguese
common supply, common projects
everybody (consensus)
f so far property of individuals
O computer work, household, garden
non-violent, sexuality, adult education, pedagogical, humour, art, art therapy,
social research

© H

We are a community with a long shared history. We lived at the Friedrichshof farm in
Austria (1974-1990) in Otto Muehl's commune and then continued our communal life
in Portugal from 1 996. Otto spent his old age in our midst, until his death on May 26th
201 3. We search for a balance between the individual and the social. Success with this
balance brings much energy and happiness. We organise everything together: earning

money, household, garden, art projects etc. We talk through our problems together.
Children and teenagers are the centre point of our playful communication. Mothers are
supported by the community. We are all artistically active: writing, drawing, music, pho¬
tography... Art helps with coming to terms with reality and with personal development.
Our role model: a jazz band connected by shared swing and individual solos.

© ensues upon personal encounter

Dragon's Place Dirk Van der Auwera & Christine Krol,
Quinta do Tapado | Fiais da Beira, Ervedal | Olivera do Hospital
3405-077 Fiais da Beira

S' + 351-966-728293

Sdragonsplace.webs.com
Q 8 ha (near Olivera do Hospital) &$60 %
m2
42003
&9 *1* all
Dutch, e, +/- Portuguese
¥>l depends on the responsibility (natural hierarchy and responsibility)
shared economy
T property (4 ha) of Dirk and Christine
& Celtic
© farming, technical assistance, sustainable energy
ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, hierarchical, spiritual, sexuality, environ¬
mental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gar¬
dening, organic farming, forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, humour, non smoking, music

© H

Dragon's Place is an old Celtic place in a beautiful natural area in mid Portugal - where
everybody is welcome, especially all those who wish to learn about the new Celtic view,
and put into practice the harmonious integration of landscape and people providing their
own food, energy, shelter, and other material and non-material needs in a sustainable
eurotopia
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way. In fact, it is an update on the ideas of

Permaculture set out by Bill Mollison.
On our quinta, we grow our own food together
with local traditional and some biological farmers in order to learn from each other. ThereI
are fruit trees, a terraced vineyard for making Bj
r.-.
our own wine and large areas of woodland H
with goats who help to keep it clean. When m
»w4
we arrived in 2003 there was only a wild area,
a jungle. For over 30 years no one had done Kf
anything. There are several sources for water,I
and ingenious distribution networks deliver ®
the water to where it is required. On some terraces we cultivate vegetables and we
demonstrate special water saving irrigation systems. Of the three stone buildings on the
property, we have restored one already, and one of the others is planned.
We have a lot of experience in all kinds of energy solutions. We will share knowledge and
technical capacities. We do this worldwide and in lots of sustainable projects (recently
Portugal and Africa).
Will you join us? Don't stay on your isle!
<-•-*

0 a group of small projects and companies in sustainable projects and production
© 60 % compatible

La Belle Verte
Agugadeira, Sitiode Palheiros, CCI 13-J | 8550-322 Monchique
Swww.la-belle-verte.weebly.com
twg@aliceadsl.fr
Q1 cf1 <,3 ttfl.5
& 2 ha (near Monchique)
12011
10-30%
& 2 X?* 2
f, g, Portuguese, e
all concerned together (consensus)
individual financing, either common or individual
f shared
i? the project values are inspired by the French movie „La Belle Verte" by Coline

£

Serreau.

O different construction activities: mainly earth buildings in different techniques,
landscaping, fruit trees and vegetable garden, beekeeping, home-schooling of the
children, cooking and housekeeping
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, inner growth, organic diet, vegetarian diet,
pedagogical, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, alternative energy, ecological
construction, no cell phones/wireless, non smoking, voluntary simplicity, emotio¬
nal authenticity, sensitive view on addictions, consistent ecology, practical solida¬
rity, sustainable lifestyle

© *«

La Belle Verte is a beautiful place, located 500 m high in the mountains Serra de Mon¬
chique of Southern Portugal, 45 minutes drive from Faro Airport in the Algarve.
Our land is nestled within a gorgeous rural and secluded valley. We are a family of 2
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adults (German and French) and our 3 children.
We have a natural spring water river flowing through our land on its meandering journey
to the Atlantic Ocean. We grow as much of our own food as we can and have our own
solar power plan for electricity and water for aqua-showers. We are seeking a self-sustainable environment that will also appeal to like-minded humans of all ages and both
genders to come and join us.
We offer you the chance to come here and also feel nature and the real earth with us.
You can stay as long or as short as you "feel" it with us .... we are humane, welcoming
and authentic. We have a simple philosophy here: Be Real ... Be You ... and Live.
->See also description of network „WWOOF"
0 Transition Town movement Monchique
© try-out periods, no particular financial requirements

ParadieslnselFamilie/-System RI.F. Reinhold Schweikert
Ap. 111 | 7320-999 Castelo de Vide

paradiesinselfamilie@gmail.com

11990

& 2 ha

(near

S+ 351-245-992419

Hwww.paradiseislandfamily.wordpress.com

Portalegre) \P$<100 %

HIW10

90 0*4

3

if* all
& g, e, sp, Portuguese
'¥’! all, if consensus doesn't work, the father (consensus)
if. joint financing, familiar economics - private association
T family property
Sg vegetarian raw food, natural Christianity, eco-/organic, selfsupplying. Aim:: Hu¬
man return into garden-paradise = „goldcn age"
O self-sufficiency, livestock, paradise-gardening/farming, life-schooling, publications
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, hierarchical, leader/guru, Christian, organic
diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, pedagogical, free school, peace-work, oneworld development, animal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal
friendly husbandry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction,
non smoking, nature school, raw food simple buildings, paradies garden art, edu¬
cation, natural therapy, drug/cook/meat-free zone

©

n

The idea behind the Paradise Island System (Rl -System) is to bring people back to a
more meaningful natural life and work. To help them be able to change their decadent
"modern" lifestyles and initiate the return to their abandoned garden paradises. We try to
start this urgently necessary transition by the transfer of knowledge in theory and practice,
and by cleaning up the false media-induced visions and practices, misconceptions, false
ideologies, and other obstacles of all kinds.
We are not really fitting into the usual list of similar so-called communities - in fact our
Rl.-Family is a community with a family nucleus and we prefer small, well harmonised
groups. Nevertheless, we also accept different people who are interested in returning to
nature and creating: Preparation/training/lifeschooling, therapy/wellness/regeneration,
beautyfarming, cooperation, all kinds of sharing, plus other Rl.-System projects such as
natural living and eating communities, private associations, natural women's group, orcurotopia

a
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ganic food producer corporation, therapy island, eco-park, ecovillage and even a „city"
can be Rl.-System-coached and initiated as soon as there are sufficient willing active
participants and partners.

© ecological orientation, raw food, aptitudes and affections to live in and from the
garden(-paradise/Eden), short visits (1st day) free, with longer stays: share of main¬
tenance and structural costs, details sec blog

Quinta Alvorada do Ouro Umbria

Santa Catarina Fonte do Bispo | 8800-166 Tavira

S + 32-(0)487-209-304

ratledge@gmail.com
Bwww.facebook.com/groups/alvoradadoouro/?fref=ts
92 d”2 \0 ttl«4
7500 m2 (near Tavira, Faro)
.£>2009
££> e, Dutch, f, Portuguese
*?*4
consensus)
all who are concerned (majority vote and/or
i individual financing (for the beginning)
f single owner
© meditation, conscious living, permaculture, sustainable building, art, music &
healing...
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, pedagogical, seminar-house, peace-work,
one-world development, spiritual, Buddhist, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
tantra, anthroposophic, organic diet, vegetarian diet, environmental protection,
self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, alternative energy, new tech¬
nologies, ecological construction, adult training, vegan raw food, lots of love and
humor

© H

Quinta Alvorada de Ouro offers a space in pristine nature, where city people (alongside
others) can mentally and physically relax and detox - where everyone can enter a realm
of supported healing and open themselves to the present consciousness behind the chat¬
tering streams of thought. Withdraw into tranquillity or participate in community projects.
There's a lot to DO, alongside BEING (in awareness): Permaculture-vegetable-garden, solar
building projects, cooking and non-cooking, food and herb processing, house building.
There is space for 12 people at any given time, long- and short-term visitors, brothers and
sisters, children young and old. You can run workshops on a myriad of subjects... wide
and open opportunities to express our hearts' desires... music, dance, art - all forms of
expression! A learning field for living and breathing in harmonious unity.

0 www.gaia.com
© sharing our vision, no tobacco- or alcohol-drugs in the area - we get high from
loving each other!
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Healing Biotope 1
S + 351-283 635-306
Monte do Cerro | 7630 Colos
office@tamera.org
Hwww.tamera.org
970 tf60
11995 i1 34 ha (near Portugal, Odemira) \fi40 %
150
& all permanent members tfP*all
vT-: g, e, Portuguese
$ communal economy
the responsible members (consensus)
T property of two associations whose members are the community members
if ecologically and socially sustainable, truth in love, transparency in community
© building a sustainable village, ecological regeneration, peace school Terra Nova,
spiritual research, art, political network
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual,
inner growth, sexuality, free love, organic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, adult
education, pedagogical, free school, seminar-house, peace-work, animal protec¬
tion, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening,
forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour,
our skilled worker's group has vacancies for: translators (engl., port.), computer/
IT, electricians, plumbers, carpenters, car mechanics and others. Please ask.

15

£

© H

The „Healing Biotope 1 Tamera" in Southern Portugal is an international training and
experimental site for the development of Peace Research Villages and Healing Biotopes
worldwide. Approximately 150 people live, work and study in Tamera. Tamera's aim is
to develop an example of a model for a nonviolent co-existence of people and between
people and nature. The main tasks of Tamera are: the peace training of young people
within the Terra Nova School, the building of an autonomous village called „Solar Vil¬
lage" which produces its own food and solar energy, and global networking under the
name of GRACE.
In 1995, Tamera was founded by the sociologist and psychoanalyst Dieter Duhm, the
theologian and peace ambassador Sabine Lichtenfels and the physicist and musician
Charly Rainer Ehrenpreis.

-

eurotopia
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On a site comprising of 332 acres more than 20,000 trees were planted, houses and
workshops built, gardens based on principles of permaculture and experimental biotopes
were created.
Tamera started a training programme for adolescents and young adults and a community
of people with different professions and from different age groups.
People who are interested are welcome to participate in the annual Summer University
and numerous seminars and courses.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 Holon, Green Phoenix, URI, Global Campus, Terra Nova school
© study and participation in the basic semester, agreement with main goals of re¬

search project, work contribution, taking financial co-responsibility

Terramada
Tanoeiro Cx P 506 M | 8950-277 Tanoeiro, Castro Marim S + 351-964-525536

terramada@gmail.com
-3E- 8 ha (near Castro Marim) \f%70 %
& Portuguese, f, e, sp
m the whole group (consensus)

f

Hterramada.com
93 Cf2 \2

WlW7
tt*4

limited common financing

property of two members

G permaculture, educational, transition
ecological, self-managed, adult education, seminar-house, self-sufficiency, perma¬
culture, organic agriculture, alternative energy, ecological construction

© H

The "Terramada" permaculture association works towards the sustainable development of
human kind, our environment and the planet. We respect the basic permaculture princi¬
ple: "like nature" and "for nature". Terramada lies in the Beliche Nature Reserve, in the
Barrocal Algarvio area, where desertification of ground and man is advancing in big strides.
We began in this context, in order to help with the resolution of this problem. The basis
of this is permaculture. It stimulates environmentally friendly handling of the Earth and
a harmonious togetherness of all elements of the ecosystem. We support environmental
education and in groups we implement activities in the areas of permaculture, ecology
and sustainability. Points to emphasise: reforestation, cultivation and maintenance of an
ecological permaculture garden, the use of renewable energies, the reduction and re-use
of rubbish and waste materials (by composting, worm cultivation, construction). Terramada
is on its way to becoming an ecovillage. Here in the desert-like hilly region, close to a
beautiful lake, we have reforested the property, in order to create a small oasis. We have
developed many activities for permaculture and sustainability and we maintain them. At
present we are concentrating particularly on ecological building and are creating more
and better infrastructures, in order to welcome people and to optimise the communal
spaces. We are currently open to new members.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

0 Local Association Transition
© ideological
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A' A/Grad - New Russian Village Novaja russkaja derevnja
Ul. Pushkina 137 | 644046 Omsk

nikitcnko@azgrad.ru
i±i
42012

(near Omsk)

S + 7-913-628-23-71
flwww.azgrad.ru
928 C?25 S5

£> e, Russian
©15 t?*38
individual financing
<*>l a group of 12 people (consensus)
T property of each family
O agriculture, animal husbandry, beekeeping, workmanship, education, production
of ecological organic food
ecological, self-managed, adult education, pedagogical, seminar-house, environ¬
mental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gar¬
dening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, ecological
construction, workmanship: pottery, woodwork, straw production; education:
kindergartens, school, Academy of Knowledge, Abilities and Skill; health and
sports: herbalism, gymkhana

n
The new Russian village AzCrad is created as an example of the communion of people
©

and nature. The project was realized by the Austrian architect Jens Kalkhof, under.the
guidance of Sepp Holzer (Austria).
eurotopia
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The main source of development of the project is the education system, which today
works as the Academy of Knowledge, Abilities and Skills. It includes kindergartens,
schools, trade schools, institutes and scientific laboratories. The second direction of the
AzCrad project is the development of Permaculture for the production of ecological
organic food. The third direction is the production of goods and services. In AzCrad,
we are now producing straw blocks, mats and plates, clay bricks and other materials for
ecological building.
AzGrad is an open system so we're developing the sector of tourism (ecological, educatio¬
nal and cultural tourism). The main idea in our project is the usefulness and importance
of every inhabitant for the whole settlement, in other words, the cooperation of people.
The land is granted to people as a gift.
The idea of the project was born in 2008, and active development began in 201 2.
AzGrad is open for everybody!

Bolshoj Kamen (Big Stone) „Net" Ecovillage
13, 36 Furshtadskaya | 199000 St.Petersburg
.
.
- masha-kulyasova@yandex.ru,
laysanm@yandex.ru
i±i 1 ha (near Vologda, Sokol)
30 %
& 1998
Russian, e
's'l organizers (consensus)
f property of one family
G ecological, cultural, organic gardening, bee-keeping
ecological, self-managed, Russian traditional culture

~ + 7-(0)81 22732844
»
Hwww.ecobs.ru

*

910 c?7

MW18

individual financing

© H

Our community comprises of one family living on the place, and other members who
are „seasonal" residents, coming regularly to the village to conduct and participate at
the seminars - Sun celebrations. To become a member one should come regularly for
celebrations and take responsibility for the promotion of ecological values at the place
of his or her living.

->See also description of networks „REEN (Russian Ecovillage Network), Ecovillage
Road (Baltic Ecovillages)''
© eco-friendly life and promotion of environmental values

Camphill Village Svetlana
S + 7-(0)921 9821 335
Alexina Village, Volchov | 187439 Leningrad County
iÿdsvetl @yandex.ru
Swww.camphillsvetlana.org
& 57 ha (near St. Petersburg)
915 cf17 *5 flf*37
& 1992

frail
one part of the group (consensus)

f

T

shared economy (shared income and capital)

Karl-Konig Trust in Petersburg
W anthroposophy, social therapy as developed, by Karl Konig
G farm, garden, household, crafts, biodynamic agriculture
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ecological, self-managed, Christian, anthroposophic, organic diet, mentally/psy¬
chologically handicapped persons, self-sufficiency, organic agriculture, organic
gardening, organic farming, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, biol./ species appropriate animal housing, wood work, dolls, felting

© H

Svetlana Village was founded by a Russian "pioneer family" with the support of a large
Camphill community in Norway. The large piece of fertile land, located along a bend of
the River Syass, was empty except for some meadowland - since then a lot of work has
been invested. Four large houses and a farm with cows, goats, sheep and chickens have
been built, a well with plenty of fresh water was dug, and a large garden was planted.
The first handicapped person, or "resident", arrived before the well. He and his mother
knocked on the door and asked whether he could live here. The village life which we
lead is entirely different from the prison-like institutions in which the patients are given
nothing besides drugs to keep them quiet. Many people come to us from all over for
different lengths of time. Visitors quickly find themselves integrated into important work,
help in the family kitchens where we cook and make cheese, or work with the animals
on the farm, drive the tractors or dedicate themselves to a construction site. Building any
village is exciting - this special place in Russia gives the whole project additional unique
and fulfilling dimensions. A place which was once a part of a giant Soviet collective which still bears the scars of monstrous machines - is once again being worked by human
beings and is giving life to a small human community.
->See also description of network „Camphill"
© desire to work alongside handicapped adults

P/O Soginitsy, Podporozskii rayon | 187743 Leningradskaya oblast
S + 7-0921-3405303

Swww.grishino.org
94 Cf6 V2 N#*12

& Russian, e
frail
limited community financing
'•*>i one part of the group (consensus)
T property of individual community members
G spiritual workshops, garden, construction
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, orga¬
nic diet, vegetarian diet, seminar-house, peace-work, environmental protection,
organic agriculture, organic gardening

n
In the North West of Russia, in the historic village of Grishino (300 km North East of St.
©

Petersburg), at the confluence of two rivers, we have lived in and built up an ecological
village for over ten years. We came here from different cities to live on the land in har¬
mony with each other and with nature. We all have different world-conceptions, but we
are learning to accept each other and to co-create our community in common.
Twelve of us live in Grishino all year round. We have several traditional Russian-style
community and private houses. We grow what we eat in our vegetable gardens, and
eurotopia
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-V- Ecovillage Grishino RO BOX 32
l?lgrishino-ecology@yandex.ru, vasudeva@bk.ru
8 ha (near Podporozhye)
& 1993

§
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Russian Federation
gather lots of herbs from a large meadow of wildflowers. Our ecovillage is surrounded by
natural forests, where we gather berries and mushrooms, and in which there live many
kinds of wild birds and animals, like beavers, moose, bears, hares, foxes, wolves, wildcats
and many others. We are starting a project on ecological forest management.
We aim to continue the cultural traditions of our ancestors, learning the folk arts, their
songs and dances, woodcraft, ceramics and village architecture; and we are endeavouring

children. Each summer we hold seminars for adults and
children where one can participate in the spiritual life and work of our community and
merge with the spirit of Russian nature.
to create a family school for our

->See also description of networks „GEN Europe, Ecovillage Road (Baltic Ecovillages),
REEN (Russian Ecovillage Network)''

At*EcoVillage Yasnoe

.

190000 Leningrad region

Swww.YASNOE.info, www.vk.com/ecoyasnoe
eds.bychcow@gmail.com
£ 35 ha (near St. Petersburg)
98 cf8 *4 W*20
12007
e, Russian

f limited common financing
all who live here permanently (consensus)
f ownership and other forms
$ ecology, space of love
© permaculture, milk farm
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, adult education, seminar-house, animal
protection, environmental protection, permaculture, organic agriculture, animal
friendly husbandry, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, non smo¬
king, cows, fly, art, music, stove

'*ÿ%

© H

We are looking for practical ways of co-creation and harmonious life on Earth. Our
settlement is in the Vyborg district of the Leningrad region, 100 km from St. Petersburg.
There is a cow dairy farm and an apiary for our beekeeping. We welcome all creative
guests! We welcome new neighbours and families, who are ready to live in nature.
->See also description of networks
„REEN (Russian Ecovil¬
lage Network), Ecovillage Road (Baltic

Ecovillages) "
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'VÿEdinstvO Ecovillage do Alexander Roumega
S +7-0890-34343784

PO Box 5132 | 344015 Rostov-on-Don

Hyav.org.ru/eng/edinstvo.htm

yav@bk.ru

95 C?5 *2 IKH10
ecological, self-managed, environmental protection, permaculture, organic agri¬
culture, organic gardening, organic farming

12004

Lfei (near Rostov-on-Don)

© H

More than 50 families plan to live in Edinstvo ecovillage, and many new people are in¬
terested. It is located in the Kagalnitskiy district of Rostov Region. Every family will have
their own 0.8 - 1.2ha of land for making family estates. Most of the settlers are from
Rostov-on-Don and the Rostov Region of Russia.
It is probably the most promising ecovillage in Rostov Region. There is very good humus
soil, good transportation and some very nice places nearby.
Five ecosettlers live in Edinstvo (2013) and spent the winter there, others sometimes
come from Rostov-on-Don and plan to settle in the future. Now three cob houses are
being built in Edinstvo.

3

SI

*8

Hospitable House in the Forest

Bronnickij pereulok, d.2, kv.28. | 109202 Moscow
shestero@mail.ru

12008

jt,

0.5 ha (near

Gus-Hrustalnyj)

15 %

S + 7-499-1 747474

Hhut.shestero.info/en
CT2 W'2

s2)

Russian, e
<#1 one person (after consulting the permanent members)
7 property of one member

H healthy lifestyle, internationalism, humanistic values
G gathering

ecological, self-managed, ecumenical, vegetarian diet, adult education, seminarhouse, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, forestry, alternative
energy, ecological construction, non smoking, nature, forest, mushrooms, berries,
herbs
The „Hospitable

©
House in the

Forest" was established as a free
space for long-term inhabitants and
short-term guests. The main idea is
to develop a healthy community of
friendly people with positive core

J**

Li

it

values (ecological, healthy lifestyle,
Rb openness, self-development). This
is a place for spiritual, psychological and physical recovery and
H development through contact with
H nature, fresh food, simple life and
Itemporal relative isolation from the

H
eurotopia
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which hosts various
well
as
as putting some
small-scale training events, programmes, exchanges of knowledge
of them into life. This place is good for open-air sport activities and for picking gifts of
nature such as mushrooms, berries, wild herbs, etc.
We are not a living community yet. The house is usually open/inhabited between May
and October. Eventually, we are going to turn ourselves into a small-scale livingecological
community. The house is situated in the low-populated area of Central Russia, just 220
km to the East from Moscow in a tiny village surrounded by pine forests.
The house is open for guests FOR FREE. But note that it is a total non-smoking, alcoholouter world. It was also planned as a resource spot, a meeting point

and drugs-free zone.
Please, feel free to contact and ask questions.
->See also description of network „ Ecovillage Road (Baltic Ecovillages)"
© no smoking, no alcohol, not any drug addictions

Kitezh Children's Community
& + 7-08454-23224
Kaluzhskaya oblast | 249650 Baryatinsky
info@ecologia.org.uk, info@kitezh.orgBwww.kitezh.org, www.ecologia.org.uk
Q. 100 ha (near Kaluga)
Q13 c?13
Wirt 65
11992
*%ail

T

everyone in common (consensus) f shared economy (shared income and capital)
common property

O pedagogy, school
ecological, self-managed, spiritual, pedagogical, self-sufficiency, ecological
construction, orphans

© H

Kitezh Children's Community in Kaluga Region, Russia is a unique example of family-based
care and education for orphaned and homeless children in a rural ecovillage community.
The families adopt children, raise them together and educate them in the Kitezh school.
Therapeutic Education is the main focus at Kitezh. With this experience of secure family
and community life the children can recover from the trauma of earlier years to become
open, loving, valuable and contributing members of society. Despite harsh economic
conditions, since 1 992 this dedicated group has built two foster family villages, Kitezh and
Orion, that accommodate 25 adults and 40 children. Over 100 children have benefitted
from living at Kitezh since it began.
Self-sufficiency and an ecological lifestyle is consistent with traditional rural Russian values.
Kitezh and Orion have natural biological waste water treatment plants and each village
has a farm, where they grow vegetables and raise chickens, goats and cows.
Volunteers, professionals and students from all over the world come to help with building,
working in the gardens, on the farm and with the children.
Ecologia Youth Trust, a Scottish charity based at the Findhorn Community in Scotland,
has supported Kitezh Children's Community since it began, providing professional trai¬
ning, organizing a volunteers programme and youth exchanges with other ecovillages
and raising funds to build both villages. For information contact Ecologia Youth Trust:
www.ecologia.org.uk.

© interest in child care
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Kovcheg
Bwww.eco-kovcheg.ru
12001

£ 120 ha (near Maloiaroslavets)

Q55-60 cf 45-50 *60-65

ttH-1 60-170
Russian
&

ecological, self-managed, environmental protection, organic agriculture, organic
gardening, forestry, ecological construction, non smoking

©
Our ecologically sound settlement is based on family owned land where each family owns
one hectare of land to be kept in the family for generations. One hectare with woods,
fruit trees, garden and a small pond can provide the family with all of life's necessities.
By using long ignored methods of cultivating the earth and harvesting in the context of
preserving the earth for future generations, this hectare of land will produce enough for
the family's use with surplus. Besides agriculture, every community can develop crafts that
can provide for the people's needs for manufactured goods. While usually people spend
about 10 hours daily earning the money to buy two kilograms of food and for housing, a
person can much more efficiently satisfy her needs and spend the tremendous resource of
extra time exploring the arts, pursuing invention and on self improvement. With the use of
"adobe" methods and/or timber, for example, a person can build for herself inexpensive
and practical housing of much better quality than that built by modern methods.

o
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Centre for Natural Beekeeping and Eco-Agriculture
3T +7-920-8903008, +7-920-8733712
Kaluga region

9inUmedvinka.ru
1201 2

St 300 ha (near Yuchnov) &f 50 %

& e, Russian
part of the group (consensus)
individual financing, limited common financing
i? creation of a world without war

Bmedvinka.ru/en
93 cf4 *5 foil 2
®11 t?*11

T rented

G beekeeping
&

ecological, self-managed, non-violent, hierarchical, inner growth, vegetarian diet,
seminar-house, peace-work, animal protection, environmental protection, selfsufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
ecological construction, non smoking, beekeeping

©

n

Medvinka Centre (med means honey in Russian) is a non-profit start-up project for eco¬
logical and sustainable living, launched in 2012.
Our Mission:
• Restoration of the European dark bee (Apis mellifera mellifera): our local race of

honeybees
• Revival of natural beekeeping
•Creation of a volunteer education centre
eurotopia
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• Testing and dissemination of eco-friendly technologies
• Promotion of sustainable living and a healthy lifestyle
->Sce also description of networks „WWOOF, Ecovillage Road (Baltic Ecovillages),
REEN (Russian Ecovillage Network)''

© ideological

4£*6kopolis Tiberkul c/o Okopoiis e.v
Ostheimer StraGe 119 | 51107 Koln

S+49-(0)711-833629

Swww.oekopolis.info
41992

Q 250 km2 (near Abakan) \fl90 %

WW6000

it* almost all
W Russian, Bulgarian, g, e
all who are concerned (majority vote or consensus, depending on situation)
individual & common financing, giving and sharing
T 30 villages: leased and/or common property depending on the village.
# the teachings of Vissarion unite us, but everybody is free to believe, so people of
all demoninations are welcome
© farming, handicraft, construction, art, vegetable, fruit, horses, schools
& art of living together, inner growth, spiritual teacher Vissarion, some comprehen¬
sion, all traditional crafts, upbringing and education of the children, independent
schools with some Steiner elements, art and beauty, music, dance, singing, arts
and crafts, horses, self-sufficiency, food from organic farming, permaculture,
vegetarian, vegan, no alcohol or tobacco, non-violent, environmental protection,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological sound construction, strawbale
houses, humour

© H

The ecological-spiritual community Ecopolis Tiberkul was founded in 1992 by the spiritual
teacher Vissarion. Today we are some 5,000 people who live in about 30 taiga villages
150 kilometres East of Abakan (Airport and Trans-Siberian Railway).
Usually each family lives in their own house, simply and close to nature. Every house has
a large garden, big enough to allow living from our own crops. We live in an unspoilt part
of the taiga and draw our drinking water from rivers and wells. During the hot months
in summer from May to September, with temperatures often higher than 40°C, every
family grows their own supply of food for the whole year.
In winter we devote ourselves to handicrafts, arts and crafts, music, dance, theatre.
Throughout the year we celebrate colourful festivals.
Our diet is vegetarian or vegan. Drugs including alcohol and tobacco are not consumed.
Love towards others is of greatest importance. We often meet to communicate and to
clear up difficulties and disagreements, thus developing the art of living together.
We are trying to achieve: production by handicraft of everything needed for living, selfsufficiency, minimal purchasing of products, considerate, treatment of the environment,
minimal use of machines. We will assist you in organising travel to the community. Eve¬
rybody is invited to come and see.

© just interest in our lifestyle
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Shiram
Furshtatskaya 12, 34 | 191028 St. Petersburg
I? putevodilel@gmail.com
15 %
10 ha (near Torghok)
12004

S + 7-921-996-00-03

Owww.shiram.daism.ru
95 0*3
wall fr.all
$ individual and common

& Russian, e
$>! who are concerned (depends on the question)

F

property of one member
© yes, self-actualization

© personal growth, self-actualization, communication, meditation
& spiritual, esoteric/New Age, inner growth, meditation, one-world development,
humour, enlightenment, self-development, new worldview, daism

© Hi

Shiram is a community of people in Russia, united by the idea of deep self-exploration.
Shi, which means in Russian Game Masters School, reflects our focus on using Games
for the transcendence of human beings. Ram comes from ashram.
As a community we have existed since 1990, and we have places in the urban areas of
Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, and from 2007 we have been building our eco-village in the
Tverskaya oblast, where we have a beautiful piece of land near a river and wild forest.

8
a
eg

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
© first of all: sharing our values
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8th Life Ecovillage Project
S +34-697590185, +34-636498904, +34-922-400133

& 8thlife@8thlife.org
£ 1.5 ha (near Puntagorda) fc*80 %
&2001
C£> e, i, sp, Japanese
all who are concerned (flexibly, depending on situation)
if individual income from eco businesses
7 property of foundation with shared use by members

Swww.8thLife.net
91 CT1 tll*2
©2 &2

H? integral permaculture
© integral permaculture design & education, sustainable living & food production
& ecological, self-managed, feminist, spiritual, inner growth, organic diet, adult
education, pedagogical, free school, peace-work, one-world development, ani¬
mal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, new technologies,
ecological construction, humour, accessible to the disabled, non smoking, education:intcgral permaculture action learning

292
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© M

8thLife is a unique opportunity to invest in a healthy future: for you, for your family, for
future generations & for all species.

We believe that stopping the destruction, working to build soil, restore ecosystems, heal
our addictions, change organizational structures of the global economy & learn to live in
community starting locally... are the most important & urgent jobs to be done.
If you are clear for yourself that supporting the transition of our destructive society to a
sustainable world is your first priority, you will love this & we are looking for you.
You can find all the information about the EcoVillage Project, its goals & how it works,
the site & infrastructure, the founder members & how to join, and how & when to visit,
at www.8thLife.net

There you can also find the links to join the Facebook Group (where you can talk to us
& ask any questions) and the Email List (to receive newsletters where you can see what
we have been doing and how everything is going).
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

0 Intentional Communities Directory, local community, International Permaculture
Academy, RC Community, Chaordic Permaculture Institute
© studying integral permaculture course, becoming shareholder

ll Aldea de Pano Kurt Fridez
unica sin numero | 22438 Pano (Huesca)

panofridez@yahoo.es
iffci 280 ha (near Barbastro)
11996
& sp, e, Catalan, g, Portuguese, f
<*>% one person (consensus)

T

©

S + 34-(0)974-347000

92 cT2 <0

tiW4

t?*3
individual financing

property of individual community members + Fundacion Pano
reconstruction, infrastructure, help in hostel
ecological, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, Buddhist, meditation, or¬

ganic diet, vegetarian diet, environmental protection, organic gardening, forestry,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, music

©

n

The hamlet of Pano has been inhabited again since 1991 and is located at the foot of
the Huesca Pyrenees. It belongs to Graus (13 km to the South) and is located near the
famous Buddhist temple of Panillo. A simple hostel, producing natural full-grain bread,
marmalade, herbs and other products provide us with a small income. Together we are
making a sincere effort to achieve an integrated balance between the environment,
nature and development.
We are looking for people who
•choose this lifestyle out of conviction,
• bring with them joy, endurance, energy and ideas for creative, constructive work
and who are not afraid of a certain amount of hard labour,
• want to contribute their own qualities and experience,
•experience their environment as their own world and behave in a corresponding manner,
eurotopia
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•consider such values as respect, openness, tolerance and the acceptance of the
private sphere important, and feel responsible for their personal behaviour.
Every day wc arc working for 5 hours, Sundays off.

© no drugs, no smoking, Spanish language skills

Argayall Place of Light
S +34-922-697008
Valle Gran Rey | 38870 La Gomera/Canary Islands
Svwvw.argayall.com
info@argayall.com
Q12 d"8 *1 Wtf21
i£l 1 .5 ha (near Valle Gran Rey)
41986
i?* all
& g, e, sp.
‘4‘i one part of the group (majority vote)
T individual property
f members' investments, hotel and seminar centre
® open spirituality
© kitchen, laundry, rooms, gardens, technology & maintenance, plantation, recepti¬
on, administration
self-managed, hierarchical, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga, tantra, orga¬
nic diet, vegetarian diet, seminar-house, permaculture, organic gardening, alter¬
native energy, therapy: rebalancing, Esalen massage, Shiatsu, sound massage;
HP: acupuncture & homeopathy

© H

Argayall lies on a narrow bay, surrounded by cliffs. Our community can be pictured as a
circle made up of three progressively larger circles. The central circle represents the core
community: 12 people who call this place their home, who organise the hotel and seminar
centre and who share the process of their personal spiritual growth with one another.
The next circle expands into the living community (the "crew"): those who are only with
us for a limited time and who help out in: kitchen, garden, plantation, office, laundry,
caretaker service. Besides room and board, they above all are given the opportunity to
gain personal experience.
The third circle draws the 25-30 alternating holiday and seminar guests into the commu¬
nity. They meditate, cat and celebrate with us, and treat themselves to (body-) therapy
sessions.
We see ourselves as an openly spiritual community, in which everyone is "on their way"
- some of us direct our gaze inwardly with a master, some without one. We see meditation
as an aid to this and integrate it into our everyday lives.
Beyond the necessary qualifications in their respective fields, people who would like to
work with us in the crew should above all have experience with self-responsibility, and
bring with them team spirit, flexibility and some composure.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
© qualification for free positions in our hotel and seminar centre
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AUTarca Centre for Unfolding Ecological Life
Camino La Ermita 22 | 38780 Tijarafe

l2007ii 2.5 ha (near Los LLanos de Aridane/La Palma)
me

S + 34-92249-0215

Qwww.matricultura.org
\fi90 % 92 cf2

&4
& g, e, f, sp, Swiss German
'r# all of us together: including: Earth, fire, water, air, all living beings (consensus)
f. economy of community: „nol to grow not to go", matriarchal subsistence far¬
ming, gift economy

F

property of some

W matriarchal values, eco-feminism, earth-democracy
G reforestation with forest gardens, repair of water and mineral cycles, creation of
humus and terra preta, conscious reintegration of wo&men into living nature,
education: permaculture courses, permaculture for kids, visitor days
& ecological, self-managed, feminist, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, tantra,
organic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, adult education, animal protection,
self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, alternative energy, ecological
construction, humour, no cell phones/wireless, non smoking, permaculture for
children, permaculture, alternative healing methods for Mother Earth, integral
landscape healing: retention ponds, biol.-dynamic and holistic energetic me¬
thods, wood garden systems, alternative bee keeping, body-oriented psychothe¬
rapy, bioenergetics, rebirthing, earth-spirituality, deep ecology, matriarchal values

5

Sr

©

Matricultura© is an area of research for step-out-step-in-pioneers. The step- out-pioneer
recognises the exponentially growing destruction of Mother Earth and the oppression of
her creation as a consequence of the patriarchal-characterised world view and therefore
she steps out deliberately. The step-in-pioneer puts life in the centre of her work and her
activities. She encourages vividness with heart and creativity, the joy and the health for all
beings; she feels that she is part of the whole, part of Mother Earth. The step-in-pioneer
walks the path towards life-centred livelihood focused on the origin, creates powerful
visions of a healthy Mother Earth and assumes full responsibility for his actions. To become
more uncompromising and more life loving there are changes to plan and to realise in all
areas of life. Important areas of research on Autarca-Matric.ultura are: critics of the patri¬
archal world view and rediscovery of matriarchal values: equality, justice and peace.
Important areas of practice are: strategies for reforestation, pioneer plants and their
roots, patterns of nature, swales, creating edible forests, humus, retention tanks, bio¬
diversity, bioclimatic housing and bio-construction, self-sufficiency, pyrolysis and terra
preta, wastewater treatment, worm farming, seed saving, healthy bees, solar cookers,
urban gardening, creating biodynamic manure, water and mineral cycles, integration of
animals, nutrition and education, peaceful, matriarchal and gift economies, contentment
and creative living for all.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

® local networks, Reforesto
© put life in the centre of activity and put own life in service of Mother Earth
eurolopia
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BIO-SOL
d El cerro Nr. 7, Lujar | 1861 4 Granada (Andalucia)
S + 34-(0)670658027/-61 7726951 after 9 pm
iluminati16@hotmail.com

11992

& 10 ha (near Motril, Lujar)

92 C?1 WW3-7

CJ7 &2
& sp, e
part of the group
property of one member
0 Christian, more or less
© eco-building, dogs, cats, horses
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, Christian, organic diet, adult education,
free school, animal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, organic
agriculture, organic gardening, forestry, ecological construction

r

n

Hio-Sol has sent no current self-description.

-V-Cal Cases
Masia Cal Cases | 08273 Santa Maria d'Olo
iÿcalcases@calcases.info

12007

20 ha (near Manresa)
(?> Catalan, sp, e, f, g

‘ÿ1

l£l15 %

«+34-938384027

fiwww.calcases.info
Q10 CT11 «,11

©3 t?*all

assembly („consensus")

t limited common financing (house, energy, food, tools, work ... common needs) in
hours worked
T cooperative (property of all)
f? assemblism, anti-capitalist, feminist, ecologist
© bioconstruction, wood, agroecology, artisan food products, political anti-system
activism
& ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, feminist,
non-violent, organic diet, vegetarian diet, environmental protection, self-suffici¬
ency, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, forestry, alternative
energy, ecological construction

n

Cal Cases is, among other things, a life project of a group of people who want to bring
into practice a different way of life than the prevailing model, and to convey those ex¬
periences to others.
Cal Cases is a proposal for housing beyond the home itself. It wants to be a model com¬
munity dwelling beyond sharing only space; not just a place to live but a place where
continuously everyday ways are continuously being transformed, despite the fact that
the system says that things are unmoveable.
In Cal Cases we share common spaces like the community house, the kitchen, the dining
room, the library, the workshop, the carpentry, the washers and outdoor multi-purpose
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spaces. Each family has an intimate family space. We also share community work such
as firewood, the eco-garden, cooking, maintenance of spaces and we try to be efficient
with the resources.
We also share the co-education between the adults and the care of the children, and
our system of taking decisions is the assembly. We participate in the political anti-system
movements with other related collectives.
Cal Cases was bought under the legal formula cooperative transfer cession" based on a
Nordic model called „Andel".

% LETS, self-managed local collectives, neighbourhood association

*V*EI Morreon
Calle Yanez 2 | 184GOOrgiva

tomtomjana@web.de
k 1990

i±i 100 ha (near Orgiva)

%

MW 50 (Sommer) - 150

(Winter)
7

T

g,e,sp
God (meetings strictly forbidden)
ownership, rented and occupied places

iÿitchanges
$ great
.E

# multiculty
© surviving, circus, theater, music, healing, alternative technology
& ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, feminist,
non-violent, spiritual, Christian, Buddhist, Taoist, esoteric/New Age, chaotic, anthroposophic, inner growth, meditation, yoga, tantra, sexuality, free love, organic
diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, macrobiotic diet, adult education, pedagogical,
free school, peace-work, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, animal
protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
agriculture, conventional agriculture, organic gardening, conventional gardening,

2

r

organic farming, conventional farming, alternative energy, new technologies, eco¬
logical construction, humour, circus, music, handicraft, therapy, yurt and dome
builder, solar energy and mobility, and other... People

©
We are living in a valley 3 km from Orgiva, which has been known for years as a Hippy
village. People are living together in different forms and projects. There is no fixed struc¬
ture or central organisation. Some of us have tap water from town, and there is solar
electricity or generators. There are two rivers, one is dry in summer. Only some land is
irrigable. There is an anthroposophic school close by.

© you should be able to take care of yourself.

eurotopia
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El Pardal Vida Holistica
El Pardal - Lista de correos | 23300 Villacarrillo-Jaen 2 +34-953128171 (7-10 pm)
Hwww.facebook.com/groups/227559473966911
ecopardal@yahoo.es
&1981i±} 27 ha (near Villacarrillo - Ubeda - Granada)
90
3

frail present, usually 7-12
g, e, sp., f
everyone in common (consensus)
* limited community financing
f property of individual community members
$ all people are brothers in spirit and should work and learn to help one another
Q horses, goats, food production, reforestation, improvement of the premises
& ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual,
Christian, ecumenical, inner growth, meditation, yoga, organic diet, vegetarian
diet, adult education, pedagogical, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
permaculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, work with
children from orphanage, deep massage, spiritual focussing, natural medicine,
handicraft: construction and furniture, music instruments

©
Over the last 40 years I have been learning,
practising and teaching many ways of holistic

I

healing, above all through deep massage
combined with energy & inner work.
J
The more than 100-year-old farmhouse is
situated at 1500 m altitude and surrounded 89 m
by nature. No neighbour nearer than one ||fl %
hour, the nearest villages are at a distance Hf
of 2-3 hrs walking or 1.5 hrs by car. We try ||
to live as self-sufficiently as possible, with 4
wells on the land, sun, wind and soon water Ef
power, ecological cultivation of veggies, fruit
and herbs, some animals, natural medicine
and recycling/reusing what we can, respec- Pm
ting and adapting the ideas of permaculture. DT
We are WWOOF members and mostly have
between 3-7 helpers from all over the world,
who stay for anything between a week and | "
over a year.

jjH

U

•£3

long-term members, 1H
which would enable me to put more emphasis Hi
on the aspects of healing and teaching inner work and deep massage, be it in seminars
or individual work.
Also I have years of experience working with difficult kids or those who need time-out.
So we are a community with changing members who share joy of life & work in a splendid
setting. We'd like to have more long-term members.
We are open for more
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->See also description of network „VVWOOF"

© good will and mutual understanding
Please note: eurotopia has received reports of visitors to El Pardal who claimed that it
is in fact not a community, and that conditions were much harsher then expected. Our
contacts to El Pardal say that they do consider themselves a community.
Please form your own opinion.

Els Isards
Saleta del Mas | 17403 St. Hilary Sacalm, Girona, Catalonia S? +34-660065957
£ 30ha (near St. Hilary Sacalm)
93 Cf3
p7
4 1979
Cj nobody $*all
® g'f
all who are concerned (consensus)
f property of one member
i? ecology
O animal husbandry, self-sufficiency
ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, organic
diet, seminar-house, animal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
organic agriculture, forestry, alternative energy, ecological construction
Els Isards has sent no current self-description.

© H

.E
s,

Equilibre
Apdo. 1 5 I 43570 Santa Barbara, Tarragona

S + 34-(0)977-261159

equihbre2010@hotmail.com
41989

Q 2.5 ha (near Amposta) bÿ20 - 40 %

91 cfO -VO

sp., e, g, Catalan

Wl*1
varies

T

property

&

ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, esoteric/New Age, chaotic, in¬
ner growth, organic diet, vegetarian diet, pedagogical, peace-work, one-world
development, animal protection, environmental protection, organic agriculture,
animal friendly husbandry, ecological construction, horses

H evolution
© maintainance and improvement, animals, farming, general development

© H

Equilibre started in 1989 with the aim to search for a natural alternative lifestyle on a small
piece of land (between the Ebro delta and the mountains) and to build our own house. It
has grown to 2.5 ha of land with varying landscapes. We are rebuilding an ex-rabbit farm
(living and common rooms, workshops, stables etc.). There is (still!) plenty to do.
We have room to live, work and grow together; for people (particularly horse-lovers!)
who would like to give themselves and realise dreams and utopias together (which isn't
easy, but not impossible).

© trial period
eurotopia
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Ecovillage
Carretera de Pujarnol, km 4 | 1 7834 Porqueres

Qwww.kanawen.org

iÿwelcome@kanawen.org
180 ha (near Banyoles)
12010

910 c?10

WM25

&> sp, e, f
©5 it*i5
$ shared income
%'i the appropriate working team (by consent (sociocracy))
T KanAwen Foundation
0 universal truth
G eco-political, eco-technical, economic, legal department, primary sector, han¬
dicraft, arts, education, therapy, spirituality, investigation and development
ecological, self-managed, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga, organic diet,
adult education, pedagogical, free school, environmental protection, self-suffici¬
ency, permaculture, organic agriculture, forestry, alternative energy, new techno¬
logies, ecological construction, humour, accessible to the disabled

© H

The KanAwen ecovillage in the valley of Biert is an international project of building an
alternative town in a valley located between Girona and Banyoles, in Catalonia, Spain.
We want to promote a more conscious way of living in contact with nature, living in
community, covering social, ecological and economical aspects, from the perspective of
spiritual growth, both personally and collectively.
We are at the beginning of the project, building, creating and looking for more interested
people. The starting group is growing and is welcoming more people with initiative and
psychological maturity to create the solid ground necessary for this phase. There is a lot
of information about the project in English on KanAwen's website. You can also email us
at welcome@kanawen.org if you want to know more.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 Fellowship for Intentional Community

© see blueprint document at www.kanawen.org

La Base
Paratge del Masos, 4 | 17763 Masarac (Girona)

gialflaquer@gmail.com
it: 1ha (near Figueras)
12001
<£> sp, e, f, i

S +34-9-630618887

Hwww.labase2001.blogspot.com
Mt*8
93 d"3

r

property of two members
1 mixed finances
G eco building, facilitation, creativity, spirituality
non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, self-sufficiency, alternative energy, new tech¬
nologies, ecological construction

© H

Surrounded by vineyards and olive trees, La Base is a project that began in June 2001
with the purchase of a small private aerodrome near Figueres (North-East of Spain). Soon,
we began to convert the hangar and mobile homes into a place for meeting, lodging,
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and dissemination of alternative technologies, recycling etc. We offered introductory
courses in strawbale construction and super adobe, because we were the first to build
and inhabit a strawbale building in Spain.
We are about eight people involved in the project - plus extended family space to ano¬
ther community. The space is 1 ha of flat sandy ground. On the whole, we generate our
energy (wind, solar) and have a small butane gas generator to pump water. We grow in
a variety of methods on some terraces; lately we have been buzzing with EM (Effective
Micro organisms).
We are open to visits and to new members.

y Poibueno Pueblo Ecologico Europeo
lista de correos | 24300 Bembibrc, Leon 3? + 34-(0)987-190652 (7:30-8:30 pm)

k$joemickes@web.de, joernickes@hotmail.com
Jtl 3000 ha (near Bembibre)
11989

925 d"25 *V20

tKH70

*?*5
(#l everyone in common (consensus) f limited communityfinancingand individual
T restored and administered as official community
Q organic gardening, wood gathering, preserving village centre, pedagogy, hospitali& g, sp.,e

tv

ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, chaotic, inner growth, organic diet, pe¬
dagogical, free school, environmental protection, self-sufficiency (lots of sweet
chestnuts), permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
alternative energy, ecological construction, drums, jewellery, wood, sewing,
sports: pushing wheelbarrows up the hill and just the fact of living here!; working
horses, music, painting, dance; fiestas, juggling, watching films, board games,
village gossip, international, sweat lodge, solar power

© H

Matavenero and Poibueno are two sister villages at an altitude of ca. 1,000 m in the
mountains of North Western Spain. Before our first "pioneers" arrived in 1989 the vil¬
lages had been abandoned. Destroyed by a fire, a core of four buildings survived, which
we repaired for the community's infrastructure (bakery, school, shop, alcohol-free bar,
communal workshop, meeting and banquet hall, guest space). Settlement began in
tepees and tents, then we built huts and wooden houses. We grew to 100 people from
around 10 countries. It later declined and is now on the rise once more. The basic idea
- partially influenced by the Rainbow Movement - is ecological living and working close
to and in harmony with nature - close to and in co-operation with like-minded people
- as well as the development of our own pedagogy. Since 1993 we have been formally
recognised as a village with our own administration. We fund community projects such
as the water system etc. from our shared purse. At the moment (201 3), there's a co-op
store, a school with a Spanish teacher, professional musicians, a political group, goat¬
keeping in Poibueno, 3 donkeys in Matavenero. Long-term guests are welcome. It's hard
to earn money here and only a minimalist economy is possible (survival). Partly we live

kind of neo-hippie-tribal-culture.
The village can only be reached on foot or on horseback. We generate electricity with solar
collectors and grow our own organic vegetables. Thanks to birth-experienced women and
eurotopia
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men, more than 50 children have been born here. We practice alternative medicine as
much as possible (homeopathy, herbs, Bach flower remedies, raw vegetables and fruits,

but also allopathic first aid etc.).
Best visit time is May- September. Spanish skills are desirable. Financial independence is
necessary. Pioneer-spirit remains important.
->See also description of network „RIE"
© at least a one-year stay + co-operation

+ acceptance by the council

-VÿSunseed Desert Technology
S+34-(0)950-525770

Apdo. 9 | 04270 Sorbas, Almeria
1ÿ1sunseedspain@arrakis.es
£1986

Bwww.sunseed.org.uk
96 CT6 *0

£±i 30 ha (near Almeria)

15-35

e, sp.
trustees, staff (meeting of trustees; meetings of staff team)

individual financing
f The Sunseed Trust (GB)
i? low tech solutions to climate change
O low impact education and training for young people
ecological, organic diet, vegetarian diet, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organicgardening, alternative energy, ecological construction, low impact, off-grid, ap¬
propriate technology
$

©

n

Sunseed Desert Technology is the Spanish Project of The Sunseed Trust. We live as a
community of up to 35 people, 1 2 full-time staff members and short and long-term
volunteers who stay for 2 weeks to one year and make a financial contribution of 90
- 1 20 Euros per week to cover their food and accommodation (the amount depends on

length of stay).
Sunseed Desert Technology aims to develop, demonstrate and communicate accessible,
low-tech solutions to climate change. We therefore live in a low impact, off-grid commu¬
nity, growing much of our own food, composting, reusing and recycling our waste as far
as possible and making full use of solar energy and other appropriate technology.
Volunteers are welcome throughout the year and work in all our departments: appro¬
priate technology, organic gardening, drylands management, sustainable living, ecoconstruction and communication & education. All members of the community share
in the cooking and cleaning duties. For more information on joining us, please see our
website or contact us.
© weekly donation for room and board: 90-1 20 Euros

Tanquian Finca Ecologica Tanquian
Tanquian s/n | 27437 Deade, Panton, Lugo, Galicia

S +34-982162584

Btanquian.es
Jtl 5.5 ha (near Monforte de Lemos)
£ 1993
& g, e, sp

302

i£l60 %

91 d"2 *1 tUM
©2 ;t*2

Spain/Sweden
9% all who are concerned (it's easy we are still so few)
individual financing, hopefully shared economy in the future

7

private property
If no other than a strong desire to stop harming the planet
© self-sufficiency, veg, jam and juice production
St

ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, yoga, organic diet,
vegetarian diet, seminar-house, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture,
ecological construction

© H

Tanquiÿn is a project started in 1993 by Paul Baker and Emmely Fohring. The initial
ideas were to bring up the 3 kids in contact with nature, becoming self-sufficient and
living in community.
The farm is 5.5 ha big and holds a mix of woodland and meadows. Main crops are fruit
trees and bushes and the big housegarden. In the past we kept all kind of animals, but
right now only a horse and a donkey. Since 2008 we have run a conserve-kitchen, where
we produce jams and juices of our own harvest.
During the years various families and many volunteers have lived with us. Right now we
are looking for qualified members, especially handy wo/men and gardeners. We can
offer food, lodging and share of profit.
->See also description of network „RIE"
© only skilled craftsperson, best female,
or experienced gardener
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Kjell Carlsson
®+46-(0)652-71269
Bdlarna 238 | 82070 Bergsjo
kjellc@bdab.se, seija@bdab.se
Q (near Sundsvall)
94 d"5 <,0 MH9
11991
yearly meeting (consensus)
t individual financing and income from wood (forest)
F common plot/private houses
ecological, organic gardening, organic farming, forestry, alternative energy, ecolo¬
gical construction

We started this ecological village for us 22 years ago and we still live here. All children
had moved out, and now they are returning with their partners/children to develop the

village further.
Solar cells are the newest investment and we are very satisfied with them.
Even a new bakery house has been built from timber from our own forest.

0 Njord

4?*Brf Ekobyn Mjolnartorpet
Skaldens gata 65 | 656 38 Karlstad
i?lbrfekobyn@gmaiI.com

ffi (near Karlstad)
41995
Swedish, e, g, f
all adults who live here (majority vote, generally)

Bwww.mjolnartorpet.se
Q18 CT17
*1fl54

F property of all

ecological
We are an ecological village located in the outskirts of a medium-sized town in Sweden.
The village was built in 1995. Altogether we are 18 households. Currently, we have no
explicit goals of our community other than the fact that we try to live in an environmen¬

tally friendly way.

AÿCharlottendals g&rd
153 90 Jarna

S+46-(0)70-173861 7, -(0)8-551 70097, -(0)73-9548636

& peter.hagerrot@telia.com, merle.hagerrot@telia.com Bwww.charlottendal.se
£ 35 ha (near Jarna/Sodertalje) \&20%
96 cf5 *4 tt*15
41995
t%4
Swedish, c, g, f, Estonian
mix of private and housing board (work on sociocracy)
F private
© farm, kindergarden
ecological, inner growth, yoga, environmental protection, organic agriculture,
organic gardening, alternative energy

304

Sweden

n
is a small farming property on which we have built up an
©

Charlottendals Farm in Jarna
ecovillage with a total of six homes. The question we have asked is if and how it can be
possible to use a farm, too small for normal agro business, to house more people and
share the workload. We have, as far as possible, tried to environmentally adapt our re¬
sidence with everything from compost toilets, solar heating combined with heat pumps
and solar panels. The ecovillage contains 4 parts that are of interest:
First the Lilia Bullerbyns non-profit organisation: it is a kindergarten but also maintains
-*
the daily farm life with animals. Then the farm
itself, being a private enterprise, supporting the d
Lilia Bullerbyn. Then, the BrF housing cooperative
with altogether six apartments on the farm. Finally,
h
we have a Transition Jarna initiative connecting
with and promoting ideas of permaculture and
environmental education.
Based on the farm and its daily life, there are a lot
of joint projects that can be done in cooperation.
lit*
->See also description of network „ERO/GEN
Sweden"
0 Transition network

---

JA

a

m

SS Ecovillage Smeden
Korgebogvagen 67 | 55308 Jonkoping
pia_larsson@swipnet.se
41994

•Aiii

S +46(0)70-8199587

fiwww.ekobyn.se

4800 m2 (24 x 200 m2) (near Jonkoping) 923 d"23

tjf*80

T

mainly property of one member
G traditional vegetable gardening for a few inhabitants, hens and chickens
self-managed, organic gardening, alternative energy, ecological construction

©
.....
. . ....

Ecovillage initiative on ca. 4 ha now
turned into individually owned
homes for 24 households. Good and
friendly living for both people and
the environment.

.

© you have to buy a semi-deta¬
ched house to live in the village.
;„1
::

eurolopia
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Sweden

Fardknappen Kollektiv
Housing Project for People in the Second Half of the Life
Fatburgsgatan 29B | 11854 Stockholm
kerstin@karnekull.se

3? +46-(0)8-6691789

Swww.fardknappen.se

4 1993ffl 3650 m2 incl. 409 m2 common spaces (near Stockholm)

939 d"14

SO to*53
& Swedish, g, e, f, sp, Norwegian, Finnish
*?*5
all at common meetings five times a year (majority vote)
if limited common financing
T rented
© collaborative housing for people in the second half of life
self-managed, adult education, humour, accessible to the disabled, non smoking,
second half of life, self-administered groups for cooking and cleaning, culture,
gardening

©
Fardknappen is a community-owned apartment house located on Sodermalm in Stock¬
holm. Here we are developing a community in our daily lives that makes life easier and
more fun when, as we grow older, the "togetherness" of family life and working life
diminishes.
• We have cooking groups that prepare communal meals on weekdays.
• We take care of our house and garden ourselves.
• We learn from one another while carrying out our daily chores.
• We can help each other keep our spirits up if - or when - our strength declines.

0 Kollektivhus Nu
© being interested in collaborative housing

Kampetorp ekoby
Allelien Kampetorp | 45750 Bullaren
& Kampetorp@kampetorp.se
at; 10 ha (near Tanumshede) &z10%
4 1998

X+46-(0)525-53006

Bwww.kampetorp.se
93 d”3 *1

7

e, Swedish

'*'•the members (meetings)

f

individual financing

guest or member

© living, organic farming,, gardening
ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, feminist,
non-violent, non-debt, cultural events

© H

Kampetorp is a small farm in Bullaren, North of Bohuslan. The members build ecological
houses, some made of wood, others of clay and straw. The property is not connected to
the grid, electricity is mostly generated by solar panels and stored in batteries. In the winter
we need additional electricity from a fossil fuel operated generator, but since all our ap¬
pliances and lighting are extremely energy efficient, we only use a relatively small amount

306

Sweden
of diesel. The buildings
are heated with wood and
solar water systems. The
Kampetorp Ecovillage is
managed by a trade as¬
sociation that has the goal
of providing its members
with ecologically and socially sustainable housing at low cost. There are now four com¬
pleted houses and a row of guest buildings and other outbuildings on the farm.
->See also description of network „Ecovillage Road (Baltic Ecovillages)"

Kursgarden Lindsberg
Lindsberg 10, (PI. 4795) | 79191 Falun
Lindsbergl 0@gmail.com
1 ha (near Falun) Vÿ<50 %
41979

S+46-(0)23-43030

Blindsberg.org
96 c?4 *2

WthO

*T*1()
& Swedish, sp, Portuguese, e, i
whole group (consensus and within working groups)
limited common financing, shared income
f foundation
® ecology, solidarity, self-sufficiency, self-reliance
Q conference house for groups that work along the statutes of the foundation; soli¬
darity, self-reliance and resource conservation
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, vegetarian diet, seminar-house, environ¬
mental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic
gardening, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction

5
:•

j-,

n
The commune in Lindsberg runs an alternative conference house in naturally beautiful
©

surroundings ca. 7 km from Falun. It was founded in 1979 by a group of enthusiasts who
bought the building - previously a retirement and childrens home - from the city. Today it

is debt-free: new members do not need to invest in it financially. The conference house
has its origins in the environmental and peace movement, as well as in the solidarity and
workers movement. We can now accommodate and provide for up to 50 guests.
We grow our own vegetables. Otherwise we buy Fair Trade and ecological products and
cook only vegetarian food. We pay rent in order to cover food and heating costs but other
costs are financed by activities. Most of us also work outside the commune.
The operations where laid down in 2004 but the current members of the commune
started renovating the house one year ago and restarted the activities. Our goal is to be
a place to discover and see possibilities and inspiration toward a better society. We work
for social, ecological and economic sustainability and we exist for those groups whose
aim is social change.

© ideological

eurotopia

307

Sweden

ll Rumpans by
PrSmviken 128 | 86296 Njurunda

S +46-10)60-36031,

+46-(0)70-3998868

iÿanarkab@telia.com

& 1968

18 ha (near Sundsvall)

925-40 CT25-40 'WO

tH*90-120
& e, Swedish

the whole village (consensus)
if individual financing
T 29 plots, owned by private persons
© social activities, maintenance, new projects
& ecological, self-managed, organic gardening, conventional gardening, animal
friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, ecological construction

©
Settlement on 18 ha, based on a social vision, individual holiday and dwelling houses
belong to the individual families: small-scale waste water treatment, own well, own har¬
bour with boathouses and a sauna, eco-cycle adapted infrastructure, windmill, firewood
from our own forest, local sawmill.

Permaculture Ecovillage

"

<§T +46498-211014
Toftavagen 211, Vasterhejde | 62261 Visby, Gotland
Qsuderbyn.se
info@suderbyn.se
& 5 ha (near Visby (7km))
98 d”6 W tH*15
& 2008
%
& e, sp, f, g, Swedish, Dutch
&5 it* 11
(*>l community together, co-op board, NGO council (consensus)
if common financing
T property of all co-op members
voluntary simplicity, permaculture
© gardening, eco-building, training, outreach for ecovillage movement
ecological, self-managed, feminist, non-violent, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
organic diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, pedagogical, seminar-house,
peace-work, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
gardening, organic farming, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, transition and non-violence outreach

©

n

Since 2008 we have been building up a community and holistic ecovillage based on the
principles of permaculture. We live as a collective with common vegetarian meals and
most residents also work on location as employees or volunteers. Slowly we are developing
our main property with a permaculture forest garden and educational centre, growing

organic food and building housing for ourselves with local eco-materials. The property
is on the Baltic Sea island of Gotland, just 2km from the sea. The ecovillage focuses on
networking with other progressive organisations and networks locally, nationally and
internationally. We are active in developing the ecovillage and transition movements,
working for inter--cultural understanding and peace, and this has lead to many projects
that employ our residents. The community is international, has an average age under 30
and uses English as the main common language. Younger volunteers through SCI (Service
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Civil International) and EVS (European Voluntary Service) are a reoccurring feature.
->See also description of networks „Ecovillage Road (Baltic Ecovillages), ERO/GEN
Sweden, GEN Europe"
0 GEN Baltic Sea, Transition Gotland, National Office of Service Civil International,
Lets Do It!
© 6 months trial period

Tullstugan Collective housing unit
Dorjgrand 4 | 11668 Stockholm
flink.ola@gmail.com
-

<

.

S+46-(0)703503994

Htullstugan.weebly.com
fl**62
934 d"16

ffl 100 m2 (near Stockholm)
£1994
Swedish, e
individual financing
all members at a general meeting (majority vote)
T property of all
G common dinner, cultural activities, book club, social activities
self-managed

©

The aim of Tullstugan collective housing is to establish and maintain good housing for its
members by using the common facilities of the collective housing for common dinners,
cultural, social and other activities.

0 Kollektivhus.nu
© no more than a balance between age, gender and children

Vedapark

.

The Golden Village at the Hearth of Scandinavia

SS +45-(0)21 230583

l?trigunnar@gmail.com
it) 45 ha (near Lund) \£$75%
12008

Swww.vedapark.com

& e, Scandinavian languages
6o
<*>§ all who are concerned, within the framework description (concensus)
individual financing and limited common financing
T individual or collective property
the Veda - regarded as a Science of Consciousness
& ecological, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga, organic diet,
vegetarian diet, adult education, pedagogical, seminar-house, peace-work, oneworld development, animal protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry,
forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour,
no cell phones/wireless, non smoking, Veda, Vedic Science, Vastu houses, Sthapatya Veda architecture, retreat facilities

eurotopia
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£
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s

Sweden/Switzerland

n
We will welcome an international social environment in Vedapark, The Golden Village.
©

It is for all open minded people, including business, artists, intellectuals, retired and
students - in short, for all peace-loving individuals who want a balanced life in nurturing
contact with Mother Nature and themselves.
In Vedapark you have the opportunity to participate in creating a center for the new
era - a village for people who seek Vedic wisdom, fun, healing, innovative activity and
development of consciousness. A society with healthy houses, pure food, horticulture,
transcendence, warm relationships and an organic environment without radiation.
A key factor of this project is to construct a village of unique homes according to the
Veda (Vastu), the most ancient architecture of human kind.
A house is a heavy structure, and its architecture and hence energy field highly affects
the health and success of the occupants. Vastu ensures that the house is designed so that
the residents' energies are connected with nature and the positive forces of the universe
outside. The house even protects against harmful external influences.
We have already bought 49 developed big building sites, where construction can begin
here and now. With common land there are 45 ha, here where the vast forests starts in
the heart of Scania, Southern Sweden. A creek winds through the area to the North and
we will attempt to (re)create a large lake here.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe''
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«V*CES - Fondazione per la rinascita di Chiesso
Ces, c.p. 15 | 6747 Chironico (Ticino)
iÿBinfo@cesnet.ch

11972

kfc; 10

ha (near Bcllinzona) #I<10%

S+41-(0)91-8651414

Bwww.cesnet.ch

flW4

92 0*2

® g, i, e, f
fr4
{t% all who are concerned (consensus)
limited
%
community financing
T partially leased, partially Fondazione (foundation)
f? social competence, agreement with community's goals
© gardening, construction, landscape conservation, farming
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, organic diet, adult
education, seminar-house, group work, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, forestry, alternative energy,
ecological construction, construction

©

n

CES is a formerly abandoned mountain village on a high plateau in Northern Ticino
(1,450 m above sea level). Ces is far away from the traffic chaos and can only be reached
on foot, two hours uphill. Already on the way up one encounters a varied landscape. In
Ces itself the naturally cultivated plateau with its waterfall, moor areas and rare flowers
is striking.
Ces consists of some 25 houses and barns and a chapel. One third of the houses belong
to us, the self-administered "Foundation for the Reconstruction of Ces". Since 1972 we
have been dedicating ourselves as a collective to the preservation of the village and its
surroundings in their original form and to the accessibility of Ces for alternative communal
forms of living and working. In winter Ces is quiet, in summer we cultivate our organicgarden, care for our animals, make hay and chat; we renovate, play and discuss.
We consciously choose to live simply, and work with our hands. Since we want to live as
independently as possible, we produce our own electricity (with a small hydroelectric plant
and a solar energy system) and live - where possible - from the produce of our organic
gardens. Ces is remote but not isolated: it is intended to reach out and demonstrate alter¬
natives. Each year a large circle of friends and guests from many countries come to visit.
If you would like to visit or work here, please make sure to give us a call beforehand.

© ecological consciousness and social competence

Clos du Doubs
Ecovillage Clos du Doubs | 2887 Soubey
nicolasbarth@bluewin.ch
& ca. 100 ha (near St. Ursanne) \fi90 %
k 1990
«’i
H
®
©
eurotopia

S' +41-(0)32-9551704

f, g, e
frail
vote)
all willing to participate in the decision making (consensus/majority
some common financing
T owned by a foundation and privately
ecology
agriculture construction teaching
ecological, non-violent, organic diet, pedagogical, free school, mentally/psycholo-
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gically handicapped persons, animal protection, environmental protection, selfsufficiency, permaculturc, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming,
animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecologi¬
cal construction, humour, simple, but smart life style

H

The ecovillage is formed by three farms located in an underpopulated, incredibly beautiful
Jura valley one hour South West of Basel. Still very busy with our agricultural activities,

we impatiently look forward to new members with professional skills and dreams to be
realized. We have a free school!

© the true desire to make things happen

4+Gemeinschaft Okodorf Sennriiti
Sennrutistrasse 23 | 9113 Degersheim
networking@oekodorf.ch
Q. 1.2 ha (near St. Gallen)
& 2006

10 %

S +41-(0)71-5112568
flwww.oekodorf.ch
Q21 0*11 4,24-29

Wftca. 60
& approx. 4 ifc approx. 12
& Swiss German, g, c, f, Dutch, sp
all concerned together (consensus)
f individually, partly in common
T owned by all (cooperative)
© construction, garden, workshop and guests area, healing center
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
organic diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, pedagogical, free school, peacework, environmental protection, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gar¬
dening, alternative energy, ecological construction, humour, non smoking, culture
of „a new WE", development of consciousness, therapy, singing, dancing, music,
arts and culture, guesthouse, time-out care

© H

We are open for people of different spiritual, religious or cultural backgrounds. We take
time for celebrations, rituals, songs, dances and meditation. As a group we often go into
silence (meditations, attunements), also as a tool for decision making.
In living together we want to honour the diversity of each individual. This encourages
free acting and personal development and enriches the community life. We already
consist of 4 generations.
We aim to heat our buildings with solar energy only, and to produce our own electricity.
For the thermal insulation of the building we use cellulose fibres made from recycled
paper. Further we use wood, clay, straw, cork, lime and sand. We harvest rainwater and
use it in the garden, for toilet flushing and for washing machines.
Members are responsible for their own income. Most arc working part time outside,
however, we are presently generating more jobs within our community.
We have organic farms nearby and alternative schools, such as a Steiner school and a
new school applying non-directive education.
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Switzerland
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 GEN Suisse, World Peace Prayer Society, some people: Talent, ARTABANA, Holon
© appreciation of the existing, VES to our common grounds, willingness to personal
development, active participation and involvement in the community, financial
share in the cooperative of CHF 50,000.- per adult

Hof aline Wind
ST + 41-(0)44-737-1547

Bemerberg | 8903 Birmensdorf

Swww.hofallnewind.ch
£» 1993

& 1 2 ha (near Zurich)

50 %

& g, e, fr
'*’1 the owner (final word to owner)
4 individual financing, same wages for everyone
T property of individual community members

fU

create unity

Q2 cT 2 U

it.rl||

within variety, realise a social life where everyone can be happy and

satisfied
© vegetable gardening, animal care, kitchen, woodcutting, construction
ecological, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, organic diet, animal
protection, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic ag¬
riculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry,
alternative energy, ecological construction, humour

£

© H

The Hof aline Wind is located on a mountain (Bemerberg) in a remote rural hamlet
where most of the residents live in huts, campers and trailers. We all eat together in the
communal kitchen (common room). The project's goal is to develop a living community of
people, animals and plants, a place where these life forces can complement one another
and whose resources from farming, dairy and forestry - but also from animal husbandry
and fruit, herb and vegetable gardening - provide the foundation for a community's
livelihood. We produce our goods according to state organic farming guidelines and
directly market our products - alongside a constantly growing body of regular customers
- in Zurich and the surrounding area.
Our goals are:
- Finding a harmony between the lives of humans, animals and plants
- Following new paths in the area of communal life, love and child-rearing
- Developing ecological and autonomous survival skills
- Creating unity within variety
- Testing and imparting spiritual and practical knowledge
- Realising a social life in which everyone can be happy and satisfied.
Having combined our efforts, we are endeavouring to achieve these goals and implement

these ideas.

© willingness to lead a simple life

eurolopia
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Nuovo Walser

Global - Native
Dorfli 16 | 8777 Betschwanden GL, 2 +41-(0)77-4016530, +64-(0)35-248969

iÿuur@gmx.ch
& 2007
<*>l

t
W
©
&

__

.
Swww.nuovo-walser.org, www.global-native.org

& 7 ha

%

Q2-3 <$2 - 3 *2-4

ttH4 -7

#4 t?*4-10
g, e, i
together in a circle (consensus)
a mix between individual and communal financing
T trust
the spirit of Mother Earth
living with nature, gardening, land, forest, people, social work, art
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
organic diet, adult education, pedagogical, environmental protection, self-suffi¬
ciency, pormaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, new technologies,
ecological construction, humour, non smoking, Global Native, Huna

© H

Global Native is an initiative founded by and for people who would like to live a new
sustainable culture together with the Planet Earth. We can learn from the natural tribes
to bring the spirit of Mother Earth back to the centre of our culture and overcome egoism

and capitalism.
The vision of the Global Natives is a culture of paradise in which everybody is able to
live a conscious life in freedom, peace and love for each other and the creation, without
exploitation, suppression and enrichment at the expense of nature and society.
Through holistic, sustainable and creative actions the sense of community replaces the
dominant ego. Our life is guided by universal love and is connected to our higher self
and the spirit of creation. We want to protect our home planet Mother Earth with this
awareness of being a global native and renew and beautify it culturally. This is our ancient
natural right and goal of development: that we wake up for a new life. Our lives and the
life of our planet are not for sale!
It is free and natural, though we first have to get it back, because it was taken from us!
The internet page aims to give you information on how we try to reach those goals in
real life. We wish you endurance, joy and hope...

0 HANDS (bartering club)
© open for all people who like the vision of the Global Natives
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Schloss Glarisegg
Schloss Glarisegg | 8266 Steckborn/ Bodensee
www.schloss-glarisegg.ch
£$welcome@schloss-glarisegg.ch
£±) 5 ha (near Constance)
Mt«48
922 CT11
42003
%
e*5 it* 11
& g, e, f
¥'i all community members (consensus minus 10 %)
T our corporation
*1 combined individual and shared economy
® community uilding according to Scott Peck,socialforum, transparent communica¬
tion, spirituality rooted in everyday life
Q guests and seminar centre, garden, construction sites, therapy centre, creative
workshop, instrument making
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual,
inner growth, meditation, yoga, organic diet, adult education, seminar-house,
peace-work, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, alternative energy,
new technologies, ecological construction, humour, various therapy methods,
instrument making, crafts, music, art

© H

Glarisegg Castle - "A place for encounter and consciousness" - lies between forests, a
wild river, fields and Lake Constance. The community lives on a gorgeous property with
large natural areas and a private beach. We are connected by a shared interest in perso¬
nal responsibility and the questions of our time, and we would like to contribute to the
research on new ways of living. We value synergy between personal needs and input
towards a shared vision. So we set ourselves the daily challenge of finding a balance bet¬
ween work on communal projects and the celebration of our shared life: via communal
singing and music making, regular meetings in mandatory groups and intensive periods
that last several days. Our tools are, amongst others, Community Building (Scott Peck
style), forums (ZEGG style), transparent communication and possibility management. In
2010 we invited new people, particularly families, for a "joining period", so we are now
in the middle of a "second set-up phase". There is more scope for new members, too.
A permaculture project with a central

vegetable garden has been developing
since 2012. There is a forest group for
younger children. Part of the communal
project is the seminar business, a small
shop, as well as the creativity and instru¬
ment workshop. We are open-minded
people, who see communal life as a
possibility to grow together and bring a
new culture into existence.

l

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
*0 GEN Suisse, Gemeinwohlokonomie
© 1 year trial time, acquisition of a 5000 CHF share, self-responsibility, desire to
design a new culture

eurotopia
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Yamagishi Verein
Schneitbergstrasse 12 | 8523 Hagenbuch
in fo@yamagishi.ch
40 ha (near Winterthur)
& 1983

S +41-(0)52-3641-528

Bwww.yamagishi.ch
Q5 cT5 <2 ttfl.12
it* all

g, Japanese

f shared income

$'1 everyone in common (through Kensan)

F

©

common property
agriculture, food production, direct marketing
self-managed, inner growth, seminar-house, peace-work, environmental protec¬
tion, animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, humour, humanity, natural
charity, Kensan = communication method; to recognise the love that is in every¬

thing, one-body-life

©

n

Yamagishi, Miozo was a peasant from Japan who died in 1960 and made a close study
of (human) nature. His goal was a stable world community which makes it possible for
everyone, including our children, to be happy.
Starting from the fact that all beings and all existence are inextricably linked with one
another - I flourish when everything else flourishes - this principle equally applies to
marriage, the family, the workplace... With the knowledge that every person in this
world wants to live in peace and satisfaction, Yamagishi developed a model for society,
a guide on "how to construct the world revolution". We believe that the happiness of all
people begins in each of our everyday lives and only each small individual like you and
me can make it happen. This has been practised with „Kensan" for over 40 years in the
80 Yamagishi villages around the world. There are no bosses or gurus, there are no rights
or responsibilities. Instead, everyone does what he can and when he wants. Everything
is free, as in nature. Let us build such a society together. We believe we have found a
practical, viable path and heartily invite you to join us.

© desire to help build a happy society and participate in the Tokkoh, the Yamagishi
seminar

Zentrum der Einheit Schweibenalp

«+ 41-(0)33-9522000
Schweibenalp | 3855 Brienz
$info@schweibenalp.c:h
Bwww.schweibenalp.ch, www.greenphoenixglobally.org, www.alpine-permakultur.ch
I1982&) 20 ha (near Brienz, Interlaken, Bern, Luzern)
910 cf 13
%
•••:/ .

fl|A30
g, e, f, i
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&26 1?*28

Switzerland
£>1 community - those present, business - those responsible (consent of those present,
sometimes by a small group)
'f salaries according to need and agreement, room and board as part of salary or
self-sufficiency, self-employed work, community fund, gifts, bartering, donations,
long-term loans, partnerships (permaculture), sponsoring
f property of Foundation Schweibenalp
if day-to-day spirituality, open to all spiritual orientations
G kitchen, housekeeping, outer area, permaculture, construction, management,
reception, seminar organisation
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, orga¬
nic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, seminar-house, peace-work, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, alternative energy, new technologies,

ecological construction, construction

n

Center of Unity Schweibenalp is now 30 years old!
The first 25 years we served as an Ashram, as a place and meeting point for spiritual
practice of all traditions, as a community, as a seminar center for inter-religious and intercultural peace work. At the yearly peace festival UniPeace we continue to celebrate

the loving unity of the global spiritual family.
mOThe
sumo
rive years ago.
dilic a I ions
deciding to be free from any fixed
spiritual bindings and discipline as m
a community and in network with
other communities. Like this weB
investigate models for a peaceful,I
Lr
cooperative, sustainable cultureI
of life. In terms of a vision weI
look for coherence of sustainable
I
ecology, just economy, transparent
and libertine living together andI
the evolution and care of a radical
spiritual consciousness.
Each person and each community is unique and still part of the whole in an evolution
without end. We truly wish that everyone feels well here and can feel the spirit of our
community and the power of the place.
We see ourselves as one of many communities in a world-wide network looking for
solutions and possibilities in many areas of life. We are a founding community of the
GREEN PHOENIX, a community of communities and platform of experts.
Our alpine permaculture project at 1100 m wants to transform 20 ha of pasture and
forest into an intensively cultivated model of agriculture.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe "
# GEN Suisse, Global Campus, Green Phoenix, Babaji Network, Academy for Future

Sciences, Holon
© interest and flexibility, spiritual practice

eurotopia
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<DT]

Argyle Street Housing Co-op
3 Fletchers Terrace | Cambridge CB1 3LU
& office@ash.coop

41981
'

S +44.(0)1223-411615
Swww.ash.coop

*1*86

jin

e

<01 members (by meeting)
$ individual financing (income from rent payments from members)
self-managed

©
Argyle Street Housing Co-operative was built in 1981 to provide affordable housing. We
have 22 dwellings, mostly shared houses in a central location in Cambridge. We are a
co-operative so all members have a share in their housing and a say in all decisions and
the management of the co-op.
© to apply for housing, be accepted into a household after being on our shortlist

Beech Grove Community
Sandwich Road | Nonington CT15 4HH

iÿcontact@churchcommunities.org
JL (near Canterbury)
41995

.

S +44-(0)1

_
<m
304-842980

Bwww.bruderhof.com/
970 d"70 i70 *1*210
© n

The Bruderhof is an international communal movement of families and single men and
women who seek to put into action Christ's command to love Cod and neighbor.
Like the first Christians described in Acts 2 and 4, we feel called to a way of life in which
all are of one heart and soul, no one possesses anything, and everything is shared in
common. We also draw inspiration from the Anabaptists of the Reformation era who
revived the early Christian example of discipleship in full community.
->See also description of network „Bruderhof-Gemeinschaften"

Beech Hill Community

<3

Beech Hill, Morchard Bishop, Devon | Exeter EX1 7 6RF »+44-(0)1363-877228
Bwww.beechhillcommunity.org.uk
$ beechhill@gmail.com
£±i 2,8 ha (near Exeter)
96 d*5 \4 tHl5
41983
@ e, f, i, sp, Afrikaans
£F*some
$ limited common financing
all who are concerned (consensus)
T owned by co-op, rented and owned by private leaseholders

& ecological

© gardening, maintenance, arts & crafts, recycling, community compost scheme
ecological, self-managed, organic diet, organic gardening

curotopia
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©

n

We live in a large country house in the rolling Devon hills. Accommodation is both
rented and leasehold in the converted outbuildings and in the mainhouse. We grow our
own organic fruit and vegetables. We have a paddock, chickens, an orchard, a walled
garden, swimming pool and compost toilets and reed bed sewage systems, solar panels
and wind turbine.
We share responsibility for our home and the land on which we live. We eat together in
the evenings and celebrate birthdays and other events together.
We participate in the wider community through various events including community
open days and our community composting scheme. Individuals earn their income in the
outside world in journalism, education, mechanics, complimentary health, recycling, art
and alternative ceremonies. Some work from home.
We are a diverse group of people who try and live more sustainably together. We enjoy
visitors and volunteers by prior arrangement. We even enjoy a good laugh sometimes.

© none

Bhaktivedanta Manor
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)

Aldenham, Near Watford | Herts WD25 8EZ

<a

S +44.(0)1923-851000

Rwww.krishnatemple.com
917 CT32 *0 Wl*49

info@krishnatemple.com

32 ha (near London)
& 1973
tf*70
anguages mostly spoken include English, Gujarati
Council)
Srutidharma das, Temple President (majority vote in Temple
from largely the Indian community, weddings, shop
T International Society vor Krishna Consciousness ISKCON
If serve and worship Krishna
Q priestry, farm work (cows), worship, teaching, book distribution, study, charity
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, leader/guru, spiritual, inner growth, medi¬
vtation, yoga, organic diet, vegetarian
diet, adult education, peace-work,
animal protection, self-sufficiency,
organic gardening, alternative energy, L
HINDU, (peace work), spiritual edu¬
cation as therapy, biol. species-appropriate animal housing, alternative n
9
energy, theatre group
!ÿ

© H

-A-*.

Bhaktivedanta Manor was donated by the former Beatlc George Harrison to the society
in 1 973. Since then, the community has grown into a major place of public worship and
for many festivals throughout the year. We have a small primary school, a farm of 14
cows and 7 working oxen, 50 resident "monks" and "nuns", a magnificent shrine of Lord
Krishna, a department which caters for visiting school groups and a small theatre.
ISKCON was founded by His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivendanta Swami Prabhupada in
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United Kingdom
1965 in New York. He left this mortal world in 1977, but is still seen as an "inspirational
guru" for everyone in ISKCON. Following the ancient Vedic scriptures, the basic teaching
is that we are not these material bodies, but the eternal spirit-soul within. We have been
in this world for many lifetimes and ISKCONs mission is to help people escape from this
cycle of birth and death through the chanting of "Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Hare Hare,
Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, I fare Hare". This is a mantra/prayer asking Krishna
to engage us in a loving and serving relationship with Him. This is our original and natural
position as spiritual beings. This is the same aim as all the world's major religions.
Generally these days, young men and women who stay for a while are encouraged to
study, to serve within the community and maybe to wear traditional Indian robes.
->See also description of network JSKCON international"
% Hindu Forum of Britain
© work and live the principles of ISKCON

<3

Birchwood Hall Storridge
Malvern | Worcestershire WR13 5EZ

iÿinfo@birchwoodhall.org.uk
3,6 ha (near Malvern)
41971
Of) e

«>l everyone in common (consensus)

T

Q9 CT8 V3

ftt<20

&none tPÿnone
limited community financing/common till

g
—
DC

common property

2

i? green, left, feminist

3

Q external work
ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, feminist, non-violent,
organic gardening, volleyball, various media

D

© ft

Birchwood Flail is a housing co-op with two houses (Mainhouse & Coachhouse), set
in 3.6 ha of garden. There is the Victorian Mainhouse with lots of space, therefore lots
of potential maintenance, cleaning and play value but no bevy of Victorian servants to
keep the brass polished! Difficult house to heat and be energy efficient but we have
solar panels now!
Our young children go to local schools. We have a range of full and part time occupa¬
tions, in a variety of jobs. We think we live here for ethical and practical reasons. We
like each other and enjoy sharing the house (most of the time!). Our joint politics are
leftish, greenish and feminist, with enough variation for some rowdy teatime arguments!
We eat together in the evening, taking it in turns to cook, trying to accommodate likes
and dislikes. Most of us are vegetarian with occasional meat dishes for the omnivores!
Meetings are once a week, alternating business and social meetings, with a whole co-op
meeting every 2 months. We don't have many defined expectations of each other but
trust that everyone will add to the community and pull their weight in some way. The
garden is both beautiful and wooded, but is a struggle to maintain! The vegetable garden
is fairly productive but not self-sufficient.
© green, left, feminist

eurotopia
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<10

Bowden House Communityf Bowden House

Totnes Devon TQ9 7PW
9a info@bowdenhouse.co.uk
42006

jti

4 ha (near Exeter)

Hwww.bowdenhouse.co.uk
915 d"13

*H*44
a few

e, g, sp, f

t individual financing

»'i whole community (consensus minus 2)
T private and shared ownership
© mixed mostly off site

©
We are a collection of families living together in an intentional community in the beau¬
tiful green rolling hills of the Devonshire countryside. At the time of writing there are 27
adults and 16 children. We eat together once a week and meet weekly either to discuss
the management of the community or to have a deep listening space for sharing what
is going on for us. We come together to sing and in various working and social groups.
Most of us are employed outside of the community although there are a few workshops
housing businesses on the site. We aspire to non-violent, conscious communication and
conflict resolution. We share 10 acres of land with about 2 acres of food growing space
and an orchard. We don't have any specific shared ideological or religious beliefs but
aspire to live consciously together and on the Earth. Each family has a private flat or house
in converted outbuildings centred around a large old Manor House. Unfortunately at
the moment we are not set up for accommodating visitors other than in our individual
homes but feel free to contact us if you would like to visit.

© financial

AÿBrithdir Mawr Community
Cilgwyn Road, Newport | Pembrokeshire, Wales SA42 OQJ

<73

*+44-(0)1239-8201 64

visit@brithdirmawr.co.uk

£ 32 ha (near St. Davids)
& 1 994
c, Welsh, f, sp, g, Dutch
everyone in common (consensus)

Swww.brithdirmawr.co.uk
95 cf5 *2 Wit 12
nearly alI earn their money outside
limited community financing

® ecology, simplicity
© garden, coppicing, farm animals, alternative technology, dancing
ecological, self-managed, inner growth, organic diet, environmental protection,
self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly
husbandry, alternative energy, ecological construction, rural handicraft, green¬
wood skills"

© *»

Brithdir Mawr is a land-based community endeavouring to live as sustainably and simply
as possible. We grow most of our own organic vegetables; chickens and ducks provide
eggs and our motley crew of goats provide milk. Our power needs are met entirely by
renewable resources, horse power or shared cars. We welcome volunteers for a week at
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a time to share our work, in return for food and a bed. Please email a brief introductory

letter with some idea of your availability and skills.
© interest in resource-conserving construction, enthusiasm and tolerance, be finan¬
cially solvent

o

Brotherhood Church

S+44-(0)1977-620381

Stapleton | Pontefract WF8 3 DF

Swww.thebrotherhoodchurch.org
Q2 d"2 WW4
4 ha {near Leeds) \£$60 %

& 1898
V> e

t

all who are concerned (consensus)
property of all

tf* most of us
“? limited common financing

# environmental, pacifist, low impact
ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, feminist,
non-violent, organic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, peace-work, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, ecological
construction

©

n
views

We strongly object to consumerism and greed. We are pacifists and hold strong
on human and animal rights and have anarchist leanings. We do not participate in many
aspects of modern life and refuse to be brainwashed by the mainstream media. We feel
there is a better way to live and are trying to work towards it. We arc low-impact and
consider our effect on the environment and the natural world in everything we do, but
this does not mean we are against all modern technology. We make part of our living
from the land but individuals can also pursue their own interests or careers separately,
whether on the land or in another way.

© ideological

Cambridge K1 Cohousing
129 Ditton Walk | Cambridge CB5

8QD

£$robert@enlinca.org.uk

"If

<1 ha

<2±l

S F44-(0)1 223-740326
fiwww.cambridge-k1.co.uk
Win 70

<£> e
‘ÿ*>|§ all householders (consensus)
individual financing
f private home ownership with some rental
© building a thriving community
ecological, self-managed, environmental protection, alternative energy, cohousing

eurotopia
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©

Cambridge K1 is a developing co-housing group formed around an offer of a plot in Or¬
chard Park in the North of Cambridge. We plan to build 36 to 40 houses during 2014,
and occupy them from 201 5.
Using consensus decision making, we are designing a site which will enable both deliberate
and chance encounters through inclusion of communal gardens and a Common House.
These will allow us to meet for both business and social activities and shall be maintained
actively and cooperatively. We will share resources, perhaps car sharing, tool sharing and
skill swapping where possible - allowing us to live more sustainably. Each household will
have their own energy efficient home and private space, but we will be spending time
with each other as a community, and doing things together on a regular basis. We want
to live somewhere where our shared values are prioritised. We are a community where
everyone is valued equally and everyone pitches in. We are making a safe space for us
and our children to play and grow older.
The sooner you contact us the better your chances of living the community dream with
us.

<D4j

Camphill Milton Keynes Community

Japonica Lane, Willen Park South | Milton Keynes MK15 9JY
3? +44-(0)908-235000

lÿoffice@camphill-miltonkeynes.co.uk
4 ha (near London)
b 1980

Qwww.camphillmk.co.uk

£> e
management team (consensus)
T common property
H? Rudolf Steiner

Nihoo
V** all
shared income

© gardening, baking, weaving, cafe, refurbishing tools
& self-managed, non-violent, Christian, anthroposophic

© H

Camphill Milton Keynes is a residential working community providing a meaningful life
for adults with learning difficulties. 53 residents live together with staff in ten separate
households, forming a community of over 100 people.
Daily life is arranged around the various households, each of which has its own character
based on a common routine. Meals are taken together and household tasks are shared.
Workshops include two vegetable and fruit gardens, food processing, bakery, a cafe that
is open to the public, a weaver, basketry, shop and a workshop that refurbishes tools that
arc then donated to developing countries.
Cultural life within our own community is varied and we have a regular programme
of artistic and therapeutic activities. As in every Camphill centre, the Christian festivals
play an important part in our lives throughout the year and are shared by those of quite
different cultural backgrounds.
We welcome long-term co-workers and one-year volunteers.
->See also description of network „Camphill"
© desire to live and work with adults with learning disabilities
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Camphill School Aberdeen Central Office, Murtle House
Bieldside | Aberdeen AB1 5 9EP
lÿb.porter@crss.org.uk
60 ha #15 %
11940
frail

<rn]

S + 44-(0)1 224-867935

Swww.camphillschools.org.uk
9100 cf50 i100

Nf*250

everyone in common (consensus)
$> shared economy
T owned by our holding company
I
© social pedagogy/curative education
ecological, non-violent, Christian, anthroposo- K
phic, inner growth, pedagogical, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, physically |J
handicapped persons, organic gardening,
humour, accessible to the disabled, art therapy, —
colour therapy, organic and species-appropriate animal husbandry, crafts, art

Ji

kv

© H

Camphill School Aberdeen is a day and residential school for children and young people
with additional support needs. Volunteers are needed in order to live with the children and
young people and to help care for them, as well as to teach in the school. Full-time work
and an integration into the communal life which goes as deep as possible are expected.
The emphasis is on Christian ideals, social responsibility, and the development of the
personality. Tasks include caring for the young people both physically and psychologically,
teaching in the classrooms, general housekeeping, athletic and artistic activities, as well
as supervising work in the garden. Each year some 80 volunteers from all nationalities are
required. The minimum age is 18. Room, board and an allowance are provided. Please
send your written application to the address shown above.
->See also description of network „Camphill"
© suitability to work with vulnerable children and young people

<D7]

Cornerstone Housing Co-op
16 Sholebroke Avenue, Chapeltown | Leeds, West Yorkshire LS7 3HB

S +44-(0)113-2629365

l?lcornerstone@cornerstonehousing.org.uk
53 2.000 m2 \$2%
11993
& c, f, Welsh, g, sp
'#* all who are concerned (consensus)
T housing co-operative

©

Swww.cornerstonehousing.org.uk
95 cf 5

Wl#1 6

*f limited common financing

no
(eco)

direct action
& ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, feminist, chaotic, vegetarian diet, vegan
diet, animal protection, environmental protection, organic gardening, humour,
non smoking
eurotopia
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© H

Cornerstone has two large, shambolic Victorian houses in Chapeltown, an ethnically
diverse part of inner-city I eeds, Yorkshire (slowly being gentrified, though). Both houses
need a lot of maintenance, but have large gardens front and back, where the odd co-op
member does their best to create beautiful and productive landscapes. Each house has
space for eight members. The political focus shifts as membership changes, currently
(201 3) we are variously exploring aspects of privilege, workplace organising, community
organising, ecological education and cycle projects.
One house has an accessible bathroom, although there are 3 steps to get into the
house.
A printing company (Footprint Worker's Co-op), operates from the cellars of one

house.
->See also description of network „ Radical Routes"
0 Radical Routes
© ecologically aware, actively working for radical social change

s«]

4ÿCuldeeS Boreland Farm
Fearnan by Aberfeldy | Perthshire PH15 2PG

Swww.culdees-ecovillagexo.uk

® +44-(0)1887-830519, +44-(0)7904-954116 (mobile)

iÿcontact@culdees-ecovillage.co.uk, contact@culdeesbunkhousexo.uk
Q4 d"6 ftf*10
5000 m2 (near Perth)
11995
@ e, Japanese
it* 4
limited common financing
everyone in common (sociocracy)
property of individual community members
JS holistic
© natural farming, permaculture
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, ecumenical, Buddhist, Taoist, in¬
ner growth, meditation, organic diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, adult education,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, alternative energy, new
technologies, ecological construction, pantheist, agricultural philosophy

r

©
We want:
to create a Universal Multi Faith Ecovillage with a zero-waste, zero-energy, re-use, recycle,
reclaim policy where the people acknowledge the Human Values of Truth, Righteousness,
Peace, Love and Non-Violence and aspire to inspire our children and our children's
children (not forgetting each other and ourselves) to look at what can be improved in
our society and lead a change by setting an example of how it can be done;
to create a "School of Life" that encourages us to look beyond, and break through, the
limitations of our belief system and advance together on our journey of life; since we all
have abilities far beyond what we use, we discover and joyously investigate the limitless
possibilities that we are endowed with.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
© ideological, financial independence
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<cm

Earthworm Housing Co-op
Leintwardine, nr. Craven Arms | Shrops SV7 OLH

S + 44-(0)1547-540461

earthwormcooperative@yahoo.co.uk

Hwww.carthwormhousingcooperative.org.uk
11989

& 2,5 ha (near Hereford)

& e, g, f
everyone in common (consensus)

0%

Q4 d" 4
MH6
& all of us, none paid
•f) limited common financing

f

housing co-operative
© building renovation, land management
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, seminar-house, environmental protection,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, conventional gardening,
forestry, ecological construction, construction

© H

Earthworm Housing Co-op has existed since 1988 when it took over the long established
Wheatstone Commune. Earthworm is a fully mutual housing co-op - all members pay
rent and all members share the decisions about how this rent is spent.
In November 2011 there was a complete change in membership. The current 6 members
and three volunteers are working to refurbish and renovate the co-op, so that it becomes
more fuel-efficient, stable and sustainable.
The main property is Wheatstone House, a mansion house built in 1909, along with a
stable block comprising workshops with a flat above and a smaller "lodge house". All
buildings together can be home for up to 12 adults plus children, with useful spaces left
over for business and leisure. We are substantially improving the accommodation and
moderately changing the layout.
The land contains a kitchen garden, a well established orchard, lots of soft fruit and mature
trees. We have our own wetland system which deals with the water from washing, and
which we hope to expand, and we manage a 7-acre woodland nearby.
We are recruiting new members, and are especially interested in applicants who are
keen on eco-renovation.

0 Radical Routes
© pay rent, provisional membership, contributing to work and food

Ecoforest
S + 4440)2392-611607
iÿchriskennettOI @hotmail.com

42000

Hwww.ecoforest.org
&

Cs> e
§? nature

© permaculture
S? ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, non-violent, inner growth, meditation,
yoga, organic diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, self-sufficiency, permaculture,
organic agriculture, forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, humour

eurotopia
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© H

We are looking for people and families interested in forming a veggie/vegan eco communi¬
ty near the coast in Dorset/SW England. Based on permacullure and cohousing principles,
we'd like to forge a healthier way of life: grow most of our own food and fuel; generate
our own energy; share skills; provide a place for courses, activities, holidays, retreats;
and create an abundant biodiverse forest garden to share. We hope to find somewhere
with a rural feeling, but with good transport links and wider communities nearby. We are
aiming to move quickly and so are looking to purchase somewhere either with permission
to build or existing dwellings; co-purchasing will be more affordable than doing it alone,
but this will need financial and personal commitment.

© vegetarian

<£3

Enlinca
129 Ditton Walk | Cambridge CB5

robert@enlinca.org.uk
iiu
12000

©

8QD

Hwww.enlinca.org.uk
(near

Cambridge)

individual financing
the community is being planned
ecological, self-managed, environmental protection, permaculture

©
Enlinca is a group of like minded people looking for urban and
rural sites near Cambridge where we can build cohousing com¬
munities. We have been meeting since 2000 and wish to build
houses and gardens guided by permaculture principles. There are
also many members strongly influenced by spiritual beliefs.
We have a flat organisational structure with consensus decision
making. We want to build and live in houses built to the most
sustainable standard feasible. Many are interested to grow their
own organic food and participate in energy saving systems such
as car clubs.
Getting cohousing off the ground in the UK is difficult but our persistence has helped
spawn the K1 project. We are confident that success with K1 will fire up local interest
in building more communities in the area once people can see the huge advantages for
themselves.
If living in a sustainable community interests you please visit our website and join the
mailing list. We welcome new members of all ages.

Faslane Peace Camp ASM, shandon
Nr Helensburgh | Dumbartonshire G84 8NT
X+44-(0)1436-820901, +44-(0)7511793227

lÿfaslane30@gmail.com
&
& 1982
& e, f, sp, currently

328

Hwww.faslanepeacecamp.wordpress.com
(near

Glasgow)

92 0*5 *1

Wl*8

United Kingdom
® We are a political, direct action site. Located up the road from the British nuclear
deterrent, the trident submarines
ecological, anarchistic, non-violent

©

n

Faslane Pcacccamp has existed for 31 years to resist the British Nuclear Deterrent, the
Trident submarines. Its remote location provides a base for direct action, as well as en¬
abling peacecampers to keep track of which submarines arc where and whether or not
they're working properly. It's also a community, whose population tends to be transient,
perhaps because of the full-on nature of sharing your backyard with nuclear submarines,
so as such the peacecamp tends to be remade every few years in the character of those
resident there at the time. However, because of its semi-permanent nature, it has always
tended to have better facilities than most protest sites (bath and hot water system, burners
in all the caravans, and pedal-powered washing machine currently!) Big blockades are
organised in partnership with Trident Ploughshares, convoy disruptions with Nukewatch
and CND provides some funding. The Peacecamp is child friendly and has recently star¬
ted regular Children's Days. There is a safer spaces policy in place with no drinking in
communal areas. Anyone staying more than a week is expected to contribute by doing
a reasonable amount of work, and paying kitty ideally £5/week.

0 Radical Routes
© safer spaces policy, no alcohol in communal spaces, 2 week review, 2 month re¬

i

view
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Fireside Housing Co-op 55-61 Melrose Road
Sheffield | Sheffield S3 9DN

fireside@blueyonder.co.uk
£>1995
e, sp., f
$>l everyone in common (consensus)
T common property

S+44-(0)114-2725908

95 d”3 S2

limited community financing

ecological, self-managed, non-violent, vegetarian diet, organic gardening, alterna¬
tive energy, ecological construction

©
Fireside has a row of four mid-terrace Victorian houses in Burngreave in Sheffield. We've
knocked our four long and skinny gardens into one, so there's plenty of room for us to
play, grow organic veg, have bonfires and parties. The gardens back onto a Victorian
cemetery so there's lots of green space and wildlife around even though we're in an
inner-city area. There's also an adventure playground at the end of the road.
The age range of the 8 adults and 2 teenagers living here is staggered from 1 5 to nearly
60 years old. We live mostly as 4 separate households, but we have knocked connecting
doors between nos 55 & 57 and between 59 and 61 to accommodate growing/chan¬
ging family needs. In the summer of 201 3 we demolished our damp, cramped kitchens
and built a highly insulated 2-storey extension across the backs of 55-59. Exciting, and
expensive!
eurotopia
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© living
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__

We eat communally on a fairly regular basis, particularly when having a workday on the
houses or gardens.
Burngreave is a quite deprived inner-city area but very multicultural and vibrant. Many
of the co-op members are involved with local community groups.
->Sec also description of network „Radical Routes"

O

Glasgow Catholic Worker
26 Rose Street | Glasgow G3 6RE

.

fiwww.catholicworker.org.uk
12012

(near

Glasgow)

& e
all who are concerned (consensus)
S? Catholic and ecumenical, non violent and anarchist
© soup kitchen, publications
anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual, Christian,

ecumenical, Catholic

©
We are a community without a place yet. We run a street Soup Kitchen and meet regu¬
larly to pray and discuss.
->See also description of network „European Catholic Worker"

© inspired by Dorothy Day

O

Heartwood Housing Co-operative
Blaen y Wern, Llangyndeyern | Carmarthenshire SA1 7 5ES

S +49-(0)1 267 275960ÿ info@g-e-e.org
fiNumber 4191 on eurotopia.de/booklinks(long Facebook address)

12000

& 10 ha (near Swansea)

& Welsh, i
<S>I everyone (consensus)
T co-operatively owned

%

94 CT2 \5 ft!*11
Csl it* 2/3
*1 limited common finacing

§? permaculture

© sustainable homes and lives
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, organic diet, adult education, one-world
development, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic
agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, forestry, alternative energy, hu¬
mour, love

©

n

Heartwood is an old dairy farm with 35 acres of land: woods, pasture, wetland, streams,
orchards and gardens. Our long-term plans involve up to 12 adults with children. We
have a pony that pulls a cart and helps with woodland management. There are two goats
providing milk, four hens, three ducks and four cats. In the main house we share facilities
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and enjoy five vegetarian communal meals a week.
Our practice of permaculture and sustainability includes maintaining sustainable relati¬
onships with each other as well as with the land we live on; this forms the basis of our
community.

© one year trial, understanding of permaculture/NVC (non-violent communication)

Hoathly Hill Community
26 Hoathly Hill | East Grinstead RH19

4SJ

chloe.anthony@gmail.com
10 ha (near East Grinstead)
11972

<a
342810744

S+44-(0)1

926 CT21 U9 WH66
If* 8

g, e, f, i, sp, Chinese, Lithuanian
directors and mandates in consultation with the community (mandate system or
community processes, eg consensus)
*1 individual financing, service charge
T Hoathly Hill Association is the freeholder of the individual leases for housing units
& Hoathly Hill Trusts lease of land and buildings - leases are bought and sold on
the open market
& anthroposophy
© Waldorf education, biodynamic agriculture, community supported agriculture,
forest garden, permaculture
& ecological, self-managed, spiritual, anthroposophic, adult education, pedagogical,
mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, physically handicapped persons,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal
friendly husbandry, alternative energy, ecological construction

© H

Hoathly Hill Community was founded 40 years ago by a group of anthroposophists.
Today there are about 70 people of all ages and spirituality living in 26 units of differing
sizes on about 22 acres. There are community buildings and communal outdoor space.
Hoathly Hill Community is constituted as a home-life community encouraging indivi¬
dual initiative. There is currently a kindergarten, an organisation for people with special
needs with residential and day care and a theatre group, a sculpture and pottery studio,
a community supported agriculture scheme and a forest garden project. The communi¬
ty has weekly community meetings, weekly cafes, a monthly work day and celebrates
festivals together.

eurotopia
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Hockerton Housing Project
The Watershed, Cables Drive | Southwell NG25 OQU

2 +44-(0)1636-816902

Hwww.hockertonhousingproject.org.uk
b 1995

JL

10 ha (near Nottingham)

94

(f5 \5

tHWl5

all between part time and full time
everyone in common (consensus) f limited community financingand individual
f leased, rented, partly owned by one community family
If environment
G organic food growing, communal management of utilities/facilities, eco-consulting, demonstration visits, talks
ecological, self-managed, organic diet, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
permaculture, organic agriculture, alternative energy, new technologies, ecologi¬
cal construction, sports: volleyball, art: spontaneous art projects
e, i

H

The Hockerton Housing Project (HHP) is the
UK's first earth sheltered, self-sufficient ecolo- I ,
gical housing development. Project membersI
live a holistic way of life in harmony with the
environment, in which all ecological impacts
have been considered and accounted for. The
residents of the five houses generate their ownI
dean energy, harvest their own water and re- ITCH
cycle waste materials causing no pollution or
m
C02 emissions. The houses are amongst the
most energy efficient, purpose built dwellings in ftp
Europe. They aim to produce as much food on EI&&V
site and meet as many of their needs for work Hgf
from the site and project.
?*£..
Working guests are welcome - only via
WWOOFing!

U

—

•J

->See also description of network „WWOOF"
•

Holy Isle Project Centre for World Peace and Health
Lamlash Bay | Isle of Arran, Scotland KA27 8CB

reception@holyisle.org
40 (near Ardrossan)
11992

S + 44-(0)1 770-601100

Hwww.holyisle.org

ton 5

X?* 1 5
the community (community meetings)
T property of charitable trust
Buddhist with strong interfaith ethos
G meditation, mindfulness, well-being, organic biodynamic gardening
self-managed, non-violent, ecumenical, Buddhist, inner growth, meditation, yoga,
vegetarian diet, environmental protection, organic gardening

332
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©

n

Holy Isle is located just off the Isle of Arran on the West Coast of Scotland. The Centre
for World Peace and Health is run by a community of 15 resident volunteers and runs
a full programme of courses and retreats focusing on meditation, mindfulness and well¬
being. The Centre also functions as a guesthouse for personal retreats or holiday breaks
with a difference, offering full vegetarian board with daily produce from its organic
biodynamic garden.
© trial period

4Msle of Erraid Community Findhorn Foundation
Fionnphort | Isle of Mull, Argyll PA66 6BN

<JEI

S +44-10)1681-700384

Rwww.erraid.com
& 1978

JL

256 ha

9 5 Cf4 \2 Mil11
t?* all of us

*S> e> g
the whole group (consensus)
W inner listening, co-creation with nature, service to the world
O gardening, chopping wood, looking after the animals, cooking, cleaning
ecological, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, organic diet, organic
gardening, organic farming, humour, organic farming, vegetable gardening, boa¬
ting, candle-making, holding guests, meditation, sacred singing, celebrating Celtic
Festivals

E
.E

© H

Erraid is a small Hebridean island in Scotland, in view of Iona. The island is one square
mile in size and our small community lives and works on the land. We live in old light
house keepers' cottages, which we share with our guests. Life on Erraid seems pretty
much like it must have been in the 1870s when the houses were established. We work
in the gardens, heat the cottages and our water with wood-burning stoves, bathe in peat
water, drink rain water, use outdoor composting toilets and live a life very close to the
elements. What we are doing on a day to day basis is often determined by the sea, the
tides, the moon and the wind.
One of our main purposes on the island is to hold guests in the island's ancient energy and
allow them to experience and explore its magnificent landscape and wildlife, our unique
lifestyle and community life. Guests come
throughout the year for a week or even
months to live with us and join in our ac¬
tivities: cooking, chopping wood, working
in the gardens, helping with the animals,
making candles, meditating and singing
sacred songs in our beautiful sanctuary
and celebrating the turning of the seasons
in our Celtic Festival weeks.
-/Wi ly U
0 Findhorn Foundation
© going through our membership
process
eurotopia
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<D±|

Islington Park Street Community

38-44 Islington Park Street | Islington, London N1 1PX
H Number 6408 on eurotopia.de/booklinks
£$44@ips.eclipse.co.uk

11973

K

99 CT9

& e, sp, i, Danish, Urdu
everything is decided by consensus at house meetings (consensus)
common purse for food and other bills

flf*18

7 rented

self-managed

©
We welcome diversity in all its forms. We aim to operate with a consensus model. We
aim towards environmental good practice.

© single, locally based and on low income.

Keveral Farm
Keveral Farm I Looe, Cornwall PL1 3 1PA
info@keveral.org
12 ha (near Plymouth)
11973

<AT|
ST +44-(0)1503-250936

Bwww.keveral.org

94 d"6 *,5
ftO
e
<i>l everyone present at the co-op meetings (aim for consensus, but if not possible
then majority vote)
individual financing
7 housing co-operative
® organic land management
© organic horticulture, orchard and soft fruit, trees, campsite
& ecological, self-managed, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
forestry

n
Keveral Farm has been a community since 1973, when a group from London moved here
with drug-related problems.
The farmhouse and farm-buildings are owned by our housing co-op, and our workers
co-op oversees the management of the land, which is organic. Ten adults plus kids live in
the main house, a bam conversion, a wooden cabin, and 3 static caravans. The dwellings
are largely self-contained, so we have a good amount of privacy.
We run a veg box business that started in 1997, which delivers to about 70 households each
week. We have a small campsite including a yurt for hire, and a Visitor's Barn which is for
volunteers, events and courses. We hold an annual two-week permaculture design course.
The land consists of vegetable plots, polytunnels (plastic greenhouses), campsite, orchard,
soft fruit, woodland, and pasture. These are rented out to community members. Other
business activities include micro-salads, tree-work and firewood, apple juice and cider,
and growing mushrooms on logs.
We have our own spring, a derelict water wheel, an ancient track through the woods to
the sea (1 5 minutes walk), and a picnic spot overlooking the sea.
to live the self-sufficiency life while helping people

->See also description of network „Radical Routes''
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O

L'Arche Bognor Regis Bradbury House
51 Aldwick Road | Bognor Regis P021 2NJ
i$enquiries(g)larchebognor.org.uk
jin 4 ha (near Chichester)
4 1978

S +44-10)1243-863426

Swww.larchcbognor.org.uk
920 cT20 <,0

it* 42
e
'*’1 management and a local committee (consensus)
$ shared economy (shared income and capital) T community owned and rented
r

® Christian
© workshop, garden project, relaxation activities
spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons,
crafts, workshop, gardening, cooking, dance and theatre, music

© tt

[Arche Bognor Regis is a community of about 50 people in which people with and without

learning disabilities live together as friends and family. We are part of the International
Federation of LArche Communities.
We have 3 residential houses, a supported living house, a workshop (including weaving,
rug making, candle making, dance and drama) and a garden project (which also includes
hens, a wood workshop and pottery). We welcome people from all over the world who
are keen to live and work with people with learning disabilities for a minimum of a year.
We currently have people from 10 different countries ranging from 25 to 64 years old. We
are a Christian Community, but accept people from all faiths and none. We are located
by the sea in one of the sunniest towns in England. Our aim is to have fun and to live as
a Christian Community in which each person grows in love, maturity and creativity.
->See also description of network „ Arche nach Jean Vanier"
© the desire to live in community and work with people with learning disabilities

Laurieston Hall Housing Co-operative

<c7]

Laurieston Hall, Scotland | Castle Douglas DG7 2NB
Blslumber 3635 on eurotopia.de/booklinks
jfc 58 ha (near Dumfries)
99 cf 12 <.2 Wlt23
& 1972
%
©mostmembers if* alladults
many
f limited community financing
everyone in common (consensus)

f
©

common property
holiday centre, farm, woodland management

self-managed, feminist, non-violent, self-sufficiency, conventional agriculture,
conventional gardening, animal friendly husbandry, conventional farming, fo¬
restry, alternative energy, ecological construction, humour, therapy, sauna, card
games, handicrafts: felt-making, woodworking, jewellery making, photography,
volleyball

curotopia
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©

n

We live around a large country house: individually, as traditional family units or in the
living group - in the main house, in small cottages or caravans. Each adult pays rent to
the housing co-op and is domestically and economically independent. We enjoy a high
degree of co-operation and caring. Much of what we eat is home-produced. There is a
garden, a shop, and a workers co-op providing some income. We also have cows, calves,
hens, bees and sometimes pigs (3/4 of us eat meat). We have woodstove-heating and
our own hydroelectric scheme for the lighting and hot water. Part of what we call Workshare (2-3 days each week) is taking a share of responsibility by being on committees.
Additionally everyone is expected to attend the weekly meetings and wood-collecting
trips, and to take part in Maintenance Weeks each year. Visitors are invited to join in the
building maintenance, gardening, land work and domestic work on Maintenance Weeks
- the times when we function as one big group. Except for personal guests, we're not
able to invite people to stay at other times. We are not actively seeking new members:
people who want to join us should discuss the possibility with friends they make among
residents during Maintenance Weeks.

London Catholic Worker Giuseppe Conlon House
49 Mattison Road | London N4 1BG

t?ilondoncatholicworker@yahoo.co.uk
£2006
V7ÿ'

e

f;

<uT]

$+44(0)20-8348-8212

Bwww.Iondoncatholicworker.org
91 cTb Ml* 7
*T*allof us full time, plus volunteers

live-in community, plus sometimes help from others (concensus)
T rent free lease
f live-in members usually get board & lodging
ff Catholic, personalist anarchist, pacifist.
© hospitality in the form of a refugee shelter and soup kitchen, anti-war resistance
G? anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, Christian, ecumenical,
peace-work, organic gardening, peace work

© H

The Catholic Worker Movement was founded in New York in 1933, initially as a news¬
paper and then houses of hospitality. There is no headquarters, each community is
autonomous. CW communities are built around doing the works of mercy, and based in
houses of hospitality as places to do the corporal and spiritual works of mercy. Our life
and witness is based around the three themes of hospitality, non-violent resistance and
community. The London CW group started in 2000, around support work for the Jubilee
Ploughshares 2000 disarmament action. Our first house started in 2006. We mainly host
destitute asylum seekers. Currently our anti-war focus is on solidarity with war resistors,
especially former military. This has been focussing on Bradley Manning, Julian Assange
and Wikileaks. And, on anti-drones work. We depend totally on donations for our work.
We publish a newsletter, the „London Catholic Worker".
->See also description of network „ European Catholic Worker"
© sympathetic with or at least open to Christian pacifist anarchist views
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<d]

Milltown Camphill Community

X T44-(0)561-361349
Arbuthnott, Laurencekirk | Kincardineshire AB30 1PB
milltownoffice@btconnect.com, milltownworkshop@yahoo.co.uk

Qwww.milllowncommunity.org.uk
41975

3,4 ha (near Stonehaven) &$5 %

Mtt17

97 cf 7

e
a management team and an external Management Council (consensus)
$ fees charged to local authorities
T held in trust by a charitable trust
f§ anthroposophical - but open to people of all faiths or none

© life-sharing and purposeful work with adults with disabilties
spiritual, anthroposophic, adult education, mentally/psychologically handicapped
persons, organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, ecolo¬
gical construction, accessible to the disabled, crafts, woodwork, tools for self-suffi¬
ciency, small shop, small plant nursery

©
see description of Camphill network

n

->See also description of network „CamphiH"
© a commitment to life-sharing with adults with learning disabilities

12

Hwww.monktonwyldcourt.co.uk

5
*E

S +44-(0)1297-560342

Charmouth | Bridport DT6 6DQ

& 4,8 ha (near Exeter) \fi30 %

e

Wl everyone in common (consensus)

T

D

95 c? 4 4* 2 I1H11
©None t?* all of us
f common till

trust

I? education and sustainability
© gardening, farmwork, catering, housekeeping
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, inner growth, meditation, yoga, organic
diet, vegetarian diet, vegan diet, adult education, seminar-house, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
conventional gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry,
alternative energy, ecological construction, humour

© H

Monkton Wyld Court is an educational charity run by a resident community of about
a dozen adults, plus children and animals. The 11-acre grounds include a 14-bedroom
Victorian rectory, a converted stable block and other outbuildings, a large organic ve¬
getable garden, terraced lawns, fields, woods and stream. Facilities include a library, art
hut, workshop and piano room.
Living at Monkton is a full-time commitment. Each morning we meet together to talk
and plan the day. Cooking, cleaning, etc. is organised by rota, but each resident is also
responsible for specific areas of work, from gardening to admin. We generate income
eurotopia

op

<3

Monkton Wyld Court
41982

E

—
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through a programme of educational courses and other events.
We have weekly business meetings where we make decisions by consensus. We are
committed to making continual improvements to our levels of ecological sustainability,
and usefulness to the wider community as an educational resource.
We welcome volunteers to work with us for one week initially. Volunteers often return
for longer visits, and sometimes end up living here.

<5H

Ned

73 Beech Avenue | Forest fields | Nottingham NG7 7LR
3?+44-(0)845-4589595
nedshousingcoop@riseup.net

12001

Kl

(near

*10

Nottingham)

& e, f, i, sp
co-op members (consensus)
M social change

f property of the co-op
©

Ned's housing co-operative is based in Nottingham, U.K. We currently have 10 members
from a range of ages; nationalities and backgrounds. We are part of the Radical Routes
network of co-ops and are working for positive social change. If you would like further
details about our work then email us in the first instance.
->See also description of network „Radical Routes"

© contact for further details

<D7|

Oakleigh
2 + 44(0)114-2420344
diamond@gmail.com
ff (near Sheffield) \fz5 %
& 2000

Q4 c?4

yt)

e
,;?>i big investment decisions are taken by the owners (majority vote or consensus,
depending on the importance)
*? individual financing
f property of 3 people, renting to 5 more

ecological, vegetarian diet, organic gardening, alternative energy
We are a communal household with 4 good-sized rooms for long term tenants, located
in Burngreave: 15 min from Sheffield town centre.
Occasionally we host guests on short courses in Sheffield, and at limes the house is quieter.
This gives the house an ever changing rhythm between large communal meals of more
than ten around the table down to times when only a couple of people are around. The
mix of different individuals brings an eclectic diversity to conversations, bringing in social,

environmental and cultural perspectives, and interests ranging from gardening, dance,
and climbing, through to circus and performance. The house is run on a very flexible
basis, with communal buying of vegetarian food stocks, but private ownership of food,
and some input into recycling, maintenance and cleaning of the house.
When we bought the house in 2000 with support from the Ecological Building Society
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it needed considerable work but it is now a beautiful home. We made our restoration
of the house as sympathetic and as low impact as possible, and have invested in sheep's
wool insulation, solar hot water, condensing boiler, efficient wood stove, and low emis¬
sion paints. More recent additions have included a pond, raised fruit and veg beds, and
solar PV.

O

Old Chapel Farm Tyiwych

»+ 44(0)1686-412744

Llanidloes, Powys SV18 6JR
G$franblockley@yahoo.co.uk
& 40 ha (near Hereford)
1.2000

Swww.oldchapelfarm.org
%

NthO

95 d" 4

6
& e, f
different community members for different areas of responsibility, all for really
important ones (for really important ones - concensus)
individual financing
f property of two members
© self sufficiency in food production, woodland management, archaeology
G? ecological, self-managed, spiritual, adult education, mentally/psychologically han¬
dicapped persons, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, organic agriculture,
organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternati¬
ve energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, traditional crafts,
archaeology, prehistory

We are a small community living do- mmmi
se to the land and producing as much
of our own food/fuel as possible. We have a special interest in prehistory
XT
and have started the construction of a
working Neolithic settlement, combi¬
ning our passions for agriculture and

archaeology.
Our aim is to live simply and creative¬
ly, including many others in our work,
as volunteers or attending courses in

M

"T

,

-

©

n

&

.E
-Z

9

ft-

Li

prehistoric arts and sustainable living.
On our farm, we manage the land for
biodiversity and try to create a beau¬
tiful and peaceful meeting space for
people of many cultures to live and work together. We use inspiration from the past to
help find creative solutions for a more sustainable future in a rapidly changing world.

eurotopia
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Old Hall Community
East Bergholt | Suffolk C07 6TC

secretary@oldhall.org
£1974 Q 30 ha (near Ipswich and Colchester)
- 60
& e, g,f,sp
<*>! all members (consensus)

f

<ÿ}

«+44 (0)1206-298294

Hwww.oldhall.org.uk
Q22 Cf25 *10

%

t?* everyone
IS common financing

property of members
commitment, consideration, communication, co-operation

S
G self sufficient organic food production and consumption
& ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, feminist, non-violent,
spiritual, Christian, Buddhist, esoteric/New Age, chaotic, inner growth, medita¬
tion, yoga, organic diet, peace-work, environmental protection, self-sufficiency,
permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal
friendly husbandry, alternative energy, humour, accessible to the disabled, non

smoking

n
We are a group of families and individuals who have chosen to live together in a large
©

old building in rural Suffolk. There are approximately 60 people living here, though that
can vary from year to year. A number of the founder members from 1974 still live here
and, although people come and go, we are a fairly settled community. We see ourselves
as part of the wider community rather than separated from it.
We own 30 hectares, which we try to farm organically. We have vegetable gardens,
orchards, woodlands, soft fruit, and a large lawn and play area, plus pastures and arable
farmland. We grow wheat for our own bread, oats and other crops for animal fodder.
We have a flock of Lincoln Longwool sheep and Redpoll dairy cows which are milked
by hand. We make our own butter, cheese and yoghurt. We are largely self-sufficient in
meat and some vegetables, although we do buy in whole foods, fish and other foodstuffs.
Some of us are vegetarian. We also have chickens, geese, bees, pigs and cats. What
livestock we have at any particular time depends on who is willing to manage them. We
have a 'no dogs' policy.
->See also description of network „WWOOF"
0 we have hosted PBI, IVS, Transition Town, WWOOF small conferences and mee¬

tings
© egalitarian green ideology, a capital investment
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<J>H

1$$*“ OWCH Older Women's Cohousing Company
74 Inglethorpe Street | London SW6 6NX

owch.org@googlemail.com
41998
self-managed

s

«+44-(0)7385-6239

Swww.owch.org.uk
926 cTO <,0

WH.26
©

This is a group of women aged over 50 who intend to set up a cohousing community in
High Barnet, London in 2015. They will manage this themselves and will live as friendly,
supportive neighbours.

0 UK Cohousing Network
© commit to OWCH values

Postlip Hall
Winchcombe I Cheltenham CL54 5AQ
PI1A.cohousing@gmail.com
k. 6 ha (near Cheltenham)
41970

Qhttp://postliphall.org.uk
99 0*8

e

E

everyone in common (consensus)
T co-ownership housing association
© having fun together, garden & estate work, events
ecological, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, organic gardening, animal
friendly husbandry, forestry, humour

4cuo
5

H

E

Postlip Hall is a large, Grade 1 listed, Jacobean manor house with 15 acres of land, si¬
tuated in a quiet valley, surrounded by woods. It's divided into eight family living units
and members' ages range from 2 to 70 plus. Although we eat together sometimes, we
live independent family lives. Postlip works as a Housing Association, meeting formally
every month to discuss, plan, inform, and make decisions. The Association recruits a new
family to buy in by advertising in "Members Needed" on their homepage, you can only
live here if you're a member and a leaseholder.
Stewardship of our listed buildings is a focus for the community and is supported by a
monthly ground rent from each unit and by income from the events that we organise.
These range from the Cotswold Beer Festival and wedding celebrations in our magnificent
1 4th Century tithe barn to more intimate musical and dramatic performances in the main
hall. We work communally in our organic vegetable garden, look after our animals (sheep,
chickens, bees, pigs and ducks; some members have cats but no dogs) and maintain and
improve the woods, grounds and walls of the estate.
Children are important here and they thrive in the space and the opportunities that life at
Postlip offers them. We are environmentally conscious. If you'd like to get to know Postlip
better then the best way is to work alongside us on our monthly WWOOF weekends
- email us to arrange this.

eurotopia
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Redfield Community
Buckingham Road | Winslow MK1 83LZ

S+44-(0)1296-713661

Swww.redfieldcommunity.org.uk
& 7 ha (near Aylesbury, Milton Keynes)
97 CT8
none
iv e, g, Czech, Arabic,
m all decide in consensus (fortnightly meeting)
individual/limited community financing
T housing co-operative
® environmental and ecological focus
O property maintenance, food production, living together
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, environmental protection, permaculture,
organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry, alternative energy, ecological
construction, humour, football, volleyball

41978

©
We are a community living together in a large country house in Buckinghamshire. The
buildings are situated in an area of 7ha with gardens, fields, newly planted and older
trees. Redfield was established in 1978 and has developed progressively towards closer
community. We live together as a single household, eat together and share the work. We try
to be self-reliant, producing our own fruit, vegetables and meat usingorganic techniques.
We make decisions through consensus at our weekly meeting. One meeting a month
has no agenda and offers the possibility to examine and celebrate different aspects of
our communal lives. Spending so much time together places many private and common
demands on us. Coping with them can be worthwhile and inspiring. We have found that
the result of this way of life is just as great and positive as the effort we put into it.

<53

The Abbey The Green Sutton Courtenay

«+44-(0)1235-847401

Abingdon 0X14 4AF

Hwww.theabbey.uk.com
41980

& 1,6 ha (near Oxford)

92 cf2 *0

;?*all
e
SP| everyone together / part of the group (in a circle, with space and silence)

T

trust

& holistic spirituality, universal Christian root, open to all faiths and those with no
faith
G education and retreat centre
self-managed, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, Buddhist, Taoist, esoteric/New
Age, chaotic, inner growth, meditation, vegetarian diet, organic gardening

©
The Abbey is a beautiful and historic 1 3th Century house. It is set round a peaceful
courtyard, surrounded by informal gardens. It is a place which encourages the growth
of a holistic spiritual life. This requires nourishing our relationships with the divine, our
true selves, the Earth and the world-wide community. Our own community seeks to be
inclusive: we welcome all who are searching, whether or not they find themselves within
a particular faith. The source and inspiration of the ongoing work here has been the ecu-
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menical Christian tradition. The emphasis is on the mystical expression of this tradition,
which draws us to interfaith exploration and the incarnating of a universal vision.
© spiritual seeking outlook, willingness to be open and inclusive

<3

The Catholic Worker Farm lynsters Farm
Old Uxbridge Road | Rickmansworth WD3 9XJ

& thecatholicworkerfarm@yahoo.co.uk

S+44-(0)1923-777201

Hwww.thecatholicworkerfarm.org

1 ha (near London) 1ÿ85 %
916 cfl <-8 ttf*25
£2007
04
<£> e, Swedish
*1 5 core community members (consensus (99% of the time))
*1 limited common funding, volunteers must be self-sufficient
T rented at 2 locations
& Christian/Catholic
O we do the works of mercy, resistance to war and grow organic vegetables.
& ecological, self-managed, anarchistic, left-wing political understanding, non-vio¬
lent, Christian, inner growth, vegetarian diet, work, resistance

©
Our primary reason for existence is to serve and
love the poor and in the process discover that we
too are poor and arc loved. We take care of 18
homeless women and children who are without
papers. These have suffered greatly. We offer legal

n
i
a

.E

1

direction, psychotherapy, food and accommoda¬
tion, fun and love. The women help to maintain
the houses. We in the Core Community work a
5 day week, gardening and doing repairs, selling
bread and looking after the needs of our women
and children.

D

i

->See also description of network „European
Catholic Worker"
© we ask that new members defer to the Catholic Worker tradition.

<D5]

The Community Project Melanie Nock
17 Laughton Lodge, Laughton | East Sussex BN8 6BY

S +44-(0)1323-815731

Hcohousing.org.uk/community-project-laughton
mel@laughtonlodge.org
a; 9,3 ha (near Lewes, East Sussex) i£a2 % 921 c?18
£1999
e, (f)

about 50% work from home/community owned office

r4>% everyone (consensus)
individual financing; shared financial responsibility for maintenance of land and
common areas

T
&

eurutopia

properties owned by members; shared land and common house
self-managed
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©
Laughton Lodge is a rural, intergenerational cohousing community. Although
currently working on a new mission statement, our overall aim is to create a cooperative
environment which transcends the isolation many families experience living in modern
cities. We have no rigid philosophy and most of us work outside the community but
we aim to create a community in which the whole is greater than the sum of its parts
- offering opportunities to all members which they would not otherwise have had. This
ranges from the freedom for children to range over our lÿrge site and play together in an
„old fashioned way" to the opportunity to share in the keeping of animals which need
too much space or work for a single family, the opportunity to share resources like cars
or tools, share skills, and join with others in creating new enterprises. We benefit from
the range of skills - for example the artists amongst us share their work, those with skills
in gardening or animal husbandry or event organisation provide other benefits. And there
are enough of us to have a good party.
we are

0

UK Cohousing Network (headquarters)
© usually have to be able to buy a house

The Findhorn Foundation The Park

<7T]

Findhorn | Moray IV36 3TZ
t$enquiries@findhorn.org
at 10 ha (near Inverness)
& 1962

S +44-10)1309-690311

Cs> e
everyone in common (consensus)
T Findhorn Foundation

Bwww.findhorn.org
980 c?60 *25 Wf*144
©50 it* 140
individual financing

® spiritual
© education, gardening, kitchen, workshops, spiritual, ecological
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, inner growth, meditation, organic
diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, peace-work, physically handicapped per¬
sons, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, organic farming, forestry,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour, accessible
to the disabled, ecovillage, non-traditional healing, handicrafts, art

©
The Findhorn Foundation has been known internationally since 1 962 for its experiments
with new models for holistic and sustainable living. Today it is at the heart of the largest
intentional community in the UK and the centre of this rapidly developing ecovillage.
Started in a caravan park in the North-East of Scotland, the Findhorn Foundation is now
conducting programmes for more than 4,000 residential visitors a year from over 50
countries. Co-operation and co-creation with nature has always been a major aspect of
the Foundations work and from its earliest days it became well known for its beautiful
gardens grown in adverse conditions on the sand dunes of the Findhorn peninsula. Since
1981 the Findhorn Foundation has been involved in the development of the ecovillage
as a natural continuation of its work with nature. A number of other organisations within
the community work in partnership with the Foundation to help make the ecovillage a
reality. The community is comprised of approximately 400 individuals who live and work
in this rural area of Scotland. They come from over 40 countries to join the experiment
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in discovering what is necessary for joyful, sustainable living. The built environment is

gradually growing to reflect shared ecological values.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

© UNESCO
© experience week

<DT]

The Well at Willen The Well

Newport Road, Willen | Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire MK1 5 9AA
S + 44-(0)1908-242190
'& 1 997

(near

Milton Keynes)

Hwww.thewellatwillen.org.uk
94 CT6
WWl 1

wO
& e, some g, f, it
consensus)
provincial & director and all who are concerned (generally
limited common financing
T owned by our order, The Society of the Sacred Mission
0 Christian ecumenical, interfaith

G

hospitality, library, peace work
ecological, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, peace-work, organic
gardening, accessible to the disabled, non smoking, social work: asylum seekers,
refugees & homeless, respite care / retreats, art: music, some drama, clay & art
work, other: workshops on various themes relating to our spiritual program
retreats,

E

5

1

© H

The Well at Willen is a community of professed members and associates of the Society
of the Sacred Mission, single people, couples and families mainly Anglican but drawn
from other faith traditions, attempting to live a contemporary expression of religious life
through our values of spirituality, hospitality, inclusivity, peace, justice and sustainability.
Both in Milton Keynes and in partnership with our local and global communities.
We are people who want to devote our lives to the service of that which we call God,
through service to others, by offering all who come to The Well the opportunity to discover
healing and wholeness and develop gifts that they may not have been aware of.
We are committed to valuing and supporting others and ourselves equally, within a spirit
of honesty, love, reconciliation and compassion and by reflection, discussion and action,
to encourage ways of renewing human community.

0 Chistian communities
© financial and ideological

eurotopia
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<cs]

Threshold Centre
Cole Street Farm, Cole Street Lane | Gillingham, Dorset SP8 5JQ

S + 44-(0>1747-821929

Hwww.thresholdcentre.org.uk

12005

JL (near Bristol)

913 cf 7 <0

WH20

all
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, meditation, organic diet, pcrmaculture, organic gardening, humour

©
The Threshold Centre at Cole Street Farm is a unique, pioneering cohousing community
and sustainable education centre, which aims to demonstrate a way of life, which is more
green, affordable, and neighbourly. Cohousing combines small, self-contained homes
with shared facilities, which are a key part of this.
The Centre runs regular courses on cohousing and other subjects.
Flaving operated on a pilot basis since late 2004, the Threshold Centre won planning
permission and grant funding in 2008 to create a cohousing scheme at Cole Street Farm.
It consists of fourteen dwellings, seven of which are affordable rent and shared ownership
with a local housing association - a first in the short history of cohousing in this country.
There is also a common house with shared facilities and guest rooms, green energy sy¬
stems and a community market garden.
The Threshold Centre shows how to achieve major cuts in the three main aspects of
domestic carbon emissions: home energy, food and travel.

<«]

Bubble

Little Norton, Norton sub Hamdon | Stoke-sub-Hamdon, Somerset TAM 6TF

11994

& 16 ha (near Yeovil)

<£> e, sp
(*}® everyone (consensus)

93 cf 7 \2 MK12
©10 VF*10
f limited common financing

T

property of all

&

ecological, self-managed, non-violent, organic diet, pedagogical, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, ecological

If environmentalist
O forestry, vegetables, apple juice

construction

©

n

Tinker's Bubble is a small woodland community which uses environmentally sound
methods of working the land without fossil fuels.
We have planning permission for self-built houses on the condition that we make a living
from the land. We make our monetary incomes mainly through forestry, apple work
and gardening. As a result we're money poor but otherwise rich! We manage about 28
acres of Douglas fir, larch, and mixed broadleaf woodland using hand tools, horses, and
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steam-powered sawmill. We press apple juice for sale, grow most of our
own vegetables, keep cows, chickens and bees. We make loads of preserves, including
a wood-fired

cider and cheese. We have solar po- «
wered 12V electricity, spring water g|
on tap, and use compost toilets. We I
burn wood for cooking, heating, and r
for hot water in the bath-house. Most I
people wash their clothes by hand. I|
We eat little meat (mostly game), and r!
try to cater for all diets. Though some p
of us would consider ourselves to be 1 1
spiritual, we have no shared spirituali- 1
ty. Life is lived mostly outdoors, so it's I
cold in the winter, but we live on the P
top of a steep hill, so there's plenty of I
chances to get warm!
5

© must be passionate about working the land and sustainability

x-

mBE

%

Foto: David Spero

<M]

Tipi Village Tipi Valley

Wernlas Cwmdu, Talley, Llandeilo | Carmarthenshire, Wales SA19 7EE
S +44-(0)1558-685186
Swww.diggersanddreamers.org.uk
l?lrevrmayes@hotmail.co.uk
Q23 d"27
'*ti 80 ha (near Swansea)
Wf*80
£1976
individuallyself-employed
all who are concerned (consensus)
T property of planet Earth
i? eco-pagan
O living in harmony with nature, forest planting etc.
& ecological, anarchistic, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture,
organic gardening, forestry, ecological construction, tipis, yurts, straw bale round¬
houses

©

n

To be honest, we're a bunch of hippies, some of us 'originals'. Tipi Valley is high in the
Welsh hills, on 200 acres that we have bought bit by bit over 37 years. Our oldest land
has already reverted to temperate rainforest.
The idea is that we are part of nature, living within nature. Thus all our homes are lowimpact dwellings such as tipis, yurts, domes and thatched or turf-roofed round houses.
We are a village, not a commune, and everyone is responsible for their own economy.
We do not have regular business meetings, and we never vote. It works by consensus and
personal relationships. Dogs are not welcome. And cats have a very negative impact on the
environment. Village spirituality is natural, mostly expressed in chanting and drumming at
the sweatlodge (sauna) and at Big Lodge get-togethers. Over 100 home births. Education
at home or at local schools. It's a survival lifestyle, 100% nature. It's wild!

© no dogs, no cats; no guns
eurotopia
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Cohousing Community
/

St Gennys, Bude, Cornwall | Bude EX23 ON]

Swww.trelay.org

& jackie@trelay.org
&2007

®+

<SJ
44-(0)1 840-230423

Jti 1 3 ha

&£10%

Q9 Cf8

WH21

£> e
individual financingbutmutualhomeownership
<*>l all of us (consensus)
f owned by a workers cooperative (non-profit company)
1? sustainable
© local food, local energy
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, spiritual, Christian, Buddhist, Taoist, esoteric/New Age, meditation, yoga, organic diet, adult education, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, new
technologies, ecological construction, humour, accessible to the disabled, benign
capitalism; sustainable enterprises; synergistic activities using waste from one as a
resource for another; diversity; freedom with respect.

© H

Trelay is a cohousing community in North Cornwall, with 11 individual living spaces and
several community buildings on 30 acres of land. We aim towards environmental, social
and financial sustainability. We live in a beautiful location with sea views. The peace and
quiet, buzzards and butterflies, starry skies and occasional gales soothe and stir the spirit.
We have lots of fun together and many ideas for new projects too, which will involve
some hard work! If you would you like to come and find out more about us, you could
come on a course, visit as a working volunteer, or join us on an Interest Weekend.

.

i"
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<D3]

Wincobank Friends ofWincobank Hill
Upper Wincobank Chapel, Wincobank Ave. | Sheffield, Yorkshire 5 S5 6BB

iÿfriendsofwincobankhill@gmail.com
K
12008

Hwww.wincobankhill.btck.co.uk

Mt*60

•

'?ÿ>

O

e
committee (consensus)
heritage, environment and community

©
Community based group of volunteers mainly living within 5 miles of Wincobank Iron
Age Hillfort, Sheffield. Main interests are community engagement in heritage activities
and the responsible guardianship of the green open space in the area and protection of
the Scheduled Ancient Monument and Ancient Woodland which overlooks Sheffields
industrial Don Valley.

© interest or residence

<ci~l

Woodhead Community
Kinloss | Forres IV362UE

<§? +44-(0)1309-674000,

info@woodheadcom.org
& 0,8 ha (near Forres, Morayshire)
& 1992
e, g, f, i, Czech
whole group or individual decisions (discussion)

-676184

Hwww.woodheadcom.org
%

95 cf 4

WM11

zr

*?*4

2

individual financing and communal food buying
T property of 4 members
G garden with organic vegetable production, individual work
& ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, spiritual,
inner growth, organic diet, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, organic
gardening, forestry, new technologies, family, art, crafts, therapy

E

=>

© M

Woodhead is a rural community, currently with 9 adults and two young boys. Originally
based on raising families and growing organic vegetables, we consciously share our spiri¬
tual, political and social values; which, although personal and varied, provide a common
ground for us to live and work well together. We encourage clear and honest interaction,
and a growing personal awareness of what moves us spiritually. Our community rhythms
include evening meals, cooking and gardening together, and we balance the needs of
individually earning a living with the joys and challenges of being in community, sharing
resources and growing our own food.
->See also description of network „WWOOF"
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Croatia/Cyprus

Croatia
Recycled Estate Reciklirano imanje
Swww.zmag.hr

Vukomeric 23/4 | 10418 Dubranec
S 4 385-(0)1 -6267-223,

12001
vT-

lab) 2

+ 385-(0)95-843-3493
92 cf 3

ha (near Velika Corica)

<,1

W«*6

e, Croatian
all who arc concerned (consensus)

individual financing, limited common financing
T mixed property
non-violent communication, sustainability
© pcrmaculture, sustainable living, education
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, vegetarian diet, adult education, pedago¬
gical, seminar-house, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permacullure,
organic gardening, alternative energy, ecological construction, construction

n
Recycled Estate, formed in 2000, is an ecological settlement and permaculture education
centre situated in a small village near Zagreb. We organize educational activities at the
estate, in schools and elsewhere, across the country and abroad. We are developing a

garden, seed collection and book library.

3

CL

Cyprus

C

U

4ÿBuyukkonuk Eco-Village, North Cyprus
71 Ataturk Blv., Buyukkonuk, Iskele Kibris | 99870 MERSIN-10, Turkey

Bwww.ecotourismcyprus.com

delcraft2000@hotmaiI.com

1.2005

Q

(near

Famagusta)

& e, Turkish
ruling committee of association (voting, consensus)
f everybody owns or rents their own house

If intangible cultural heritage, traditional village lifestyle
© learning and preserving traditional skills and lifestyles, individual farming, animal
husbandry, eco-tourism
& ecological, adult education, environmental protection, conventional gardening,
conventional farming, ecological construction, cultural development, sustainabili¬
ty, preserving traditional village life, crafts, festivals

©

n

Our village is an indigenous village in North Cyprus. Our association is a committee of
villagers who pay a yearly membership fee and have the right to vote on decisions. We
own a designation of origin logo and our goal is to use this to create income by charging

eurotopia
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users of special local products and crafts for logo use. The association is trying to make the
village more ecological and we have chosen eco-tourism as the best model for sustainable
rural development. There has been some success, specifically among empowerment of
women, youth finding employment in the village with restaurants and B&B accommo¬
dation, revival of traditional crafts, cuisine and practices. Bi-annual festivals in May and
October provide a boost to many villager's incomes as well as Sunday markets during
the winter. Some goals we hope achieve: increased organic farming and permaculture
practices, also increased use of alternative energies and rain-water harvesting.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 We are involved with universities, schools, tourism projects as a training and obser¬
vation area.
© members have to own Turkish Cypriot legal identity

Czech Republic
Osho Shangri La Osho Meditation Center
Lazany 49 | 36452 Zlutice

shangri.la@sannyas-on.net
Sshangrila.sannyas-on.net, www.familyconstellation.org
Jt. 4 ha (near Carlsbad) tfl20 %
96 CT7 *4 *11*17
£1995
& Czech, e, g
t?*6
'*>1 one part of the group (consensus)

+ 42-(0)353-395310

individual and limited community financing
7 property of individual community members
# Osho
O gardening, cooking
ecological, self-managed, spiritual, meditation, organic diet, vegetarian diet,
pedagogical, seminar-house, environmental protection, permaculture, organic
agriculture, organic gardening, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological
construction, therapy

H

The Shangri La OMC is a place of lively togetherness for people who love silence and
untouched nature. The centre is located in a wide, wild, silent and natural landscape
near Carlsbad in the Czech Republic, 50 km from the German border. There are daily
meditations and a wide range of offers for meditation and therapy. Our spiritual leader
is Osho. Members of the community share seven houses. An additional house hosts me¬
ditation- and seminar room, kitchen, dining hall as well as the guest area. All dwellings
are within generous gardens with old trees, ponds and fields.

0 Osho
© meditation experience and/or interest in meditation/Osho
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Estonia
-VÿLilleoru Center
Rae vald | 75320 Harjumaa

S +372-5649-9199

Swww.lilleoru.ee
&1993

Si 20 ha (near Tallinn) taf 15-40%

928 tf14 <-8 ftl*50
&6 &7

& e, g, f, Estonian, Finnish, Russian
different ways: sometimes meeting of all members (mostly majority vote in gene¬
ral meeting; consensus)
f limited common financing, community owned business
T property of all
if holistic view on human nature and practices for self-transformation
© adult education
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, leader/guru, spiritual, inner growth, medi¬
tation, yoga, organic diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, seminar-house, permaculture, organic gardening, forestry, ecological construction, kriya yoga

©

n

Lilleoru is a spiritual-ecological community in Estonia, established 20 years ago. The core
of our activities is expressed in the saying "Change yourself - and the world around you

will change."
The project was started by a spiritual study group of about 20 people, who gathered
around the well-known Estonian spiritual teacher Ingvar Villido. Activities started from
yogic practices and various experiments in inner transformation and establishing a common
learning place, but the scope has remarkably grown throughout the years. For today, all
four aspects of a community - spiritual, social, ecological and economical - are equally
important to us.
At the moment, 50 persons live at the community premises and SkyEarth ecovillage. Our
non-profit organization has about 65 members, but this does not define the size of the
community. There are several hundred people in Estonia and abroad who are closely
connected to the place and whom we consider to be part of our community. About 4050 persons carry regular voluntary tasks and this is mainly how the project has been built
up and brought forward. Some people are employed by our organization.
Our community is running a training centre (currently working on building a new main
house called AVATUD, as the old one does not correspond to present needs and the
quickly growing number of visitors) and an ashram (in Babaji's Kriya Yoga and Haidakhan
Babaji lineages).
We have 20 hectares of land with a unique Flower
of Life park, a herb and fruit/vegetable garden (or¬
ganic and permaculture principles) and we have a
future vision for the territory.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 GEN-Estonia, Network of Haidakhan Babaji

•<

ashrams and Babajis Kriya Yoga

eurotopia
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Estonia/Greece

Pahkla Camphilli Kiila
Kohila vald, Rapla Maakond | 79702 Eesti
pahklack@hot.ee
y 120 ha (near Kohila)
4 1992

S + 372-48-98300/-97535

Swww.pahklack.org

Q14 cfl 4 *2
& g, e, Estonian
Gall $»all
<*>l the co-workers (consensus)
'f. state, income from sales, donations
T property of the trust, rented and property of the state
W member of the Camphill movement, Christian, anthroposophic, bio-dynamic

agriculture
G people with special needs, bio-dynamic farming, community
ecological, self-managed, Christian, anthroposophic, adult education, mental¬
ly/psychologically handicapped persons, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
organic farming, arttherapies, workshops, introductory course for volunteers,
seminar, no alcohol, no drugs

©
See description of Camphill network

n

->See also description of network „CamphiH"
© motivaton to work with special people and on the farm. Openness towards anthro-

posophy

Greece
Estia Agios Nikolaos
S + 30-(0)22650-42062

Keramou | 33052 C.alaxidi

evs.estia@gmail.com
fffl 2.8 ha (near Galaxidi, Amfissa)
41993

Qwww.estia-agios-nikolaos.eu
Q15 c?1 8 MW33
i?* all and 5 external partners

10 %

Greek, e, sp, f
m all the residents and office staff and the board (consensus)
f ownership
& respect for people and the environment
G making jewellery, pottery workshop, gardening.
non-violent, mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, environmental pro¬
tection, organic agriculture, organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry, acces¬
sible to the disabled, pottery, handicapped, disabled

© H

Estia Agios Nikolaos is a community of people with and without developmental disabi¬
lities, in which all members live, work and spend their free time together in small family
structures. At the moment there are three houses functioning, each one accommodating
a „family ", as well as two workshops, a conference hall and a small coffee shop on private
land of 28 acres. Each house hosts from 6 to 8 co-workers (people with developmental
disabilities) who live together with the house parents (staff) and volunteers. There is also
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Greece
support staff from the local com- I
munity, who help with household
tasks and run activities such as art

therapy, physiotherapy, gymnastics -j t Mmtv.
and music.
1
In the mornings, all residents are H
:
involved in the work of the cornrnunity, in pottery workshops, making
jewellery, embroidery, cultivating H
the farm and household work. The 111
afternoons are devoted to music,
i1
exercising, practising musical instru- Safe
0
ments, walking, and -in the sum- geasajl
mertime- swimming. The weekends
are dedicated to artistic and spiritual activities, such as small trips, musical events, theatre
and participation in local celebrations.
Estia Agios Nikolaos is situated in Galaxidi, next to the sea and not far from Mt. Parnassos.
There are buses running regularly to the towns of Itea and Amfissa (the province capital).
The capital of Greece, Athens, is 200 km away.

Kalikalos

Xenonas Martiou
Kissos (Tsagarada) | 37012 Magnesia
info@kalikalos.com

12001

Q 1300 m2 (near Volos)

S + 30-(0)24260-32039

Swww.kalikalos.com
10-15 %

*#10-30

& 8-14 t?*4
5p§ partly the community, partly the project focalizer(we are learning to do it in a
e, g, i

sociocratic way)
individually financed, main income from workshops
T rented
if holistic education
Q everything which is needed to make a community with an organic garden run
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, leader/guru, spiritual, inner growth, medi¬
tation, yoga, free love, organic diet, vegetarian diet, adult education, pedagogical,
free school, seminar-house, peace-work, one-world development, environmental
protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
humour; education mixed with holidays, sea and wonderful nature

© H

The Kalikalos Holistic Centre is a seasonal community-based living-learning summer
school which offers holistic workshops, retreats, conferences and workcamps combined
with a beach holiday in the summer in Greece. We host workshops in arts & crafts, he¬
aling (self, society and planet), interpersonal communication, and self enquiry. We are
dedicated to exploring new caring, egalitarian, cooperative and sustainable models of
living, working and relating.
Our motto is: „A holiday in the sun, practising building a world where you can live your
truth, and make it count". Our parent non profit organisation, the Holly Foundation, is
a micro multinational and its Kalikalos summer school (in English) is staffed entirely by
eurotopia
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Greece
international volunteers, sharing the values of idealist.org.
We welcome applications for volunteers or intern staff positions from May through to
September. Our staff volunteers and 3-4 month interns are actually part of the teaching
faculty at the summer school. They model holistic living and working and provide the
community context in which all our workshops and retreats take place. Please visit our
website. At kalikalos.com/eNews you can also sign up for our bi-monthly newsletter.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
© your interest in living in a community

Home of the Centaurs
Sfr Pelion Holistic Education Centre
-

.ytWtoCfj
S T 30-(0)2426032176
Spiti ton Kentavron || 37001 Anilio
hello@spititonkentavron.org, swhic@hotmail.comBwww.spititonkentavron.org
& (near Volos) &$10%
12008
>*'/

iv /i i IVLIIUIVIUM

mj /

\J\J i IVIIIIIV

& e, Creek
i individual financing
<i>t all who are concerned (trying for consensus)
rented
© communication skills , ecovillage design education
& ecological, non-violent, vegetarian diet, environmental protection, permaculture,

r

new technologies

© H

Spiti ton Kentavron is a small-scale project exploring and experimenting with sustainable
ways of living. Our focus is on creating a mini-ecovillage to act as a laboratory where
new ideas can be tested out within the framework of a small, dynamic community. Small
is beautiful!
Here on the Eastern Coast of the Pelion Peninsula you can combine holiday-making
with sustainable education, an education exploring and expanding the perceived limits
of human potential. Our curriculum promotes a shift from the shrunken sense of self to
a wider, more resilient sense of our true ecological self - a sense of We. We invite you
to share with us your dream for a new integrated world permeated with the values of
communal sharing. We invite you to create a miracle!

...

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 Gaia education
.TV"*'-

Sarakiniko GmbH
RO. Box 12 | 28300 Vathy/lthaki

•

'

'

S +30-(0)6978637277

Boase-sarakiniko.de.tl
11979
® g, e

at

50 ha

one group votes (decision by majority)

7

95 cT7

2

i?* 12
common purse

the community
© caring for the nature around us
self-managed, animal protection, environmental protection, alternative energy
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Creece/Hungary

©
The peninsula was bought in 1979 by approximately 200 people who were looking for
an alternative way of life.
Our property consists of 50 ha with 800 olive-trees, many of them hundreds of years
old. In the first years of the "Sarakiniko Alternative Life Ltd.", 70 people settled on the

peninsula.

Next to various self-finding groups in a quiet and beautiful nature, in an almost totally
informal space, they started planting vegetables, collected olives, produced olive-treeitems, knitted things from wool, kept bees, baked bread and did a lot to earn some
money and survive.
After some wonderful and chaotic years, most of the people either left the company
completely or just went back to Germany, or to other countries, each one with new
plans of life.
Today, the company they formed still has around 65 members; but only about a dozen
people are actually living there all year-round. During the season (Easter to autumn)
there can be as many as 50 people. Many
singles, some couples and families live in
friendly neighbourhood together in their
little paradise.
We have solar-energy for our electricity.
And we love our wonderful piece of land
and respect nature. Visitors are welcome,
preferably by agreement.

© financial deposit, some time to to
know each other

Hungary

a
c
i

AÿBiofalu Mariahalom
Pataksor 12 | 2527 Mariahalom

S + 36-(06)30-942-8670

Bwww.biofalu.hu
& 50 ha (near Piliscsaba)
& Hungarian, e

Q1 cf2

WlA 3

&l if* 2

the founder
T property of one member
© retreat center, natural building experiments
ecological, inner growth, adult education, seminar-house, environmental protec¬
tion, permaculture, alternative energy, construction

eurotopia
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©

n

Our Ecovillage is eco but not yet a village, since apart from the founder, only volunteers
are living here for short and long term - generally 6-8 persons.
Our basic activities are running a retreat center and experimenting with natural building,
efficient wood stoves and a simpler lifestyle.
These new houses are designed for a more natural way of life: passive solar, timber frame,
light clay, straw-bale, masonry wood stove, dry toilet, volunteer simplicity... In the past
10 years, we have planted 40,000 trees to prepare this space for a community-conscious
nature-oriented living area. We have 50 hectares, but we don't do agriculture - apart
from fruit trees and pond experiments.
Volunteers are coming mostly to get experience in natural building, or in raising their
consciousness through working in community in the retreat center.

->See also description of networks „GEN Europe, GEN Hungary"

Ecovillage (Gyurufu)
Helesfa-Gyurufu | H-7683 Gyurufu
& gyurufu@t-online.hu
300 ha (near Pecs) &J50 %
& 1 991

»+ 36-(0)20-6655951
Hwww.gyurufu.hu
97 Cf12 *10

e, g
<S>I one part of the group - legally elected bodies (majority vote)

individual financing
f property of a foundation/property of the local muncipiality
0 applied ecology
© farming, ecotourism, computer science
4* ecological, self-managed, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, animal friendly husbandry, forestry,
alternative energy, ecological construction

© M

Gyurufu is an emerging full-fledged ecovillage based on the Permaculture principle and
other methods of ecological planning. It is designed for a 1100 ha outstanding watershed
partly owned by the Gyurufu Foundation. The rest is either privately owned land or state
forest. The village was started from scratch; no road, no electricity, no infrastructure were
present in a formerly populated area which was abandoned during the Communist era.
The community has set up a master plan for the area which contains the main rules for
activities as well as housing, transport, agriculture, water management and forestation

goals. Building permits have been granted for family houses and agricultural facilities since
1996. Available land is held in common, officially owned by the Gyurufu Foundation
and the municipality of Ibafa, respectively. Plots are sold to the house owners. Upon
completion, the village may not hold more than 300 permanent residents as determined
by the ecological carrying capacity of the area. Appropriate building technologies include
mud bricks, rammed earth buildings, composting toilets, reed bed systems and rainwater
harvesting as well as a host of other methods. Gyurufu might well be the first ecovillage
where ecological constraints are integrated into the state administration in form of the
master plan, the nature conservation requirements and other resolutions of the cognisant
authorities. Beside 10-15 residential houses, the village accommodates a community
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house, a camping area and several businesses, a goat farm, an integrated agroforestry
project, horse riding facilities, and an information technology company based on the
internet. Plans for the future include a village school, a forestation project, an aquaculture
pond and other water management schemes.
->See also description of networks „GEN Europe, GEN Hungary"
& Hungarian Network of Living Villages (MEH)
© newcomers should be able to build their own houses and provide themselves with
a livelihood

Nyim Eco-Community
Rakoczi utca 9. | 8612 Nyim
I?info@felkelonap.hu
23 ha (near Siofok)
&2010

S + 36-(0)20-4201240

Swww.felkelonap.hu
222 d"20 -V10 *11*52

g, e, Hungarian

all who are concerned
individual financing and cooperative (shared capital and income)
T private property of members
© community development, permaculture
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, inner growth, adult education, pedagogi¬
cal, permaculture, humour

©

n

Our community was formally established in 2010, through the union of people who are
committed to inner development both at community and individual level. The composition
of participants has dynamically changed since the onset and continues to change, but we
have a stable core that comprises a variety of professionals, like beekeeper, psychologist,
teacher, architect, economist, sound technician, physician, scientist-researcher, musician,
juggler, kindergarten teacher, doula, interpreter, naturopath, and masseur and yoga tea¬
cher. Our direct plan is to establish a living space for approx. 20 families in Nyim (close
to lake Balaton), where we have acquired a 23 hectares piece of land. We are striving
to do every step in harmony with the natural environment, biological diversity and the
protection of natural resources, with the restoration of these if necessary. We follow these
principles during the creation of the ecovillage as we believe that these fundamentally
determine our lives, and physical-spiritual well-being. Furthermore it is our goal to be¬
come a consciously blossoming community which is able to be sincerely attentive and
open towards our internal potential for growth. We strive to listen to each other deeply
and we make our decisions by consensus.

© work for, and integration into, our community

eurotopia
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Israel
Kibbutz Tamuz
46 Hanasi St. | 99037 Beit Shemesh

Swww.tamuz.org.il
b 1 987
Hebrew

ffi 0.2 ha (near Beit Shemesh)

912 cf12 *32

*1*56

f belongs to the Kibbutz
general meeting ((sort oO concensus)
© every member works where they want
self-managed, left-wing political understanding, feminist, Jewish, secular

'$'4

Kibbutz Tamuz is located in the city of Beit Shemesh, Israel, which is approximately 30
minutes West of Jerusalem. The kibbutz was founded in the summer of 1987 by nine
people who had previously been active in the kibbutz movement on other kibbutzim,

but had been disillusioned with the traditional kibbutz. The kibbutz belongs to the United
Kibbutz Movement, and is one of three Urban Kibbutzim in the country.
Kibbutz Tamuz is an urban kibbutz, a small Jewish community, and like the traditional
kibbutz, Tamuz is a collective. Its 24 members function as a single economic unit, ex¬
pressing the socialist ideals of equality and cooperation, in theory and praxis. However,
unlike the traditional kibbutz, we are located in an urban environment, keeping us in
tune with what is happening in society around us.
->See also description of network „Kibbuz"
# urban kibbutzim and groups in Israel

Lotan
Kibbutz Lotan | 88855 D.N. Chevel Eilot
S+972-(0)54-9799055; +972-(0)8-6356935

59www.kibbutzlotan.com

l?>alex@klotan.co.il, mmlivni@gmail.com

11983

& 50 ha (near Eilat)

1%

& e, Hebrew, sp, g, f, Dutch
everyone in common (majority vote)
shared economy (shared income and capital)
& reform Judaism
© dairy, tourism, ecology, date plantation
&

925 CT25 *60 *1*110

t?*30

T common property

ecological, self-managed, left-wing political understanding, non-violent, hierar¬
chical, environmental protection, organic agriculture, conventional agriculture,
ecological construction, adult education

© H

Kibbutz Lotan, founded in 1983, is located in the Southern Arava desert, 55km North of
the city of Eilat. Population varies - about 160. There are 55 members with 60 children.
In addition there are 30 rent paying residents and a varying number of volunteers and
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youth groups. Half the adult members are native born Israelis and half come from other
countries - mainly from the English speaking world.
The Lotan economy is based on a daily barn (275 head), date plantation, tourism, and
partnerships with other kibbutzim in field crops and maritime agriculture. One third of
our members work outside the kibbutz, in the regional services or the city of Eilat. Their
income is pooled into the kibbutz economy.
Among Israeli kibbutzim, Kibbutz Lotan is unique by virtue of its triple identity.
1. Kibbutz Lotan is a collective kibbutz and belongs to the collective stream of the kibbutz
movement (currently, a majority of kibbutzim are partially or wholly privatized).
2. Kibbutz Lotan belongs to the Israel Movement for Progressive Judaism - Reform mo¬
vement. Our approach to Judaism is liberal, creative, egalitarian, and non-coercive.
3. Kibbutz Lotan strives to relate to the fragile desert ecosystem in its daily life and deve¬
lopment plans and is part of GEN. In Israel, we are pioneers in the use of waste materials
in alternative building.
For further information, we invite you to surf for a virtual visit.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe''

® Kibbutz movement
© Jewish, ages 25-40

Latvia
Kristian David School
Barkavas pag. Madonas nov. LV 4834LV 4834
S +371-(0)64828320, -(0)22059737
k.davida.skola@tl.lv

Svvww.kdskola.lv/Grostona/Sveicinati.html

912 cf 5 *11
50 ha (near Madona) \fl60 %
& 1 990
tÿall
£> e, g, Russian, Latvian, Dutch
shared economy
<S>I all who are concerned (consensus)
f property of all
® ecumenical Christian
Q primary school, farm, fields.
non-violent, spiritual, Christian, ecumenical, inner growth, meditation, pedagogi¬
cal, seminar-house, organic agriculture, organic gardening, forestry, construction,
primary school, sports, music, art, learning

©

£
rz
Z

s

n

We run a state accredited primary boarding school since 1991. We have 40 children in
school and about 20 community members/educators, most of whom live full time in the
community and receive no salary for their work. We have an organic farm and fields,
which provide our school with almost all necessary foodstuffs. Children work side by side
with teachers on the fields, with animals, in the kitchen etc. Most of the pupils are from

eurotopia
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Latvia/Lithuania
problem families or are orphans who become foster children of our community members
and are being cared for until their adulthood and beyond. We try to teach them Christian
and humanist values, open-mindedness, creativity, empathy and compassion. We get
immense joy from growing in mind and in Spirit together. Our classes are small, children
get individual attention and help whenever it is needed. We create music with our brass
band which takes part in music festivals. We sing and pray together every day. Our music
teacher composes music for school theatre and our art teacher also runs an art studio in
the town. We try to cultivate the culture of cooperation, because it yields the best results
and is prerequisite to our very existence, joy of our collective achievements is greater than
that of our individual ones, because we can share it with one another. Our family-like
environment gives children opportunities to acquire various practical skills as well. They
can learn to drive and repair tractors, weld, operate various machinery, milk cows, ride a
horse, grow crops, do household repair work and master many more useful DIY skills. The
results are confident, self-reliant, multifa¬
ceted human beings whose both mental mm.
and physical capacities are developed.
We have friends from other countries
who help us financially, materially and
who, through regular visits, create a |9j
paradoxically international environment
in the middle of the sparsely populated Br*
Bod
Latvian countryside.

K|

0 Moravian schools

™

Lithuania
IzReaL.eu - It's Really you
Nosenai g. 9 | 33292 Nosenai kaimas

l>201 2

Jtl 5 ha (near Moletai) 1ÿ110 %

Qwww.izreal.eu
*7
92 d"4 <,1

& c, g, Dutch &allmembersworkforthecommunity tÿ*allmembersworkonsite
*1 shared economy
core group decision (consensus)

f

owned by several members
® ecological self sufficiency
Q permaculture and eco engineering
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, Taoist, peace-work, one-world develop¬
ment, environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agricu¬
lture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, forestry,
alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction, humour
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Lithuania

© H

IzreaL.eu aims to he self sufficient in every aspect of living, housing, food and energy
production while facilitating a sustainable open source production, research and deve¬
lopment platform. IzReaL.eu furthermore chooses to aim for all resources required to
maintain the organization to be produced on site or acquired with durability and sustai¬
nability in mind. The 4.5 hectare grounds are located near the town of Moletai (pop.
7500) on the East side of Lithuania (EU member since 2004), 60 km North of the state's
capital Vilnius. The site is located approximately 25 km from the geographical midpoint
of Europe. Some of the community's members and founders are Dutch and part of the
back-office and support are located in the Netherlands.

© for info on requirements please email

Ropeja Community
Ropejosst. | 56438 Papareiai

«+370-6955891, +370-60141986

Hfacebook.com/pages/Ropeja/157544001100318
& ropeja@yahoo.com
& 30 ha (near Kaunas) 1ÿ30 %
94 c?5
WW.10
12000
e, f, Russian, Norwegian

&6 t?*3
% somecommon financing

all who are concerned (consensus)
7 property of all
i? Christian
© husbandry, traditional crafts, beekeeping, clay construction
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, Christian, adult education, seminar-house,
mentally/psychologically handicapped persons, physically handicapped persons,
environmental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, or¬
ganic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly husbandry, ecological construc¬
tion, humour, wool felting, clay construction, woodwork, art

©
Our community is located between 2 nature reserves, within a historical-archaeological
park. The community only recently came into being and because its members „matured"
separately there is less „communism" and more „individualism". However, we are united
by our understanding and philosophy concerning nature, ecology, self-reliance, art and
traditions. And since our lands are adjacent, we naturally form a small eco-island in the
sea of conventional farming.
Currently we keep bees and raise sheep, making felt boots from their wool. We also collect
medicinal plants and engage in horseback riding. Construction from clay and woodwork
are also among the crafts practised in our community, because most of our male residents
have some experience with these works. Hence, clay construction is noteworthy, since we
have to construct the buildings in our community with very limited resources and mostly
by ourselves. Until recently our main focus was self-sufficiency, but since our situation is
improving, we will soon be able to make our products available to a wider market and
also practise more of the traditional crafts, such as blacksmithing, pottery.

© hard-working, intelligent, visionary

eurotopia
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Romania
_

••
l
Soarelui
Copn
C'

•

337403 Dumbrava de Sus
iÿcontact@meditatie.ro

Hwww.meditatie.ro

l±i (near Brad)
41995
£> e, f, Romanian
If Vipassana meditation
& ecological, non-violent, spiritual, meditation, organic diet, organic agriculture,
non smoking

"Children of the Sun" Cultural Association is located in the heart of the Apuseni range
of the Carpathian Mountains. The community was founded in 1997 with the purpose
of repopulating this peaceful, breathtakingly beautiful region and helping young people
live a free life, close to nature. The essence of this community is Vipassana meditation, a
natural meditation based on the observation of breathing and body sensations. Vipassana
teaches the art of living in harmony with nature and yourself.
What is special about this place is the fact that it is both a meditation center and a com¬
munity. The people living here encourage a healthy lifestyle, a diet that is not harmful
for the body, excluding meat, alcohol, cigarettes or drugs. The community supports itself
through organic agriculture and goat breeding. You will find here a wide diversity of
products from vegetables like asparagus to fruit like strawberries and raspberries, home
made goods, goat milk derivatives and cold pressed oil.
The village is surrounded by a beautiful landscape full of hills, forests, fields and crops
that are wonderful and unique in every season. We welcome anyone open to meditation,
nature, a healthy way of life and community work.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

Kaszonszek okofalu
Kaszonimper 157 | 537238 com. Plaiesii de Jos, jud. Harghita
+40-(0)740-545374

okokaszon@gmail.com
42009i±i 0.5 ha (near Miercurea Ciuc - Csfkszereda)

Hwww.kaszonszek.tk
%

Q1 cf1

WH4

& e, Hungarian, Romanian
one person
f rented
© traditional architecture, ecological gardening, bee keeping
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, vegetarian diet, adult education, self-suffi¬
ciency, organic gardening, ecological construction, non smoking, crafts, arts
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©

n

We wish to transform the village of Cason into a sustainable settlement. We plan pro¬
grammes for diverse aspects of life. The realization of it will be possible as a collaboration
of a new, forming community together with the local settlers. We are a community in
formation, searching for new members and collaborators. The Hungarian language and
cultural aspects are very important. You are welcome to visit us anytime, please contact
us in advance.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 Sekler eco-community network (in the course of foundation)

© Hungarian culture

4jÿStanciova Village
sat Stanciova 129

£2000

| 307347 Stanciova

Q 1.5 ha (near Temeswar/Timisoara)

S +40-(0)755-383820

Sstanciova.wordpress.com
Wf*9
&f50% Q4 c? 4

It* 3
<£> e, f, g, Romanian
tf'i everyone in common (consensus minus one family)
*? individual financing, limited common financing of association assets
T common property of the Association house, private houses, right to use the
school that belongs to the local municipality for free
© gardening, renovation with local materials, children and youth work, permaculture, voluntary simplicity and gift economy
& ecological, self-managed, non-violent, adult education, seminar-house, environ¬
mental protection, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic gardening, ecological
construction, clay building, willow weaving, transition, gift economy

©

n

Our group started in 2001 as an ecovillage initiative originating in the Romanian environ¬
mental youth movement. After ups and downs of the project, we are now an intentional
group consisting of 5 households living in a larger traditional village of ca. 350 people.
We produce a large part of our food and we experiment with low-tech local solutions
for housing and living. We organize events such as practical workshops, handicraft fairs,
seminars, courses and free camps. We produce handmade soap and preserves of local
fruits and vegetables for economic exchanges but each family has individual strategies
for their own finances. We try to promote the gift economy through the website www.
dincolodebani.ro and we are active in the Timisoara Transition initiative.
Visiting us is possible through WWOOF Romania or as guest in the association house
contributing for food and accommodation or, longer tern, within the European Voluntary
Service programme.

->See also description of network „WWOOF"
0 Transition Timisoara, Romanian Permaculture Association
© interest in a simple life and self-sufficiency; willingness to learn Romanian and live
in a traditional, i.e. often conservative Romanian village; a certain openness and

tolerance toward cultural differences
eurotopia
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Slovakia
Alter Nativa o.z.
Brdarka 11 | 04934 BrdSrka

S + 421-(0)910-170790

Swww.alter-nativa.sk
94 cf 4 \7 MW15
Jti 1 5 ha (near Roznava)
42002
4-5
£> e, sp, Hungarian, Slovak
<*>§ depends on the situation, but preferably all who are concerned (consensus)
individual financing and limited common financing
f rented and our own properties
Q revitalizing of old orchards; building by traditional + modern sustainable me¬
thods; dairy animals; gardening, hand crafts
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, adult education, free school, seminarhouse, peace-work, physically handicapped persons, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, organic gardening, organic farming, animal friendly
husbandry, forestry, alternative energy, new technologies, ecological construction,
humour, crafts: woodwork, pottery, broom making, baskets; sports: orientation
running, cycling, archery, hiking, chess, LETS (Local economic trade system),

food-co-op

© H

In May 2004 several activists of our association decided to put into practice in their daily
life the ideas of companionship, trust and harmony, setting up a community of people
sharing the same ethic. Therefore they established a community, where they share com¬
mon space and work together on meaningful projects.
We know that we are not alone when we think that small, more or less self-sufficient
communities with shared ethical principles and respect for each other and for natural
resources are much closer to sustainability than today's urban communities and mega¬
lomaniac projects. We know very well that not everyone has the capability to change his
lifestyle from one day to another. Most people have the chance to support the efforts of
groups like ours whether morally, by advice, or materially.
We are aiming to enable that positive change in people's contamporary life-values to¬
wards the resurrection of respect for Nature and all life, turning from consumption and

overproduction to reasonable modesty, from aggression to tolerance, from competitiveness
to co-operation, from obsession by material welfare to development of spiritual values
and restoration of community in its true sense, towards sustainability and ethics. We are
supporting ideas of decentralisation and democracy, bringing decision making closer to
community, to local level, and fulfilling human needs first of all with local resources.
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for Harmonious Living
S +421-(0)90-3235532
Zajezova 132 | 96263 Pliesovce
Swww.zajezka.sk
zajezka@changenet.sk
920 d"20 S20
77 ha (near Zvolen)
& 1994
e
i?* 20 -all part-time from 1 to 3 days per week
'i}« all who are concerned and interested (consensus of concerned)
1® 7 people use limited common financing (food)
T partly common, partly rented, partly private
H no
© workshops, youth informal (experience) education, natural building, waste ma¬
nagement, eco-agriculture
ecological, self-managed, adult education, seminar-house, environmental protec¬
tion, self-sufficiency, permaculture, organic agriculture, animal friendly husbandry,
ecological construction, crafts, youth activities, waste management, rural develop¬
ment

©

n

Zajezka is our nickname for this area of old lonely farms in the hills, with the centre in
the village Zajezova. Lots of the houses were abandoned in past decades. The area was
"discovered" by enthusiasts of traditional culture who started to organize weekend craft
workshops here in 1990. Later we decided to buy a local farmhouse in Zajezova (named
Sekier) where people can stay, try a simple lifestyle and help us with our activities. Usually
3 to 8 young people from several countries live on Sekier for a couple of months.
The community is still far from being self-sufficient, but it is a good place to learn about
a simple lifestyle, sharing and other cultures. As a "side-effect" of these activities almost
30 people returned to their houses here. Together with 20 people who live in rented
houses and with our 20 children we create a "community of cooperating neighbours"
mixing with the 150 original inhabitants. We have been managing a municipal centre for
collection of sorted waste (working for 4000 people) since 1994. We have reconstructed
4 traditional houses and there are several new private straw-bale buildings. We prepare
more than 25 weekend workshops and summer camps each year. We operate the
community centre and prepare a small alternative school. We buy some food together,
preferring local, organic, big packages etc.
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

0 no
© for rented houses only - 1 month trial period

3C
S

eurotopia
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Slovenia/Turkey

Slovenia
Skupnost Barka Arche Slovenia
S +38640)1361-6459

Zbilje 66 | 1215 Medvode

Swww.skupnostbarka.si
11997

2 ha (near Ljubljana)

\P&5 %

98 0*5

lT*10

££> e, f, Croatian, Serbian
’•r*

f

tHt13

f publicfundsand donations

community council (concensus)
property

1? Christian
O helping people with learning disabilities
& Christian, ecumenical, inner growth, mentally/psychologically handicapped per¬
sons, accessible to the disabled

© H
->See description of network „Arche nach Jean Vanier"

Turkey
Kaz Dagi Bugdaygilleri
Kucukkuyu | 17980 Canakkale

l?igunesin(a>bugday.org
&
e, Turkish

(near

£anakkale)

95 cf5 44 MlH.14
OlO t?*10

individual financing
all who are concerned (consensus)
f ownership
G ecological living
ecological, self-managed, non-violent, inner growth, organic diet, vegetarian diet,
seminar-house, environmental protection, organic agriculture, organic gardening,
alternative energy, ecological construction

n
with the whole. We believe that
©

We arc a group of people aiming to live in harmony
ecological living is the key for this. We have a vision of a transformed world and we work
and live to build it.

->See also description of network „GEN Europe"
0 local exchange trading systems, bugday.org, Mt. Kaz Protection Association
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Turkey

Knidia Ecological Farm AH Somer
Yazi koy degirmen buku Datga | 48900 Mugla

Hwww.knidia.com

melisulas@gmail.com

&2001

jti 50 ha (near Datga)

S + 90-(0)532-2113858

60 %

e, Turkish

by Ali Somer
© olives, almonds and vineyard
ecological, self-managed
We are trying to be self-sufficient and sustainable
No package, no dirt, no rubbish

91 cf 1

Wff2-3

it* 2
7 ownership

© H

Real muscle work and fun also
Self-produced electricity, own water used
Cooking mostly with wood
Drinking our self-made wine
->See also description of network „GEN Europe"

0 tatuta.org, bugday.org
© yes, details on request

Marmarig Permakultur
Marmarig, Dernekli Koyii, Bayindir | 35840 Izmir

Hmarmaric.org

info@marmaric.com

12004

jt:

(near Izmir)

& e, g, Turkish
<*>§ all who are concerned (discussing)

95 CT5 \3 W|M3
It* 8

7 property of all

© permacullure, gardening
G?

ecological, self-managed, self-sufficiency, permaculture, animal friendly hus¬
bandry, ecological construction

M

Marmarig Permacullure is a group of close friends who came together in 2003 with the
idea of forming a rural community and living there in harmony with nature. In 2004, 2
pioneers among this group moved to Marmarig (an abandoned neighbourhood of Der¬
nekli, a small village in the Bayindir County of Izmir.) Today, the population living there
throughout the year is a minimum of 8 people including the Beyazit Family with their 2
small children, and friends from Izmir and Istanbul are visiting regularly at weekends or
for extended periods of time.

£
.5=

£

6

Zr>
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Ukraine
Baranivka House in Baranivka
20-a Vul. Tsentralna, Baranivka village, Shyshaky district | 38021 Baranivka
S + 380-(0)95-547-4866

info@baranivka.org

Hwww.baranivka.org/en
92 cT3 Mlfl5

2 ha (near Mirgorod) \?$20 %
£2010
Ukrainian, Russian, e
coordination group (striving for consensus, sometimes it is not possible)
common financing

T

1 ha in private property of several persons, 1 ha allowed to use by village local

authorities
H principles and philosophy of Jnitiative of Change" and foundations for Free¬
dom" (see iofc.org)
Q developing a retreat and training center (construction of the building; arranging the
territory; running retreat and training activities; community and network building)
ecological, non-violent, inner growth, vegetarian diet, adult education, seminarhouse, peace-work, environmental protection, organic gardening, ecological
construction

©

n

The mission of the House in Baranivka community is the creation of a meeting place that
is aimed at the harmonious development of individuals and the creation of a network of
like-minded people who will work to improve society.
This House is
• a community of people who share the philosophy "Be the change you want to see
in the world" and are putting it into practice.
• a place for spiritual, psychological and physical healing through simple work,
healthy food, fresh air and life in harmony with nature.
• a resource for all-round development through various programmes, exchange of
knowledge and putting acquired knowledge into practice.
•a place to inspire and implement a variety of initiatives, which are beneficial to
society: cultural, ecological, educational, peace-building, social, etc.
• an initiative, inspired by the activity of the international NCOs "Initiatives of Chan¬
ge" and "Foundations for Freedom". We follow the principles and philosophy of
these two organisations.
Several times a year, we organize non-profit training courses and practical seminars on
ecological education, personal growth, practical psychology, gardening and some other
related subjects.

0

we are part of Foundations for Freedom and Initiatives of Change Networks

© ideological and (possibly) financial
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Adresses from the 2009 Edition
When we publish a new edition of the eurotopia Directory, there are always communities
that have responded for the previous edition but can't be printed in the new one even
though we don't think that they have ceased to exist - usually because they have not
answered our repeated call for submission of their data, but sometimes also because we
have learned that they are not communities anymore or that they have been "planned
communities" for so long that we lose belief in their eventual creation.
Since these projects have agreed to their publication in the eurotopia Directory the last
time, we print them again on the following pages. It's a great resource of additional com¬
munity addresses especially for this edition of eurotopia, because the 2009 edition has
not been printed in English. This list is very likely the first chance for our English readers
to get to know these communities. Most have a web address - this will allow you to learn
about many of them.
Find here the names and addresses of almost 200 communities that have been presented
with descriptions in the 2009 edition of eurotopia but aren't listed in detail in the current
book. If communities do not respond to our call although they exist, it's often because
of the dynamics of the group's decision making processes or because the person who
submitted data the last time was unavailable this time. Should you find out something
about the community worth publishing, please let us know.

Addresses are listed alphabetically (first countries, then project names). Find a legend for
the symbols at the end of the book. The parts of the address are listed in the way they
would be written on a letter, with vertical lines | symbolizing line breaks. Should you
actually mail a letter, remember to put the country name below the address.

Austria
Das Dorf
Association for traditional and future ways to live | Diex146 | 9103 Carinthia
S+43-(0)4231-25453

Die Hupfauer - offenes Leben
lm Monchwald 3 | 4281 Monchdorf
S + 43-(0)664-5035131

@yahoo.de

2
D
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Belgium
De Ark Gemeenschap Moerkerke
Vissersstraat, 71/1 f 1BE-8340 Moerkerke
info@arkmoerkerkc.be Bwww.arkmoerkerke.be
S + 32-(0)50-501884

L'Arche Communaute d'Aywaille
50 rue Mathieu Carpentier | 4920Aywaille «S + 32-(0)4384-3143

Bwww.larche.be/Presentation-d-Aywaille

Radhadesh
Chateau de Petite Somme | Petite Somme 5 | 6940 Septon Durbuy

+ 32-(0)87-322926
Bwww.radhadesh.com

Bosnia and Herzegovina
COR Una
Martin Brod | 77000 Bihac S + 387-(0)61-419042

paola.lucchesi@smaragdnadolina.com Bwww.cor-una.org

EKO-Leonardo
Priboj BB | 75249 Priboj, Lopare
S + 387-(0)65-538494 l$ekoleonardo@hotmail.com

Bwww.majevica.de

Croatia
Eko Centre Latinovac
Livadak Farm | Latinovac 11 | 34350 Latinovac-Caglin
S +385-(0)34221583
ekocentarlatinovac@gmail.com Bwww.latinovac.org

Denmark
Andelsforeningen Baungarden
Hover Kirkevej 49 B | 7100Vejle S +45-(0)76418949

Andelsforeningen KirkebakkenÿV*
KB80 | Kirkebakken 80 | 8330 Beder
marianne@kb80.dk Bwww.kb80.dk
S +45-(0)2612 8023
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Fjordvang A/S
Skyumvej 101, Skyum | 7752 Snedsted
S +45-97936919
info@fjordvang-thy.dk Hwww.fjordvang-thy.dk

Friland
Friland 6 | 8410 8410 Ronde lÿfrilandinfo@friland.dk Hwww.friland.dk

Halkasr Adal
Hvalpsundvej 18, HcdegSrdvej 10B | 9240 Nibe
I5&edith@halkaeraadal.dk, kate@halkaeraadal.dk Hwww.halkaeraadal.dk

Hertha LevefaellesskabAÿ
Landsbyvaenget 14 A, Herskind | 8464 Galten
S +45-86-954520 & hertha@skanderborg.dk Hwww.hertha.dk

Hesbjerg BeboerforeningenAÿ
Hesbjerg Slot | Hesbjergvej 50 | 5491 Blommenslyst
S + 45-6596-8402
hesbjerg@post5.tele.dk Hwww.hesbjerg-gt.dk

FHimmerlandsbyen
Himmerlandsbyen 9 | 9520 Skorping Hwww.himmerlandsbyen.dk
i36finn@himmerlandsbyen.dk, tina@himmcrlandsbyen.dk,heksedans@mail.dk

Hjortsh0j Andelsssamfund-V*
Gammel Kirkevej 70 | 8530 Hjortshoj Hwww.andelssamfundet.dk

christoph@pisani.dk, anjadalby@gmail.com, henrikonumkjaersgaard@hotmail.com

K0bmandsgSrden
Socialpaedagogisk landsbyinitiativ | Poststraede 16 | 9460 Brovst
S +45-(0)9823-3520

lÿstkmg@tdcadsl.dk

Hwww.skovsgaardhotel.dk

M0llegSrden Andelsforening
Resendalvej 16 | 8600 Silkeborg
S + 45-86-923980

Hwww.art-ist.dk

Ottrupgard Andelsboligforening
OttrupgSrd 20, 14, 11 | 9520 Skorping
S +45 (0)98 39 2907/Mobil: -2720 16 74 & per.alex@ottrupgaard.dk

Rad & Dad butikken
Blushtfj 4, Atrup | 9460 Brovst S+45-(0)9823 0660 Hwww.raaddaad.dk

Tigerens Rede*#**
Faellesskab - kursuscenter, meditation og spiritualitet | Vestervej 4 A | 8751 Gedved
S +45-(0)7566-5401

eurotopia

Hwww.tigercnsrede.dk
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TornsbjerggSrd
Tornsbjergvej 98, Hadrup | 8350 Hundslund
3 + 45-(0)86550405 l?linfo@tornsbjerggaard.dk Rwww.tornsbjerggaard.dk

Udgarden - Lading Andelsboligforening*V*
Udgarden 24, Lading | 8471 Sabro 3+45-86949618
i?)anders.pedersen@sol.dk, lobijo@ofir.dk Swww.udgaarden.net

Vaarst Vestervang
Staerhoj 12 | 9260 Cistrup lÿ>al-pe@tdcadsl.dk Hhttp://www.vaarst.dk/vision

Finland
Frantsila Organic Herb Farm and Wellbeing Center
Luontaishoitojen koulutukeskus | Kyrospohjantie 320 | 39100 Hameenkyro
info@frantsilanhyvanolonkeskus.fi Swww.frantsila.com
3 + 358-(0)40-5918742

Leppavirran soitinverstas
Soitinrakentajat AmF | Tuikkalantie 2 | 79100 Leppavirta
3 + 358-(0)1 7-5540125, -(0)40-51591 24 C?!soitinrakentajat@amf.inet.fi

France
Bazian Living Community
Bazian | 32230 Louslitges 3 +33-(0)56270-9513

Beauchamp
Lieu Dit Beauchamp | 24610 Montpeyroux, Dordogne
3 +33-(0)5538-26998 Swww.beauchamp24.com

l?lbonjour2@beauchamp24.com, beauchampoing@generationrien.lautre.net
Centre bouddhiste Zen - Ecole RinzaT
La Riaille | 07800 St Laurent du Pape
3 + 33-(0)475851039 lÿfalaise.verte@wanadoo.fr

Swww.falaiseverte.org

Cooperative Cravirola
Bois Bas | 34210 Minerve
3 + 33-(0)467239477 1$ info@cravirola.com

Swww.cravirola.com

ECOIonie - Centre Ecologique International
1 Thietry | 88260 FlennezeWogesen
3+33-(0)329-070027 iÿinfo@ecolonie.eu
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La Sorga
Le Muscle | 24260 Campagnc 3 + 3340)553042795

Le Caillou Blanc
2 Route du Drennec | 29950 Clohars-Fouesnant
3 -33-(0)29854-6005 l?>arche-lecailloublanc@wanadoo.fr

Monastere de Cantauque
Domaine de Cantauque | 11250 Villebazy
moncant@club-internet.fr
3 t 33-(0)468-316961

Vitulettu Community
Lieu dit Vitulettu | 20234 Pietricaggio, Corsica
3+3340)495-359331

& info@vitulettu.org Swww.vitulettu.org

Germany
"Die wilde 1 3"
Torsten Dieckmann | Dorfstr. 13 | 14913 Juterborg OT Werder
$bassitosh@yahoo.de
3

(F)roh-Natur!
Baumgarten 1 | 35796 Elkerhausen

Alte Schule Karlshorst - Berlin
c/o Mietergenossenschaft SelbstBau eC | Rykestr. 13 | 10405 Berlin

-

3 4940)30-4419961

info@selbstbau-genossenschaft.de Swww.selbstbau-genossenschafl.de

Antagon Theateraktion
Orber Strafte 57 | 60386 Frankfurt/Main 3+4940)69-417041,-94147719
I?) bub@antagon.de Swww.antagon.de, www.protagon.net, www.sommerwerft.de

Arche Tecklenburg
Apfelallee 23 | 49545 Tecklenburg 3 +49-(0)5482-7700
lÿtecklenburg@arche-deutschland.de Bwww.arche-deutschland.de

Bau- und Wohngenossenschaft „Lehendiges Wohnen" eG
Melanchthonstr. 61 | 57074 Siegen
3 +49-(0)271-2316679 l?llebendiges-haus@gmx.de Swww.lebendiges-haus.de

curotopia
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Beginenhof Bremen
Bremer Beginenhof Modell e.V. | Beginenhof 9 | 28201 Bremen

Hwww.beginenhof.de

Beginenhof Tannich
Tannich 6 | 07407 Tannich/Thuringen S +49-(0)36744-20191

l?lbeginenhof.thueringen@l-online.dc Hwww.beginenhof-thueringen.de

Camphili Dorfgemeinschaft Sellen e.V.
Sellen 101 / 98 | 48565 Steinfurt-Burgsteinfurt

info@camphill-steinfurt.de Hwww.camphill-steinfurt.de

3 +49-(0)2551-93660

Connection-Medien-Zentrum
Hauptstrafte 5 | 84494 Niedertaufkirchen
S+49-(0)8639-98340 lÿschneider@connection.de

Hwww.connection.de

Demeter Hof Tangsehl
Biologisch-dynamische Landwirtschaft | Tangsehl 2 | 21369 Nahrendorf
S+49-(0)5855-1278

Hwww.tangsehl.de

Dorfgemeinschaft Tennental
Ita-Wegman-Str. 5 | 75392 Deckenpfronn
info@tennenlal.de

3 +49-(0)7056-926-0

Hwww.tennental.de

Eldenaer Str. 24 GbR
Eldenaer Str. 24 | 10247 Berlin
3 + 49-(0)30-6273405

Gemeinschaft Schacha
Nikolaj-E. Gilde | Schacha 6 | 84358 Egglham
3 + 49-(0)8565-451

Goloka Dhama Verein e.V.
Hujetsmuhle | Bockingstr. 4a-8 | 55767 Abentheuer 3 + 49-(0)6782-2214
info@goloka-dhama.de Hwww.goloka-dhama.de

Hof Fleckenbuhl
35091 Colbe-Schonstadt 3+49-(0)6427-9221-0

info@dieFleckenbuehler.de

Hwww.dieFleckenbuehler.de

Hof Klostersee
Betriebsgemeinschaft Nagel-Ellenberg GbR
Hof Klostersee | 23743 Cismar-Gronwohldshorst
3+49-(0)4366-51 7
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Hofgemeinschaft Beim Waller
Stockham 2 | 84381 Johanniskirchen
S 4 49-(0)8564-919072 3synke.roos@gmx.de Swww.wallerhof.de

Hofgemeinschaft Cuggenhausen e.V.
Hauptstr.14 | 88379 Cuggenhausen S+49-(0)7503-2513

3hofgemeinschaft-guggenhausen@web.de Swww.hofgemeinschaft.com

Hofprojekt Westende
Westende 26 | 25594 Vaalermoor S +49-(0)4823-920336

Holderbusch
Dorfstr. 36 | 02906 Waldhufen OT Jankendorf
& +49-(0)3588-259402 3info@holderbusch-ev.de Hwww.holderbusch.de

Konigsfarm
Konigsfarm | 54472 Longkamp
3+49-(0)6531-7757 3BUND.Bernkastel-Wittlich@BUND.net

Kristall- & Heilungszentrum
Stuckhauserstr. 39 | 26939 Ovelgonne S?+-49-(0)4480-1661

3lopes@kristallheilungszentrum.de Hwww.kristallheilungszentrum.de

Kulturfabrik Mittelherwigsdorf
Hainewalderstr. 35 | 02763 Mittelherwigsdorf Sff +49-(0)3583-510735
3webmaster@kulturfabrik-meda.de Hwww.kulturfabrik-meda.de

Laurentiushof Wethen
Diemelstr. 3 | 34474 Wethen/Diemelstadt 2 i 49-(0)5694-1566
Hwww.wethen.de, www.laurentiuskonvent.de

Lebensbaum Eschwege
Dammstrafte 6 | 37269 Eschwege
3 + 49-(0)5651-3390089 3lebensbaum.cschwege@googlemail.com

Lebensform Gemeinschaft
Pappelweg3 | 19217 Carlow 2+49-(0)38873-20610 Hwww.pappelweg-drei.de

Lebensgemeinschaft Reetz
Mahlsdorfer Str.12 | 14827 Reetz S+49-(0)33849-51915

Leuchtturm eG
DanzigerStr. 107 | 10405 Berlin 3+49(0)30-44010941

3florianFeigl@alice-dsl.de Hwww.gemeinschaftliches-wohnen-im-leuchtturm.de

eurotopia
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Miravillage-Zentrum
Danzigerstr. 1 | 82131 Cauting S +49-(0)89-8508751
miravillage@mirapuri-enterprises.com Bwww.mirapuri-enterprises.com

Noyana Gemeinschaft
Dorfstr. 5 | 14806 Lubnitz S+49-(0)33841-388131 Bwww.noyana.de

Osho Manjusha
Meditations Zentrum und Commune | Niederpobel 27 | 01762 Schmiedeberg
info@oshomanjusha.de Swww.oshomanjusha.de
S + 49-(0)35052-224-56

Parimal Gut Hubenthal e.G.
Hubenthal 1 | 37218 Witzenhausen
2+49-(0)5542-5227, -500886
info@parimal.de Swww.parimal.de

Simhacalam
Zielberg20 | 94118 Jandelsbrunn
S+49-(0)8583-316

info@simhachalam.de Swww.simhachalam.de

Sonnenau GbR
Wahlershauser Str. 27 | 34130 Kassel S0561-406042

Sonnenhaus Berlin e.V.
FlutstraBc 1 | 12439 Berlin-Schoneweide S +49-(0)30-43209599
iÿl info@sonnenhaus-berlin.de

Bhttp://www.sonnenhaus-berlin.de/

Thiembuktu
ThiemstraBe 13 | 39104 Magdeburg
S +49-(0)391-4003367

Swww.thiembuktu.de

Trebbuser Mevievi-Konvent
Kubrevi-Mevievi Tariqa Weggemeinschaft
Dorfstr. 63 | 03253 Doberlug-Kirchhain OT Trebbus <S+49-(0)35322-33370

Vereinigte Varben WaWaVox
Kastanienallce 77 | 10435 Berlin S i 49-(0)30-4494330
ndeah@riseup.net, contact@kerstingottschalk.de Bwww.k77.org

Visionsplatz Julbach
Dr. Josef Schonberger | Palmstra&e 9 | 84387 Julbach 2 +49-(0)8571-4884

WOGENO Munchen e.G.
Aberlestr. 16, Ruckgebaude | 81371 Munchen
info@wogeno.de Bwww.wogeno.de
2 + 49-(0)89-7211705
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Wukania
Ruhlsdofer Str. 45 | 16359 Biesenthal
S +49-(0)3338-702929

info@wukania.net

Hwww.wukania.net

Zukunftsdorf Bliestorf
Lubecker Str. 3 | 23847 Bliestorf S +49-(0)4501-189-0

Ireland
Aisling Aran
An Charraig | Mainistir, Inis Mor, Aran Islands | Co. Galway S + 353-(0)99-61245

info@aislingmagazine.com Hwww.aislingmagazine.com

Camphill Community Dunshane
Dunshane House | Brannockstown, Near Naas | Co. Kildare
S 4 353-(0)45-483628 l$&dunshane@camphill.ie Hwww.camphill.ie

Camphill Community Greenacres
1a Farmhill Park | Goatstown | 14 Dublin
S-353-(0)1-2987618

l?lgreenacres@camphill.ie Hwww.camphill.ie

Camphill Community Thomastown
Jerpoint Barn | Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny
3 +353-(0)56-24844,-541 32

Hwww.camphill.ie

The Hollies
Centre for Practical Sustainability | Castletown, Enniskeane | Co. Cork, Eire
S+353-(0)23-47001

<?Hnfo@lheholliesonline.com Hwww.theholliesonline.com

Italy
Amico Bio
un SorRiso intcgrale | Vico S. Pietro a Majella 6,C.R 82 | 80138 Napoli
5? + 39-081 -455026
info@sorrisointegrale.com Hwww.sorrisointegrale.com

Anarres - Ca Favale
Via Zerli | 16040Ne
3 + 39-0185-339305 l?U.a_favalc@inventati.org Hwww.inventati.org/cafavale

Associazione Basilico
c/o Marilia Zappala | Via dell'Agnolo 64 | 50122 Firenze
3+39-0552-41522

eurotopia
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Associazione Urupia
Kommune | C.P 29 | 74020 San Marzano di S. G. (Ta)

3+39-0831-890855 & urupia@libero.it

Comunita della Guedrara
Baconi, 1 | 41029 Sestola (MO)
3 * 39-0536-61062 G£guedrara@interfree.it

Coop. Villaggio VerdeA-**
Villaggio Verde Comunita Acquariana | loc. S. Germano, snc | 28010 Cavallirio (NO)
3 + 39-(0)1 63-80447
info@villaggioverde.org Swww.villaggioverdc.org

Fondazione Bhole BabaAk
C.R 108

I 72014 Cisternino (BR)

3 I 39-080-4448735

info@bholebaba.org Swww.bholebaba.org

Hairakhandi Love Center
Vocabolo Villarosa, Localita Corniole | 06026 Pietralunga (PG)
3 * 39-075-933074

Swww.babajicenter.net

I Cavalieri del Sole
Podere Monte Sabatino | S. Maria di Lignano | 06081 Assisi (PG)
3-39-075802424

II Popolo Elfico della Valle dei BurroniAÿ
Casa Sarti | San Pellegrino al Cassero | 51100 Pistoia, Toscana

MogliazzeAÿ
Coop. Mogliazze | Loc. Mogliazze | 29022 Bobbio (PC)
S < 39-0523-936633
info@mogliazze.it Swww.mogliazze.it

PignanoAÿ
Villa Pignano, localita Pignano | 56048 Voltcrra (PI) 3 +39-0588-35032
C?>camillacazac@gmail.com/ bcazac@tin.it Swww.pignano.org

Netherlands
C.W. Circa
Schoolstraat 9F | 8911 BH Leeuwarden
3 + 31-(0)58-21 53626
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C.W. Lismortel
Tourslaan18 | 5627 KX Eindhoven

Bwww.cwlismortel.nl

info@cwlismortel.nl

Emmaus Haarzuilens
Eikstraat 14 | 3455 SJ Haarzuilens

$ +31-(0)30-6771 540

haarzuilens@emmaus-utrecht.nl Bwww.emmaus-utrecht.nl

Kommuniteit Spe Gaudentes
Pastorie Oudezijds 100 | O.Z. Achterburgwal 100 | 1012 DS Amsterdam
S + 31-(0)20-266634 l?linfo@oudezijds100.nl Bwww.oudezijds100.nl

L'Abri
Huize Kortenhoeve | Burgemeester Verbrughweg 40 | 4024 HR Eck en Weil
S +31-(0)344-691914

wim.rietkerk@labri.nl

Hwww.labri.nl

Osho Humaniversity
Dr. Wiardi Beckmanlaan 4 | 1931 BW Egmond aan Zee
Hwww.humanivcrsity.com
S + 31-(0)72-5064114

Vereniging 'Hoogstraatgemeenschap'
Hoogstraat 301A | 5654 NB Eindhoven
S+ 31-(0)40-2525609

info@hoogstraatgemeenschap.nl Hwww.hoogstraatgemeenschap.nl

Woongroep de Sterren
Sterreplein 20 | 6221 AM Maastricht
3+31-(0)43-321 741 7 lÿsterreplein@gmail.com

Norway
Handnesgarden
8724 Saura
S+47-(0)95895061

c$kleo@handnesgarden.no Bwww.handnesgarden.no

J0ssasen Landsby
JossSsen Landsby | 7550 Hommelvik
3 i 47-(0)73979-180, -950 iÿapplication@jossasen.no Hwww.jossasen.no

Kristoffertunet
Camphill community for adults | Hans Collins vei 5 | 7053 Ranheim
3 +47-(0)73-826850 l?lapplications@camphill-rotvoll.no

Hwww.rotvoll.camphill.no/english/home
eurotopia
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Stiftelsen Svalstuen
Liagardane | 3550 Col 3 +47-(0)32079714

Russian Federation
Community of fra Francesco
Contact address in France:
c/o Damien Gangloff | M.J.C. 35, avenue Pasteur | 05100 Briangon
3 + 33-(0)687-204085 lÿ>core.asso@free.fr Swww.core-asso.org

Spain
Colectivo Manzanares
c/de la plaza (Manzanares) | 42315 Peralejo de los Escluderos (Soria)
3~34-(0)975186426

Communidad de San Sebastian
Twelve Tribes Community | Paseo de Ulia 375 | 20014 San Sebastian
uliakolabea@senlidocomun.net

3 -i-34-(0)943-327983

Hwww.docetribus.com

Ecoaldea Samara
Calle Mayor 14 | 46353 Los Ruices, Requena, Valencia 3 + 34-(0)627872964

Ecoforest
Apdo 29 | Coin 29100 Malaga
ef@ecoforest.org Hwww.ecoforest.org

3 +34-(0)661-079950

Ermita del Padre Eterno
cortijo padre eterno s/n | 184010 Carataunas (Granada) S + 34-(0)9-646527527

Fabio Ortiz
C/u 14 | 22438 Panillo (Huesca)
info@cultivemonos-cultivando.org Hwww.cultivemonos-cultivando.org

Falcon Blanco
Box 1171 | 07800 IBIZA
3 + 34-(0)971 -325221

being@falconblanco.com Hwww.falconblanco.com

LakabeAÿ
Valle de Arce | 31438 Nafarroa - Euskadi
3+ 34-(0)948-392002
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Sweden
Foreningen Staffansgarden
Furugatan 1 | 82060 Delsbo
2 +46-(0)653-16850 3® info@staffansgarden.com Swww.staffansgarden.com

Jarna-Almviks G3rd*¥*
Krishna Center) | 15395 Jama
S+46-(0)8551-52050
info@almviksgard.se Swww.almviksgard.se

(Hare

Switzerland
Basivilla
Buhlweg 3 | 3072 Ostermundigen
2+41-(0)31-9320548 l?linfo@basivilla.ch

Communaute de Grandchamp
Grandchamp 4 | 2015Areuse 2 +41-(0)32842-2492

Swww.grandchamp.org
Communaute de La Grotte
Av. Jean-Gambach 28 | 1 700 Fribourg
2 4 41-(0)26 323-15-85 35lagrotte@arche-helvetia.ch Swww.arche-helvetia.ch

Cooperativa Agricola Pianta MondaAÿ
Pianted | 6692 Menzonio (Ticino) 2 +41-(0)91-7541853, -(0)7941 76721

Gemeinschaft Kirschblute
Samuel Widmer Nicolet | Dorfstrafte 26 | 4574 Lusslingen
2 +41-(0)79-8217421, -(0)32-6225939
Hwww.samuel-widmer.ch, www.kirschbaumbluete.ch

Hof Walkerstein
Walkerstein | 3926 Embd 2 F41-(0)279522958 3>walkerstein@bluewin.ch

Hofgemeinschaft Grubisbalm
6354 Vilznau 2

-(0)41 -3972098

Humanus-Haus Beitenwil
Postfach 55 | 3113 Rubigen
S+41-(0)31-8381111 l3Binfo@humanus-haus.ch Swww.humanus-haus.ch
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Komaja
Mittelurmi | 6442 Cersau
S’ +41-(0)41-3970550

info@komaja.org Hwww.komaja.org

Kommunitat Diakonissenhaus Riehen
Schutzengasse 51, PF 599 | 4125 Riehen

I 3 +41-10)61-64545-45

i?lsekrelariat@diakonissen-riehen.ch Hwww.diakonissen-riehen.ch

United Kingdom
Abundant Grace
Firle Road | BN25 2JE Seaford
brighton@jesus.org.uk
3 *44-(0)1323-4920.38

Anchorage
137 Handsworth Wood Road | B20 2PJ Birmingham
3 *44(0)121 -5511885 I?!birmingham@jesus.org.uk

Ashram Community Trust
1 78 Abbeyfield Road | S4 7AY Sheffield
3 +44-(0)114-2436688, -2447278 (Buro)

Hwww.ashram.org.uk

Battlecentre
All Saints Flouse | 82 Margaret Street | W1W 8LH London
3 f 44(0)20-76379630 E?Iondon@jesus.org.uk

Beannachar Camphill Community*ÿ
South Deeside Road, Banchory-Devenick | AB12 5YL Aberdeen
richard@teannachar.org Hwww.beannachar.co.uk
S + 44-(0)1224-869250(Buro)

Botton Village
Danby, Whitby | Y021 2NJ North Yorkshire
3 +44-(0)1287-660871
botlon@camphill.org.uk Hwww.bottonvillagc.co.uk

Brambles Housing Co-op
80-82 Andover Street | Pitsmoor | S3 9EH Sheffield
3 I 44-(0)114-2797164

Branches Houseing Cooperative
106 Preston Street | BradfordBD7 1DP

branches@riseup.net

Hwww.radicalroutes.org.uk/list-of-members/housing-co-ops/branches.html
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Canon Frome Court Community
Canon Frome Court | Canon Frome, Ledbury | HR8 2TD Herefordshire
S 4- 44-(0)870-7650711

Qwww.canonfromecourt.org.uk

Clanabogan Camphill Communityÿ
15 Drudgeon Rd, Clanabogan | BT78 1TJ Omagh, County Tyrone
S 44-(0)28-82256111

Swww.camphillclanabogan.com

Cog Housing Co-op
5 Daisy Road | Bristol BS5 6)S

l?coghousingcoop@yahoo.co.uk

Community for Reconciliation
Barnes Close | Chadwich Manor Estate | B61 ORA Bromsgrove, Worcs.
S
7102.31 E£cfrenquiry@aol.com Qwww.cfrbarncsdose.co.uk

Corani Housing and Land Co-op Ltd.
12 Bartholomew Street | LeicesterLE2 1FA
S? +44-(0)116-254-5436, -1 403
info@corani.org

Swww.corani.org

Corbenic Camphill Community
Trochry, Near Dunkeld | PH8 ODY Perthshire S +44-(0)1350-723206

Qwww.corbeniccamphill.co.uk

Coventry Peace House
311 Stoney Stanton Road | CV 6 5DS Coventry S+44-(0)2476-664616

lÿinfo@covpeacehouse.org.uk Swww.covpeacehouse.org.uk

Delrow Camphill Community
Hilfield Lane, Aldenham | WD2 8DJ Watford, Herts S+44-(0)1923-856006
co.uk Bwww.camphill.org.uk

Dragonfly Housing Coop
178 Campbell Road | OxfordOX4 3NR S t-44-(0)1 865-770833

Swww.radicalroutes.org.uk/list-of-members/housing-co-ops/dragonfly.html

Eagles Wings
109 Redland Drive | MK5 8BP Milton Keynes
S +44(0)1908-698494 $ mk@jesus.org.uk

Earth Heart Housing Co-operative
c/o Diggers & Dreamers | BCM Edge | WC1N 3XX London
iÿ>amila@houseoflove.org.uk Qwww.diggersanddreamers.org.uk
eurotopia
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Edinburgh Cyrenian Trust - City + Farm Residential Communities
Norton Park | 57 Albion Road | EH7 5QY Edinburgh and West Lothian
S+44-(0)9131-475-2354 l?ladmin@cyrenians.org.uk Bwww.cyrenians.org.uk

Equinox Housing Co-op
161, Hamilton Road | Longsight | M13 OPQ Manchester
S+44-(0)161-2489224 l?lmail@eqnx.co.uk Qwww.eqnx.co.uk

First Fruits
14 Villa Road | NG3 4GG Nottingham
S +44(0)115-9605311
nottingham@jesus.org.uk

Fox Housing Cooperative
Werndolau | Golden Grove | SA32 8NE Gelli Aur
S +44-(0)1 558-668-013,-798

foxcoop@gmail.com

Grange Village
Littledean Road | GL14 1HJ Newnham
S +44-(0)1594-516246 l?)grange@camphill.org.uk

Holy Treasure
35 Shakespeare Road | NN16 9RA Kettering
S +44(0)1 536-481900 & kettering@jesus.org.uk

Kings House
Rugby Road | Stockton | CV47 8LB Southam
S +44(0)1926-81 2306 tÿcoventry@jesus.org.uk

L'Arche
Little Ewell | Barfrestone | CT157JJ Dover
3 +44-(0)1304-830930 & kcnt@larche.org.uk Qwww.larche.org.uk

L'Arche Lambeth
15 Norwood High Street | West Norwood | SE27 9JU London
S+44-(0)181670-6714

Qwww.larchelambeth.org.uk

Lee Abbey Aston Household Community
121 Albert Road | B6 5ND Birmingham, Aston
leeabbeyaston@yahoo.co.uk
& + 44 (0)1 21 3270095

Bwww.lecabbey.org.uk/households/?page=aston-birmingham

Living Faith
1 71 Woodstock Road | 0X2 7NB Oxford
3 +44(0)1865-514186
oxford@jesus.org.uk
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Living Way
2 Appleby Close | Pinewood | IP2 9XS Ipswich
«£T +44(0)1473-683418
ipswich@jcsus.org.uk

Mary Ann Johnson Housing Co-op
PO BOX 2474

I London N8

Mornington Grove
13 Mornington Grove | E3 4NS London Swww.morningtongrovecommunity.org.uk
3 +44-(0)181 -9804534, -(0)20-89804534

morningtongrovecommunity@yahoo.co.uk

Nautia Housing Co-op
3 Eade Road | Norwich | NR3 3 EH Norfolk
+44-(0)1603-663546 & nautia.house@googlemail.com

New Creation Farm
New Creation Farmhouse | Nether Heyford | NN7 3LB Northampton
northampton@jesus.org.uk
3 +44(0)1327-344577

New Education Housing Co-op (near Swansea)
c/o Werndolau | Gelli Aur | SA32 8NE Camarthenshire, Wales
Newton Dee Village Community
Bieldside | AB1 5 9DX Aberdeen
S t 44-(0)1224-868701 & info@ncwtondee.org.uk

Swww.newtondee.org.uk

Oaklands Park
Newnham | GL14 1EF Gloucestershire
3 +44-(0)1594-516 551 E$oaklands@camphill.org.uk

Out of Town Housing Co-op
46 Rugby Place | Brighton | BN2 5RF East Sussex

outoftown@riseup.net

Pangaia Housing Co-op
Hen Parcau Farm | BwIch-y-Groes | SA37 OjY Boncath, Cardigan, Wales
3 +44-(0)1239-841-675/-659

Hwww.growingheart.co.uk
Pennine Camphill Community
Wood Lane, Chapelthorpe, Wakefield | WF4 3JL West Yorkshire
3 +44-(0)1924-255281

tÿoffice@pennine.ac.uk, volunteering@pennine.ac.uk Hwww.pennine.org.uk
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Promise House
453 Foleshill Road | CV6 5AQ Coventry
3 + 44(0)2476-68961 7

Redditch Co-operative Homes
Britten House, Britten Street, Redditch | B97 6HD Birmingham
rch@bchs.org.uk Bwww.rch.coop
3 +44-(0)1 527-591170

Ringo Housing Coop
c/o 12 London Road | BrightonBNI 4JA

Ringwood Communities
The Sheiling School | Horton Road, Ashley | BH24 2EB nr. Ringwood, Hampshire
3 +44-(0)1425-477488

0www.sheilingschool.co.uk

Royal Standard
The Manor, Temple Crescent | Beeston | LS11 8BQ Leeds
3 +44(0)113-3050780 Egl leeds@jesus.org.uk

Safe Haven
39 Rosetta Park | BT6 ODL Belfast
3 +44(0)2890-644092 & belfast@jesus.org.uk

Shekinashram
Dod Lane | BA6 8BZ Glastonbury, Somerset
44.(0)1458832 300
info@shekinashram.org 0www.shekinashram.org

Simeon Care for the Elderly
Cairnlee Road, Bieldside | Aberdeen AB15 9BN
info@simeoncare.org.uk 0www.simeoncare.org.uk
3 +44-(0)224-86241 5

Stepping Stones Housing Co-op
Highbury Farm | Redbrook | NP25 4LX Monmouthshire, Wales
3 +44-(0)1600713942
highburyfarm@yahoo.co.uk

0www.highburyfarm.freeserve.co.uk

Steward Community Woodland
Affinity Woodland Workers Co-op | Moretonhampstead
TQ1 3 8SD Newton Abbot, Devon 3 +44-(0)1647-440233

0www.stewardwood.org

Talamh Housing Co-op
Birkhill House | Coalburn | ML11 ONJ Scotland
3 +44-(0)1555-820550 E$talamh@lineone.net 0www.talamh.org.uk
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Tan Sanctaidd
44 Birchgrove Road | Birchgrove | SA7 9)R Swansea
S *44(0)1792-323478

The Ammerdown Centre
Radstock | Bath | BA3 5SW Somerset

Swww.ammerdown.org

S f44-(0)1761-433709

The Croft Community
Highfield Road, Old Malton | Y01 7 7DB North Yorkshire
S + 44-(0)1653 -694391

i$enquiries@cvt-larchfield.org.uk Bwww.camphill.org.uk

The Hive Housing Co-op
c/o 17-21 Chapel St | Bradford | B1 5 DT West Yorkshire
S-r44-(0)1274-745002 & hive@riseup.net Bwww.radicalroutes.org.uk

Torch Housing Co-op
10 Richmond Road | Hockley, Birmingham | B18 5NH East-Mercia
S +44-(0)121 -5544256/-5513161

E?l jantorch@aol.com Bwww.radicalroutes.org.uk

Triumphant Lamb
58 Deepdale Road | PR1 5AQ Preston
S t 44(0)1772-881996 t$preston@jesus.org.uk

Vegan Enterprises
Brynderwen | SA7 9XT Swansea »+44-(0)1792-792442
@yahoo.co.uk Bwww.veganviews.org.uk/brynderwen

Wild Peak Housing Co-op
3 Granby View | Smalldale, Hope Valley | S33 9JQ Bradwell

Bwww.wildpeak.org.uk
Zion Housing Co-op
Nutclough Tavern | 6-8 Nutclough | HX7 8HA Hebden Bridge
info@zionhousingcoop.org.uk
S + 44-(0)1422-845990

eurotopia
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In this chapter we present networks of communities. Their descriptions should give
an idea of the common orientation and history of their member projects, of the kind of
cooperation between them and of the way they position themselves in society.

The descriptions have been provided by the networks and their offices. We put a lot of
effort into getting all existing networks on board and are quite successful at this, but since
we only publish networks that respond to us (same way as we deal with communities), a
networks goes missing in this chapter as soon as our mail doesn't get answered. We know
of one network that does not want to attract any more interested people since they get
more inquiries than they can handle already. But another one, Emmaus, has simply not
answered to our repeated calls although it surely still exists.
Even less we make claims that the lists printed under the descriptions of the networks are
complete. These lists either consist of names of projects that are listed with a description
at other places in the book (check the index to find them), or we got permission to print
these lists from the networks. In the latter case they are valuable resources, because
they contain data of communities that have not individually answered to our call for
publication.
Often the networks refer to their websites for complete lists of their members, for more
links and/or information of associated projects that are not communities, but might still be
projects of interest for you. Also you will find projects there that have been founded after
the publishing of this book (this will surely be the case for GEN Europe, for example).
Bold addresses are addresses of the headquarters of the networks, the other addresses
are members of that network. Members' addresses are listed in alphabetical order (first
countries, then projects' names). Find the legend for the abbreviated country names (as
well as for symbols) at the end of this book. An arrow ->in front of a name means that
the project can be found
with a detailed description
/ at another place in the book,
usually within the section of
self-descriptions (sometimes
-2
among the useful addresses).
The addresses are presented
in the way you would address
a letter: The vertical line |
V
stands for a line break in the
postal address; remember to
add the country name if you
•v
actually mail a letter.
V
Use the index in case you
V
a
find
can't
project you're
looking for.
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Bruderhof Communities
The Bruderhof is an international communal movement of families and singles who seek
to put into action Christ's command to love Cod and neighbor. Like the first Christians
described in Acts 2 and 4, we have been called to a way of life in which all are of one
heart and soul, no one possesses anything, and everything is shared in common. We also
draw instruction and inspiration from the reformation era Anabaptists who revived the
early Christian example of discipleship in full community.
Our communal movement began in 1920 in Germany when a group of Christians, seek¬
ing answers to the devastation of post-war society, founded a community based on the
belief that Jesus' words in the Gospels are a guide to daily living.
Today the Bruderhof consists of over 2,600 men, women, and children living in twentythree communal settlements of varying sizes on four continents.

Bruderhof
UK

Darvell Community | Brightling Road
Robertsbridge TN32 5 DR, E Sussex S +44-(0)1580-883-300
info@bruderhof.com Bwww.bruderhof.com

->Holzlandgemeinschaft (D)
->Sannerzgemeinschaft (D)
Beech Grove Community (UK)

Darvell Community UK
UK

Brightling Road, Robertsbridge | Sussex TN32 5DR
S-44-(0)1580-883300

l?ldhibbs@mailstack.com Bwww.churchcommunities.org.uk

Woodgate
UK

104 Clova Road | London E7 OAF

£$contact@churchcommunities.org

Camphill
Camphill was established to work with those in need of special care and continues to
provide today for the educational and social needs of people with a diverse range of
disabilities. From the outset, the intention has been to do this work not as a "job" in the
usual sense of the word but as a "way of life", where cultural and human values arc as
important as those of the work place.
The essence of Camphill is to provide a way of life where children, young people and adults
diagnosed with autistic disorders, Down's syndrome, genetic disorders, epilepsy, brain
damage, behavioural problems or other developmental difficulties can live together with
co-workers and helpers in a mutually supportive environment. Each Camphill community,
eurotopia
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whatever its main task, takes full responsibility for the land which it administers. Land
stewardship is normally based on biodynarnic (organic) methods using organic composting
techniques, natural fertilisers and preparations to bring about a healthy, balanced and
enriched soil life. Nearly all communities have their own garden and many have larger
areas of cultivated land. Camphill communities endeavour to provide food that is free
from artificial additives. When supplies from home production are insufficient, they are
supplemented as far as possible from other organic sources. In Camphill, the ideal is that
of a community life based on Christian values where, according to ability, each person
contributes what he or she can towards the well-being of his or her fellows. This ideal
is approached in many ways from community to community to reflect the age, needs
and abilities of those who live there. People come to Camphill at different stages of their
lives and for many different reasons. As a result, a wide variety of Camphill communities
has been established to provide education, training and social therapy. The world-wide
Camphill Movement now comprises more than 10,000 people living and working in
over 100 communities in 23 different countries. The contact details for the individual
communities are currently available on the internet at www.camphill.net.

Camphill Secretariat - Central European Region
D

Roger Furze | Dorfgemeinschaft Lehenhof | 88693 Deggenhausertal
roger.furze@lehenhof.de

Camphill Dorfgemeinschaft Hausenhof (D) *¥*
->Pahkla Camphilli Kula (EE)

Camphill Milton Keynes Community (UK)

-> Camphill School Aberdeen (UK)
-ÿMilltown

Camphill Community (UK)

Camphill Community Dingle (IRL)

->Grangemockler Camphill Community (IRL)
Camphill landsbystiftelse i Norge
N

Camphill Villages in Norway | Reidar Jenssensgate 10 | 7550 Hommelvik
3 +47-73-978460
landsbystiftelsen@camphill.no Hwww.camphill.no

->Hogganvik Landsby (N)
->Solborg (N)
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->Vidaraasen Village (Camphill) (N)

-ÿCamphill Village Svetlana (RUS)

Church and Peace
Church and Peace is a European ecumenical peace church network made up of com¬
munities, training centres, peace organizations and peace service agencies. Their com¬
mon conviction is that the peace witness and nonviolence of the Gospel are essential
characteristics of the Church and lead to nonviolent service for peace and reconciliation.
Church and Peace is an associate member of the Conference of European Churches (CEC),
and a member of the Network of Christian Peace Organizations (UK).

Church & Peace e.V.
D

International Office | Ringstr.14 | 35641 Schoffengrund
S+49-(0)6445-5588

intloffice@church-and-peace.org Hwww.church-and-peace.org

Basisgemeinde (Basic ecclesial community) Wulfshagenerhutten (D)
Brot & Rosen - basic ecclesial community (D)

Darvell Community UK
UK

Brightling Road, Robertsbridge | Sussex TN32 5DR
S +44.(0)1580-883300

Hwww.churchcommunities.org.uk

Common Life Network
The Common Life Network is a network dedicated to the founding and encouragement
of Christian housing cooperatives in Switzerland. We cultivate relationships between dif¬
ferent communities, promote communal living with public events and provide a variety
of resources on the internet, e.g. links, shared house adverts and a list of members.

Common Life Network
CH

eurotopia
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c$info@commonlife.ch Qwww.commonlife.ch
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DachVerbund
The DachVerbund serves as a platform for people in search of projects, service provid¬
ers and projects relating to communal living. As an amalgamation of "Austrotopia", the
"Initiative for communal building and living", "United Creations" and other organisations,
the DachVerbund represents CEN-Europe in Austria.

DachVerbund
A

Plattform fur gemeinschaftliches Bauen, Wohnen und Leben
!?loffice@dachverbund.at Hwww.dachverbund.at

Frauenwohnprojekt [ro*sa] Donaustadt
A

Anton-Sattler-Gasse 100 | 1220 Wien

kontakt@frauenwohnprojekt.org Hwww.frauenwohnprojekt.org

->Haus B.R.O.T. (A)

->Lebens- und Innovationsraum Schdnwasser (A)
,

Lebensraum

(A)

->Liv - Leben individuell,

verbunden (A)
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->Naturhof Pramtal (A)
->PAN (A)

Ecovillage Road
(Baltic Ecovillages)
Ecovillage Road of the Baltic Sea Region aims at formulating a network of ecovillages,
consultants and related eco-initiatives and transferring sustainable living practices applied
in ecovillages to the general public.
Ecovillage Road is a virtual network of ecovillages, consultants and related eco-initiatives
offering their knowledge, services and products in 8 thematic groups: events, trainings
and seminars, consultations, internships and volunteering, ecovillage tourism, social
programmes, organic food, and other goods and services. It serves as a space for ecovil¬
lages and interested audience to meet each other - ecovillages present their activities by
registering on the Ecovillage Road website and becoming a part of the network, while the
interested audience can visit these ecovillages and gain valuable knowledge on sustainable
living ways. All registered ecovillages or eco-initiatives are pictured on the map, making
it easy to map out visitor's time and follow the road of ecovillages.
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The website also includes a forum for the transition of knowledge that is visible for the
website visitors but only registered members can actively participate in discussions. There
are two types of Ecovillage Road membership - ecovillages and consultants. Ecovillages
include other eco-projects, eco-settlements, transition towns or homesteads where visi¬
tors may come and participate in indicated activities or services, while consultants are
individuals that are not necessarily living in an ecovillage, but who can consult on ecorelated issues such as cco-building, waste management, recycling, food production etc.
By becoming a member of the Ecovillage Road one can create new relationships with
people who possess the same values or are involved in similar projects as well as share
knowledge and experiences with a broader public through a well-structured website. Last
but not least, Ecovillage Road acts as a uniting and strengthening ecovillage movement
in the Baltic Sea region that in turn contributes to developing participating ecovillages
both spiritually and economically.

Windsnest
BRS 3 +375-(0)297664683

->Grundstein Neukirchen e.V. (D)
->ZEGG - Zentrum fur experimentelle Gesellschaftsgestaltung (D)

*¥*

GEN Finland
SF

Suomen kestavan elamantavan yhteisot ry

masto.fi Srihmasto.fi/skey

->Keuruun Ekokyla (SF)

«¥*

Bruknas Manor House
LV

3 -371-(0)29633291

Eco Farm in Pajiesmeniai
LT

Sodo str. 3 | LT-39449 Pajiesmeniai
3 + 370-(8)603-29485
Iabai@gmail.com

Bwww.camperplace-ltu.page.tl/wwoof-lithuania.htm

Melkys ecovillage
LT

3-*- 370-616-1 3553 l?lzina.gineitiene@gmail.com

Big Stone Ecovillage
RUS 3-7-89213674351

masha-kulyasova@yandox.ru, ivan-kulyasov@yandex.ru

->Bolshoj Kamen (Big Stone) (RUS)
eurotopia
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Dobraya Zemlya
RUS S * 7-920-922-67-82 iÿlipatcon@yandex.ru, vmsol@mail.ru

-> Ecovillage Crishino (RUS)
Yasnoe (RUS)

Hospitable House in the Forest (RUS)
->Medvinka (RUS) Ah

Angsbacka
S

3 t 46-(0)553-10035

booking@angsbacka.se

-> Kampetorp ekoby (S) At*
Stjarnsund - Center for permaculture
S

Permakultur Stjarnsund | Nedre Nybovagen 3 | 77071 Stjarnsund
S + 46-(0)22580303
Hstjarnsund.nu

->Suderbyn Permaculture Ecovillage (S) *¥•*

European Catholic Worker
The Catholic Worker is a movement of radical Christians and has a pacifist and anarchist
orientation. Our goal is to connect the Gospel with political action and practical aid to
the poorest. In this way we want to give a sign of the Kin'dom of God on earth.
The Catholic Worker Movement was founded in the US by Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin
the depths of the Great Depression in the 1930s.
Today over 200 Catholic Worker communities remain committed to nonviolence, vol¬
untary poverty, prayer, and hospitality for the homeless, exiled, hungry, and forsaken.
Catholid Workers continue to protest injustice, war, racism, and violence of all forms.
Inspired by the ideas and power of the Catholic Workers we brought it to Europe and
started houses and communities in the Netherlands, Great Britain, Belgium, Germany
and Sweden.

The European Catholic Worker
NL

iÿinfo@eurocatholicworker Qwww.eurocatholicworker.org

->Brot & Rosen - basic ecclesial community (D)
->Haus der Gastfreundschaft (HdG) (D)
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Kana
D

Dortmunder Suppenkuche e.V. | Mallinckrodtstr. 114 | 44145 Dortmund
3 -49-(0)231-839853
info@kana-suppenkueche.de

Swww.kana-suppenkueche.de

Glasgow Catholic Worker (UK)
London Catholic Worker (UK)
Saint Fransis House
UK

22 7 Crowley Road | Oxford OXU 1XC
3 +44-(0)1865-248288

Swww.eurocatholicworker.org/index.php?id=10&L=2

->The Catholic Worker Farm (UK)
Amsterdam Catholic Worker (NL)

Katholieke Werker
NL

Pleinstraat 1 | 8000 Brugge
info@catholicworker.be
3 + 32(0)474-77611 3

Swww.catholicworker.be, www.eurocatholicworker.org/index.php?id=27

Federatie Gemeenschappelijk Wonen
The Federatie Gemeenschappelijk Wonen (FGW) is a Dutch association of organisations
representing intentional communities in the Netherlands. Associated partners are the
LVCW (Landclijke Vereniging Centraal Wonen) cohousing community and the LVGO
(Landelijke Vereniging Gemeenschappelijk wonen van Ouderen) cohousing community
of seniors. The LVCW and LVGO together represent about 200 Dutch communities. The
FGW was founded in 2004. We estimate the number of intentional communities in the
Netherlands at 10,000. About 600 of them are listed on the FGW website.
Each third Saturday of May, the FGW organizes an Open Intentional Communities Day
(Open Gomeenschappelijkwonendag). On this day, many communities in the Netherlands
open their doors for everyone who wants to have a look inside.
See www.gemeenschappelijkwonen.nl/gemeenschappelijkwonendag

Federatie Gemeenschappelijk Wonen (FGW)
NL

Postbus 19163 | 3501 DD Utrecht
3+31-(0)6-1253791 7
info@gemeenschappelijkwonen.nl

9www.gemeenschappelijkwonen.nl

eurotopia
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Forum Gemeinschaftliches Wohnen
A nationwide consortium of interested people, experts, communities, housing companies
and communes for the advancement of new kinds of living, some including care work, as
well as for engaging neighbourhoods for older people. AUFZ# - Consultancy, information
and network creation for interested people and other stakeholders and multipliers, who
would like to promote neighbourhood structures with a focus on older people - respon¬
sible body for the "Lower Saxony Office - New Living in Old Age" in conjunction with
the "Lower Saxony Department for Housing Consultation" as an information centre for
housing consultancy in the slate of Lower Saxony, supported by the Social Ministry of
Lower Saxony -specialist support in terms of funding for construction investment projects
- administrative centre for the development scheme "At Home in Old Age", part of the
programme for "Neighbourly Help and Social Services" of the Federal Ministry for Families
- involvement in and execution of events with a focus on association work - support
services for the "Competent Living Network", an internet portal regarding new forms of
living and care work, on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Families.

Forum Gemeinschaftliches Wohnen e.V.
D
Bundesvereinigung (FGW) | Hildesheimer Str. 15 | 30169 Hannover
S+49-(0)511-165910-0
info@fgw-ev.de Qwww.fgw-ev.de

GEN - Global Ecovillage Network
The Global Ecovillage Network connects thousands of communities and villages dedicated
to developing and demonstrating sustainability principles and practices in their lifestyles
and communities around the world. GEN facilitates exchange, and provides informa¬
tion, tools and examples to inspire sustainable thinking, living and acting. The following
members are networks of communities themselfes and therefore a resource for more
communities (also for communities outside of Europe).

GEN International
UK

Kosha Joubert | The Park, FindhornlV36 3TZ S +44 (0)1309-692451

(?lwelcome@ecovillage.org Swww.ecovillage.org

CASA (El Consejo de Asentamientos Sustentables de las Americas)
COL Margarita O. Zethelius j Torres de Cadiz (1201)

S • 57-3215929074

margaritaozethelius@gmail.com Swww.casacontinental.org

Global Ecovillage Network of Europe e.V.
D
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Sieben Linden 1 | 38489 Beetzendorf
!?] secretariat@gen-europe.org Swww.gen-europe.org
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GEN Oceania and Asia (GENOA)
Michiyo Furuhashi | 238-1 Nekozawa, Fujinomiya | Shizuoka, 419-0302
J
2ÿ 81-544-66-0250

l?loffice@genoa.ecovillage.org Sgenoa.ecovillage.org

GEN Africa
SEN Ousmane Aly PAME | BP 5622 Dakar Fann
3 221-77471 2927

Sgen-africa.org

Ecovillage Network of the Americas (ENA)
US

Daniel Greenberg, Sirius Community
72 Baker Road | Shutesbury, MA 01072
2-1-413-259-1199 iÿdaniel@earthdeeds.com

Bena.ecovillage.org

GEN Europe
GEN-Europe is the European Ecovillage Associa¬
Global J
tion promoting social resilience, environmental
Ecovillage ~
protection and restoration of nature through the
Network
concept of ecovillages as models for sustainable
human settlements. We actively support the
development of ecovillages and networks in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Within GEN-Europe, we experiment in re-knitting trustful relationships and honouring
low impact life styles. Our strength lies in co-developing and co-designing economic,
social, cultural and ecologic solutions that support local ownership of sustainable futures.
Flonestly sharing the questions we face in this process is as important as sharing any
answers we find. Making visible people's projects that deeply care for local community
while embracing global community is a vibrant tool for empowerment.
GEN-Europe is a membership organisation founded in 1996 and open to a wide range
of projects regardless of their political, religious or cultural backgrounds.
GEN-Europe forms part of GEN International, an NGO with consultative status at the
UN-Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) commission, and is a partner of the United
Nations Institute for Training and Research, UNITAR.
National communities' networks are printed bold in the following list. The other addresses
are communities/ecovillages or community/ecovillage initiatives.

europej

Global Ecovillage Network of Europe e.V.
D

Sieben Linden 1 | 38489 Beetzendorf
secretariat@gen-europe.org Swww.gen-europe.org

Cohousing Pomali
A

eurotopia

Verein miteinander Zukunft bauen | Heuberg12 | 3143Pyhra
3 - 43-(0)2745-24190 l?linfo@pomali.al Hwww.pomali.at
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DachVerbund
A

Plattform fur gemeinschaftliches Bauen, Wohnen und Leben |

Swww.dachverbund.at

->Lebens- und Innovationsraum Schonwasser (A)

Kasteel Nieuwenhoven
B

Sint-Truiden

info@kasteelnieuwenhoven.be

Association Epidaure
CH

Epiquerez

->Gemeinschaft Okodorf Sennruti (CH) *¥*

Objectif Gaia
CH

->Sc.hloss Glarisegg (CH)
->Zentrum der Einheit Schweibenalp (CH)
-ÿBruckendorf (D)

->De Vlierhof (D)

ecovillage e.V.
D

c/o Hans-Rolf Brinkmann | Glogauer Weg 38 | 49088 Osnabruck
S 49-(0)541 -445941
ecovillage@gmx.de Hwww.ecovillage.de

Friedenshof-Kommunitat (D)
-ÿGrundstein

Neukirchen e.V. (D)

->Heiloase-Sudturkei (D)

Lebensbogen Gemeinschaft (D)
Lebensgarten Steyerberg (D) At*
Lebensgemeinschaft auf Schloss Tonndorf eG (D) At*
Projekt Lebensdorf (D) "V*
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Raum fur Gewahrsein und Entwicklung e.V.
Mainstrasse 50 Koln | 51149 Kellerberg

D

i55joharmeliesegang@gmx.de Bgaia-zentrum-rheinland.lDlogspot.de

Rhoner Gemeinschafts-Projekte e. V. (D)
-ÿSchloss

Tempelhof eG (D)

->Sieben Linden (D) «¥*
Stamm der LikatierÿV*
Fussen
roxana.reyes@likatien.de Bwww.likatien.de
D

->ZEGG - Zentrum fur experimented Gesellschaftsgestaltung (D)

-> Bjergager Solby (DK) -V-> Den Selvforsynende Landsby (DK) *¥*
->Dyssekilde Ecovillage (DK) At*
Foreningen Gaia Trust
DK

Stavnsholt Cydevcj 52 | 3460 Birkerod
S • 45-(0)454255-81/-11

hildurjackson@gaia.org, rossjackson@gaia.org Swww.gaia.org

-> Freetown Christiania (DK)
LOS (Landsforeningen for Okosamfund)
DK

The Danish Association of Sustainable Communities
info@okosamfund.dk Swww.okosamfund.dk
2+31-1433 77

->Munkes0gard (DK) At*
Svanholm
DK

Svanholm Alle 2 | 4050 Skibby
kirstenh@svanholm.dk Swww.svanholm.dk

->8thLife (E) -V-

-ÿArgayall (E)

eurotopia
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->AUTarca (E)
Kanawen Ecovillage (E)

At*

Martinica
E

Alternative Culture Social Network
C. Barrio Nuevo 37 | 28610 Villamanta Madrid

Hwww.martinica.tk

S + 34-9-181 36202

Red Iberica de Ecoaldeas (RIE)
E

cj Major 11 | 17751 San Climent Sescebes (Girona)
S +34-630618887
Swww.ecoaldeas.org

Selba Vida Sostenibile
E

c/ Unica s/n | 22600 Artosilla, Huesca
infos@selba.org Hhttp://www.selba.org

GEN Estonia Eesti Okokogukondade Uhendus
EE

Essna Mois, Roosina-Alliku Vald | Roosna

madismasing@gmail.com Hwww.kogukonnad.ee

->Lilleoru Center (EE) At*
->Ecolieu - Ermitage Fondale (F)

*¥*

-> La Lune Nette (F) At*
Mouvement des Oasis en Tous Lieux
F
BP 14 | 07230 Lablachere
+33-(0)475393744

contact@oasisentouslieux.org

GEN Finland
SF

Suomen kestavan elamantavan yhteisot ry

skey@rihmasto.fi Hrihmasto.fi/skey

->Keuruun Ekokyla (SF)

*¥*

Braziers Park
UK

Braziers Park School of Integrative Social Research
Ipsdcn, Wallingford | 0X10 6AN Oxfordshire

iÿadmin@braziers.org.uk Bwww.braziers.org.uk
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->Culdees (UK) *¥*
->The Findhorn Foundation (UK) «¥*

->Kalikalos (CR)
Meltemi
GR

Rafina & Nh@power.ece.ntua.gr

->Pelion Holistic Education Centre (CR)

-> Biofalu Mariahalom (H) *¥*
Galgafarm - Ecovillage Initiative*#*
H

Gaia Foundation | Fo 337, ut 83 | 2193 Galgahevfz

gaia@zpok.hu,gaboreszter@gaiaalapitvany.hu

Hwww.gaiaalapitvany.hu

->Gyurufu Ecovillage (Gyurufu) (H)
Hungarian Living Villages Network
H

Torok Ignac utca 3. | 2835 Agostyan
C? ideirhacc@gmail.com Qwww.elofaluhalozat.hu

Space Sancturay
FH

moni.patkos@gmail.com

-ÿAssociazione

Culturale Torri Superiore (I) *#*

-ÿConsolida (I)

*#*

-ÿDamanhur (I)
-ÿGiardino

*#*

della Gioia (I) *#*

La Citta della Luce*#*
I

Via Porcozzone, 17 | 60010 Ripe, frz Passo Ripe (AN)
info@lacittadellaluce.org, melania@reiki.it Hwww.reiki.it

->La Comune di Bagnaia (I) *#*

curotopia
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Rete Italiana dei Villagi Ecologici - RIVE
I

Torre di Mezzana, Via di Mezzana 1 | 59025 Cantagallo (PO)
S +39-055-32157-29, +39-3336444255

iÿ>segreteria@ecovillaggi.it Hwww.ec6villaggi.it

->Cloughjordan Ecovillage (IRL)
Solheimar vistvaent bygg&arhverfi - Solheimar Eco village*#-*
IS

Selfoss l?lgap@solheimar.is

->Kibbuz Lotan (IL) «¥•*
Balkan Ecovillage Network (BEN)
HR

A.pl. Zdencaja 3 | 10410 Velika Gorica Igt marijana.lesar@gmail.com

Eco Farm in Pajiesmeniai
LT

Sodo str. 3
LT-39449 Pajiesmeniai

-T ..

S+370-(8)603-29485

'

iÿlgerai.Iabai@gmail.com

Hwww.camperplace-ltu.page.
tl/wwoof-lithuania.htm

t

Schastlivoe
MOL 107/1 Tarinei Steet Apartment 7
2069 Chisinau

schastlivoe@gmail.com
aline_shnay@hotmail.com

S3

Hschastlivoe.com

Hurdal Ecovillage
N

Gjoeding Caard | 2090 Hurdal

a

J

Hwww.hurdalecovillage.no

*3*
'

0

O'
.

Norske 0kosamfunn Forening
N

Gjoding Caard | 2090 Hurdal

Academie Tokudu Ecodorp Bergen
NL

Jaap Weijandweg 20 | 1862XL Bergen

I?mailfrcdjan@gmail.com Hwww.ecodorpbergen.nl
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Albeweging
NL

Dekenstraat 3 | 51 75 SH Loon op Zand
l?lwweel@xs4all.nl Bwww.albewcging.nl

Ecodorp Groenlingen
NL

Regentessestraat 19 | 971 7 ME Groningen S’ +31-(0)61 7308414

ecogroenlingen@gmail.com Bwww.ecodorpgroeningen.nl

Ecovillage Brabant (NL)
Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland
NL

info@ecodorp.nl, fiwww.ecodorp.nl

Awakened Life Project
P

Conscious Evolution & Integral Ecology
Quinta da Mizarela | 3305-031 Benfeita S + 351-(0)966333187

awakenedlifeproject.org Hwww.awakenedlifeproject.org

Peace Research Village Middle East
P

Monte Cerro | 7630 Colos

tÿaida.shibli@gmail.com Bwww.prv-association.org

->Tamera (P) «•¥*

->Terramada (P) At*

Ecovillage Grishino (RliS) At*
REEN
RUS Russian Ecovillage and Ecoinitiatives Network
ul. Korablestroiteley | 199397 Sankt Petersburg
S + 7-9523526052
laysanm@yandex.ru Bwww.gen-russia.ru

->Shiram (RUS)

-ÿCopii Soarelui (RO)

Kaszonszek (RO)
GEN-Sweden
S

eurotopia

Ekobyarnas Riksorganisation (ERO) | Karlberg | 64692 Gnesta
S+46-(0)706303242 l?lemilia.rekestad@gmail.com Bwww.ekobyar.se
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->Suderbyn Permaculture Ecovillage (S)

->Vedapark (S) «¥*
-ÿSociety for Harmonious Living (SK)
Cunes Koy
TR

Claire Ozel | Department of Chemistry | Middle East Technical University
06531 Ankara lÿagokmen@metu.edu.tr

->Kaz Dagi Bugdaygilleri (TR)

->Knidia Ecological Farm (TR)

Turkish National Network
TR

Visnelik Mah. Ali Fuot Giiven Cad.36/2 | Eskisehir

l?lddincel@gmail.com Sekoyer.org

Dolyna Dzherel
UE

Kiev

Pilatova@dow.com

->Buyukkonuk Eco-Village, North Cyprus (ZP)

GEN Finland/Suomen kestavan elamantavan yhteisot ry
GEN-Finland is a national network of ecovillages and other sustainable lifestyle organisa¬
tions as well as individuals who are interested in our aims and activities. We have about
10 community members. GEN Finland's aims are:
• To promote sustainable life-style and communality and to develop new forms
for them.

• To support development of new ecovillages and to strengthen collaboration of
the ecovillages in Finland and internationally.
• To follow-up and to attend the research and developing projects which support
sustainable life-style and to inform about the results and good practices.
• To reinforce the common significance of eco-communitics in the society.
• GEN-Finland's main activities (201 3):
•Partnership in two international projects in Baltic Sea Region
•Promoting European Voluntary Service projects in Finland
•Arranging annual national meeting for ecovillages
•Co-operation with permaculture activists
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•Website, email list, attending expositions
•International connections as a member of Global Ecovillage Network (GEN)
Europe and of Baltic Ecovillage Network (Ecovillage Road).
GEN Finland
SF

Suomen kestavan elamantavan yhteisot ry

l?lskey@rihmasto.fi Srihmasto.fi/skey

Organic Village Gaija (SF)
-ÿVainola (SF)

GEN Hungary/Hungarian Living Villages Network
The Hungarian Living-Village Network (or GEN-Hungary) is the non-formal organisation
which was established in the early 90's and aims to connect the sustainable communi¬
ties in the country. The network is open and grows with new communities every one or
two years.
It organizes four meetings every year, two internals for members only and two bigger
gatherings, one in summer and one in the winter. The network also runs a paperback
magazine one for every season, and an electronic newsletter every two weeks.
The main aim is to show ecovillages to the society as real alternatives to the current crisis,
and losupport newly forming communities with some basic information.

Hungarian Living Villages Network
H

Torok Ignat utca 3. | 2835 Agostyan
ideirhacc@gmail.com Swww.elofaluhalozat.hu

-ÿBiofalu Mariahalom (H)

<¥•*

-ÿGyuriifu Ecovillage (Gyurufu) (H)
Nagyszekelyi KORTE
H

KORTE - Conscious Cooperation Towards Communal Self-Sufficiency |

Nagyszekely

eurotopia

kortemag@googlegroups.com
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GEN Sweden/Ekobyarnas Riksorganisation

Swedish Ecovillage Association
ERO (former Njord) was born anew
in 2010, after nearly 20 years of
"sleep". The international project

"Ecovillages for Sustainable Rural
Development" in the baltic region
was an important reason for its
renewal and also created opportu¬
nities to research the current life of
ecovillages and eco-communities
in Sweden. You find a list of the
communitites at ekobyar.se. Another
website that is developing in the Baltic region is ecovillageroad.eu, where ERO takes
part. ERO is also a member of Baltic Ecovillage Network as well as Associated Partner in
the upcoming international project REALS - Resilient and Ecological Approaches to Live
Sustainably, which is building networks between ecovillage movements, transition towns,
permaculture networks as well as with other sectors in the Baltic region (esp. Russia,
Sweden and Belarus). ERO organizes national/international meetings for the creation of
sustainable communities, at least once a year.

GEN-Sweden
S

Ekobyarnas Riksorganisation (ERO) | Karlberg | 64692 Gnesta
S +46-(0)706303 242

emilia.rekestad@gmail.com Qwww.ekobyar.se

->Charlottendals gSrd (S)

Stjarnsund - Center for permaculture
S

Permakultur.Stjamsund | Nedre Nybovagen 3 | 77071 Stjarnsund
3ÿ46-(0)22580303

Hstjarnsund.nu

->Suderbyn Permaculture Ecovillage (S)

German Association of Beguines
The beguines can be traced back to countless beguine farms in Flanders and over 600
towns in the German speaking world since the 13th century. The new beguine move¬
ment in Germany is a continuation of this medieval women-culture-movement, which
experienced a revival in the 1990s. Diversity is characteristic of the modern beguine
movement. There are various schools of thought: church-going Christians, ecumenical-
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cosmopolitan, feminist-spiritual, political-social. Mixtures arc widespread and no limits
are set in these areas. The umbrella association of the beguines ("Beginen e.V.") was
founded in 2004 by women from established modern beguine farms. By now, 14 beguine farms/communities from Germany arc members of the umbrella organisation. In
addition there are nearly 50 interested women facilitators. All beguine farms are purely
female housing projects, which were created by female volunteers. They are mostly
investment models with flats financially supported by government plans. There are also
privately financed flats, housing cooperative flats and flats paid for by foundations. The
concept that unites them is to be able to stay as long as possible in the home, regardless
of age. Freely elected relationships with younger women and their children can some¬
times replace a missing nuclear family. The widespread age-related poverty of women
in our society is alleviated by neighbourly help. The women living on beguine farms are
socially, politically and charitably active within their neighbourhoods in a variety of ways.
The umbrella organisation of the beguines organises annual coach trips to the historical
beguine farms in Flanders, Holland and the German towns with gothic "beguine and
women's places". On the last weekend in August of every year, the Beginen e.V. orga¬
nises a "nationwide beguine meeting". On offer are presentations and seminars about
the historical and modern beguines. The umbrella organisation distinguishes itself as the
only such organisation in Germany/Europe/the world.

Dachverband der Beginen e.V.
D

Geschaftsstelle Beginenhof | Kicbitzweg 2 | 58239 Schwerte
*1? + 49-(0)2304-252934
kontakt@dachverband-der-beginen.de
Swww.dachverband-der-beginen.de

Beginengemeinschaft Malgarten
D

Kloster Malgarten 2b | 49565 Bramsche

Hwww.beginen-in-malgarten.de/
•

Beginenhof Bielefeld
D

Bielefelder Beginenhofe e.V. | Karl-Oldewurtel-Str. 31 | 33659 Bielefeld

Hwww.bielefelderbeginenhocfe.de

Beginenhof Bochum
D

Beginen Heute e.V. Essen | Kornharpener Str. 176 | Bochum-Kornharpen

Beginenhof Dortmund
D

Verein Beginen Dortmund e.V | Gut-Heilstr. 18 | 44145 Dortmund
S-49-(0)231-3954731

info@beginenhof-dortmund.de Hwww.beginenhof-dortmund.de

Beginenhof Essen
D

Beginenhof Essen e.V. | GocthestraGe 63 - 65 | 45130 Essen

Hwww.beginenhof-essen.de
eurotopia
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Beginenhof Gelsenkirchen
D

Gelsenkirchen

Beginenhof Koln
D

Beginenhof Koln eG | Unter Linden 119 | Koln-Widdersdorf
leben@beginenhof-koeln.de Hwww.beginenhof-koeln.de

Beginenhof Meschede (geplant)
D

Meschede

inwie@gmx.de

Beginenhof Munster (geplant)
D

Beginenhof Munster e.V. |
lÿlbeginen@mucnster.de Hwww.beginenhof-muenster.de

Beginenhof Unna
D

Forderverein Beginenkultur Unna e.V. | Markische Str. 4 | 59423 Unna

->Beginenhofe Schwerte (D)

Beginenhofe Tubingen
D

Torbogenweg6 | 72070 Tubingen-Hagelloch

Hwww.beginenstiftung.de

Begineninitiative an Ems und Wieken (geplant)
D

marion.pagel@wcstoverledingen.de

Hwww.beginen-initiative-an-cms-und-wieken.co.de

Givers-Movement
The 'GIVERS-/DONATORS- or GIFT-MOVEMENT' is the "movement of people, who only
want to exchange gifts in (global) love", i.e. non-violent sharing, in order to live altogether
responsibly. We believe that one can only be truly happy (or rather "heart-joyous") by
following the conscience and leading a holistically responsible life (like a healthy cell in
the organism of the world), and that a "reason-instead-of-fists"-culture is necessary in
sufficient measure amongst people. We offer this as "PREFERABLY "UNIDEOLOGICAL"
AND "OPEN TO CONSENSUS" "(INITIAL-) AGREEMENT DENOMINATOR FOR GLOBAL
RESPONSIBILITY" to: "A FREE EARTH FOR FREE SHARING PEOPLE!" When individuals
do not align themselves according to the wellbeing of the whole, and build corresponding
responsibility-community-moulds, then there dearly cannot be any decisions which are
responsible for all. If, however, they are prepared to do so, then one should not "give"
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them other unavoidable ("ideological") content, but trust the further quest for answers
of their consensus search. We would like to form "consensus-communities of global
sharing", as a path to "global consensus democracy". For instance, we work on the
following life formulae:
1. (Truth-)pilgrims, without money or identification, on the street with billboards, as
"collectors for the communities of the future".
2. "Hospitality houses", or "families-of-the-poor" for maximum, unconditional sharing
with those in need (our core group, the "givers", merely "own" houses and land according
to "moral usage rights", i.e. through "organic interpositioning" in the interrelations of life,
without purchase, enforceable contracts etc. They live without their own commercial
electricity, water etc, just from leftovers, gifts and self-sufficiency).
3. Self-sufficient "village families" as a "survival model" for humanity, for instance as a
seedling of our "freedom garden".
Our movement is -in the sense of the search for the "smallest necessary denominator for
global responsibility" - open to people of diverse religious backgrounds and world views,
and has "spiritually non-violent" references to Jesus, Tolstoy, Gandhi, "peace pilgrims"
etc. We call people who believe that only our fundamental ideal is theoretically correct, as
"giver-allies", in completely free self-dosing of practical consequences. From the smallest
steps (participating in thought exchanges or in charitable associations etc.) up to radical
steps, everything is possible, so that nobody need be overstrained.

Schenker-Bewegung
D

Lilitopia-Projekt, Eulenweg 16 | 35260 Stadtallendorf
S +49-(0)15785065676

schenker.oeff@holistic-love.net

S www.global-love.eu, www.holistic-love.net

Andreas Paradies
D

Andreas Paradies c/o Off Off, Eulenweg 16 | 35260 Stadtallendorf
S+49-(0)15785065676 (Off Off)

l?lfdsb.ev@gmail.com Swww.global-love.eu

->avatary-land (D)

Beutelsbacher Konsens Demok(g)ratie-Werkstatt (BKDW)
D

Alternativen-Nelz Lychen | WeinbergstraGe 5 | 17279 Lychen
3 1 49-(0)1 5254033406

rempt-lychen@wcb.de Swww.konsenz.net, www.global-love.eu

-> Biotopia (D)
Freiland-Stiftung Mutter Erde
D

27232 Sulingen

+ 49-(0)15202755503, Off Off: +49-(0)1 5785065676
schenker_oeff@yahoo.de Swww.global-love.eu
eurotopia
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->Friedensgarten (D)
Haus der Gastfreundschaft (HdG) (D)

Herberge Demogratia
D

Muhlstr. 8 | 04741 Ro&wein
3Matthias: +49-(0)1 521195 3995, OffOff: +49-(0)15785065676
Q1mj1974aw@terrania.org, schenker_oeff@yahoo.de
Bwww.konsenz.net, www.global-love.eu, www.terrania.org

Lilitopia (D)
Modell fur ganzheitliche Permakultur und Demokratie
D

Welt-Zelle Marburg
MarburgrProjekt, z.Hd. Off Off, Eulenweg 16 | 35260 Stadtallendorf
3 +49-(0)157-85065676

Bglobal-neighbourhood.regioagentur.net

->Widugard (D)’
Moneyless World
www

Hmoneyless.info

Please note: There are other communities, organisations and individuals who live without money
or in "giving economy" but do not feel associated to this network or even distance themselves from\
it. We know this of Freie Erdenbuerger Trampe
They feel associated with a network they call "freie Schenkcr" ("free givers") instead.

ISKCON
The International Society for Krishna Consciousness was established in 1966 by His Divine
Grace Bhaktivedenta Swami Prabhupada, a saint from North India, in New York and
has since spread around the world. It represents one of the oldest religions of humanity.
The teachings of the Vedas go far beyond Hinduism. God is not a Hindu, Muslim or
Christian. According to the Vedas, we are all eternal spiritual souls, minute particles or
children of the same God.
The "Hare Krishnas" are known in many cities and countries, especially because of their
public performances of chanting (singing of the holy names of God), the distribution
of Prasadam (vegetarian foods consecrated to God) and their effort to distribute Vedic
literature the widest possible. In Germany there is a country community in the Bavar¬
ian Forest (Jandelsbrunn), a village-like settlement at Trier and several smaller and larger
centers. Membership in Germany is about 1,000 people, with the larger part being in
working life and practicing bhakti yoga at home. However, public events, festivals and
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celebrations take place regularly (especially on Sundays). Everyone is welcome there to
get more detailed information about the philosophy and lifestyle of the movement.
Initiated members of the community keep four regulative principles: no eating of meat,
fish or eggs, no intoxicants, no extramarital sex, no gambling. They daily practice the
mantra meditation on Krishna's holy names. There are various boards and committees
which work by voting decisions and organize the movement locally and nationally, with
the different interests of the movement's friends considered.

ISKCON Germany/Austria
D

Hauptsitz | Aarstrafte 8 | 65329 Burg Hohenstein
info@iskcon.de Qwww.iskcon.de
2 +49-61209041 07

ISKCON Kolne.V. (D)

-> Bhaktivedanta Manor (UK)
Krisna VolgyÿV*
H

Fo. 38 | 8699 Somogyvdmos

& hz@okovolgy.hu Swww.krisnavolgy.hu

->Hare Krishna Temple (I)

Kibbutz-Movement
The Kibbutz movement came into being 40 years before the foundation of the State of
Israel. It has gathered Jews from many countries, in an ongoing experiment of combining
communal living with productive work.
After the Six-Day War in 1967, a wave of volunteers from all over the world began to visit
Israel. They wished to show their goodwill towards our State and our people, by working
and living on the kibbutz while learning about the country. They are still coming in great
numbers. Today, the Kibbutz Volunteers Program Center (KPC) officially represents all
the 270 kibbutzim in Israel. It officially coordinates placement of volunteers on behalf
of the kibbutz movement. During 50 years of its existence, the KPC has sent more than
400,000 volunteers from all over the world to the Kibbutzim.
Find a list of Kibbutzim at www.kibbutz.org.il/map/hebrew.php (in Hebrew) or in English
as number 4324 on eurotopia.de/booklinks.

International Communes Desk of the Kibbutz Movements
IL

Kibbutz Volunteers Program Center (KPC)
6 Frishman Street | 61030 Tel Aviv
S +972-3-5246154/6
kpc@kibbutzvolunteers.org.il

Bwww.kibbutzvolunteers.org.il, www.kibbutz.org.il

Kibbutz Tamuz (IL)
eurotopia
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Kollektivhus NU
The Swedish Ass<x:iation Kollektivhus NU is a national association working for collaborative
housing and other alternative ways of living. The association supports existing cohouses
as well as groups intending to create new units. Originally formed in 1981, it has recently
been revitalised with the prime purpose to inform the public about cohousing as an al¬
ternative, and to influence authorities to facilitate the creation and running of such units.
A list of members can be found on the website (www.kollektivhus.nu/medlemmar.html).

Kollektivhus NU
S

c/o Dick Urban Vestbro | Doerjgraend 4 | 116 68 Stockholm
S+46-(0) 706559483

kollektivhus.nu@gmail.com W www.kollektivhus.nu

Kommuja
Kommuja is a network of communes that consider themselfes politically active. With life
in a commune we try to draw nearer to our (political) utopias, however we do not see
community as an end in itself. The groups are libertarian, emancipatory, they function in

solidarity and are inspired by ecological ideas and thought processes. The communities
within the network share the following fundamental ideas:
•We want equitable cooperation and we object to power structures. Therefore our
communes exhibit structural equality. Discriminatory structures must be uncovered
and changed. We endeavour to create comprehensibility, transparency and traceability in all communal processes. We make decisions according to the principle of
consensus, in order to find solutions that can be maintained by all. It is important
to us that the people in the commune can develop further and that there is a fun¬
damental willingness to debate, to participate in and inform about group activities.
The fundamental idea of our communal living incorporates direct communication,
we don't want to solve conflicts and differences via structures and want to treat each
other mindfully. We try to provide children with a space in which they can develop
according to their tendencies and speed, and where they can independently choose
their reference people. People of different sexual orientations and in a variety of
different relationship structures live in the communities and manifest an alternative
to the societal normalisation of the nuclear family, of single person households and
heterosexual couple relationships.
•We want to free ourselves from the prevailing models of accountancy and ownership.
Therefore our economics are based on solidarity, e.g. in that we share a communal
kitty for everyone, from which we take according to personal needs. In doing so
we question our consumer habits and make time and space for interpersonal en¬
counters. Since private ownership, ranging from capital, real estate and means of
production, leads to power inequalities and addictions, our communes are based
on communal ownership. We do not want to define people simply as a function
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of their performance. Therefore we strive to disengage from externally determined
work. In many communes work is collective and self-determined. The communes
within our network support one other through inter-personal exchanges of informa¬
tion, goods and work.

•The political communes want to change societal relationships. We already contribute
this to some extent by our alternative lifestyles. Distant goals arc egalitarian (free
and equal) structures, that enable an emancipated, solidary and ecological life. We
therefore make a stand for human togetherness and sharing, as well as against the
increasing individualisation within a society that is strongly focussed on consumption,
purchase and the exploitation of nature. The individuals within the communes are
also active in a variety of political fields, such as anti-fascism, anti-atomic energy,
BUKO, media freedom, international solidarity, preservation of cultivated plants and
anti-GM.... Further information can be found on our website (a list of associated
projects is available under the heading and/or by keyword search "communes"
to

("Kommunen").

Kommuja!
D

Netzwerk politischer Kommunen Swww.kommuja.de

->Finkenburg (D)
->Galions e.V. (D)

BE

-ÿgASTWERKe e.V. (D)

"mu

Hammer Kommune (D)

->Holunderhof e.V. (D)
Kommune Buchhagen (D)

-> Kommune Hof Rossee (D)
Kommune Karmitz (D)
Kommune Lossehof (D)

-> Kommune Niederkaufungen

Kommune Volzendorf

(D)

Kommune Uthlede (D)

Kommune Volzendorf (D)

eurotopia
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-> Kommune Waltershausen (D)
->Laakenhof (D)
->Muhle - Wohn- und Baugenossenschaft e.G. (D)

-> Schafereigenossenschaft Finkhof e.G. (D)
->SSM - Sozialistische Selbsthilfe Koln-Mulheim (D)

Villa Locomuna (D)

->Vitopia (D)

Lebenshauser
Our social system is increasingly overstrained and cannot provide the necessary feeling of
security for many people. Therefore the association "Life House - ecumenical community
for social integration" ("Lebenshaus - okumenische Gemeinschaft fur soziale Integration
e.V.") was founded in Trossingen in 1985. The founding members were nearly all active
in peace circles, various churches and/or the International Fellowship for Reconciliation.
The goal is to provide a framework for people who are looking for a protective com¬
munity, for social or mental health reasons. During the temporally restricted stay of each
"guest", we support him in his efforts to overcome his "life crisis" and help him search
for other possibilities in life. In 1987 we were able to move into a renovated listed build¬
ing, a former factory in Trossingen. In the meantime, further "life houses" have arisen in
Southern Germany, which fulfil essentially the same goals as the Lebenshaus in Trossingen
and are connected with one another, but not part of the same "organisation". Wc meet
once a year for an exchange of experiences.

Lebenshauser
D

Kirchstr. 23 | 78647 Trossingen
S 4- 49-(0)7425-1 446

Qwww.lebenshaus-trossingen.de

Lebenshaus Heitersheim e.V (D)

-> Lebenshaus im Chiemgau (D)
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Lebenshaus Schwabische Alb
D

Bubenhofenstr. 3, Postfach 1145 | 72501 Gammertingen
3 + 49-(0)7574-2862
info@lebenshaus-alb.de Swww.lebenshaus-alb.de

Lebenshaus Trossingen
D

Oekumenische Gemeinschaft fur Sozialc Integration e.V.
Kirchstr. 23 | 78647 Trossingen S+49-(0)7425-1446

Bwww.lebenshaus-trossingen.de

L'Arche (Jean Vanier)/Federation Internationale des
Communautes de L'Arche
A L'Arche community is...
... mutual relationships: At the heart of L'Arche communities are relationships between
people with and without intellectual disabilities. A respectful relationship between
people who treat each other as of equal value provides security, allowing for growth,
personal development and freedom to become more fully the people we want to be.
Most importantly, mutual relationships foster the acceptance of each person as a unique
and valuable individual, whatever his or her abilities or disabilities.
... spirituality: From its first community, founded in France in the Roman Catholic tradition,
many other communities have been established in various cultural and religious traditions.
Today, faith life continues to be an essential element of all L'Arche communities, which may
be rooted in a particular faith tradition or have an ecumenical or an inter-faith character.
Communities are respectful of the particular faith traditions of people who come to the
community and seek to support members to deepen in their own faith experience and
values, whether they situate themselves within or outside a religious affiliation.
... know-how: Almost 50 years of experience and cooperative work with doctors, psycholo¬
gists, social workers and other professionals have enabled L'Arche communities to develop
strong competencies and a high standard of quality in the field of care-giving. In several
countries, L'Arche is called upon by governments for advice on policy formation.
... community life: Living with others emphasises what a person can accomplish, give
and learn. Just as in a family, all members of the community are responsible for the
group's well-being, be it at home, in a workshop or a day programme, through cooking
or washing up, through a helping hand, a smile or a joke.

Federation Internationale des Communautes de L'Arche
F

L'Arche Internationale | 25, rue Rosenwald | 75015 Paris
S+33-(0)153-680800
international@larche.org Swww.larche.org

L'Arche Germany and Austria
D

Hofbauers Kamp 6 | 49545 Tecklenburg S +49-(0)5482-4018984

l?lregion@arche-deutschland.de Qwww.arche-deutschland.de
eurotopia
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-> Arche Ravensburg (D)
L'Arche Bognor Regis (UK)

->Skupnost Barka (SLO)

L'Arche de Lanza del Vasto
The Community of the Ark is a non-violent and spiritual international commune that was
founded in France in 1948 by Lanza del Vasto. Lanza del Vasto was a philosopher and a
non-violence activist disciple of Mahatma Gandhi. The Ark is a community of workers.
The members believed strongly in the principle of "bread labor", expounded by Gandhi
and Tolstoy. They prefer to use simple tools, powered by hand or animal, believing that
complicated machinery is a product of human greed.
The Companions grew all their vegetables and much of their grain using horses and hand
methods in organic agriculture.

L'Arche de Lanza del Vasto
F

La Borie Noble | 34650 Roqueredonde

[?cremersylvia@hotmail.com 5www.arche-nonviolence.eu
(D)

->L' Arche de Saint Antoine (F)
->La Borie Noble (F)

L0S - Landforeningen 0kologisk Samfund/
The Danish Association of Sustainable Communities
A preliminary meeting of socially, ecologically and spiritually orientated communities took
place at Fjordvang farm in Thy, Denmark, January 1993. This meeting led to the forma¬
tion of a network of Sustainable Communities. The purpose is: To further and enhance
a way of life that makes possible wholesome cycles between Human Beings and Nature,
in a caring and respectful way towards all sentient beings and our natural resources, as
decribed in the following common vision statement:

• L0S is dedicated to establishing living environments that are ecologically and
socially sustainable in rural, as well as in urban areas.

• Co-operation based on ecological, social and spiritual awareness.
* Ethical and ecological use of energy resources - mineral, biological, human and
cultural.
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• Autonomy, intimacy and accountability in governance and economy.
• Openness to multiplicity of views of life and ways of living.
• Being instrumental in bringing about an awareness of global interconnected¬
ness.

• The creation of ecological and socially sustainable communities in rural and
urban areas.

• The co-operation between communities with social, spiritual and ecological
approaches.
• Etical and ecological use of biological, mineral, human, energetic and cultural
resources.

• Autonomy, proximity and accountability in governance and economy.
• Tolerance of diversity in approaches to life and ways of living.
• Promotion of awareness of global interconnectedness.
• Continously letting the vision evolve through seminars, vision quests and work
forums.
A list of our members can be found at www.okosamfund.dk/medlemmer

L0S (Landsforeningen for 0kosamfund)
The Danish Association of Sustainable Communities

DK

S +31-143377

-ÿA-70

info@okosamfund.dk

Swww.okosamfund.dk

Toustrup Mark (DK)

Bjergager Solby (DK)
->Den Selvforsynende Landsby (DK)

->Dyssekilde Ecovillage (DK) At*
Freetown Christiania (DK)
->Fri& Fro (DK)

->Munkes0g3rd (DK)
->Saettedammen (Saettedammen) CF1# (DK)

Svanholm
DK

eurotopia

Svanholm Alle 2 | 4050 Skibby
&£eberhard@svanholm.dk, kirstenh@svanholm.dk Swww.svanholm.dk
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LVCW: Landelijke Vereniging Centraal Wonen
The LVCW is the Dutch association of cohousing (and other intentional) communities.
About 60 cohousing communities are member of the association, and 10 of them are in
the forming stage. In the already existing communities, there are about 1700 households,
made up of about 3000-4000 grown-ups and children.
The LVCW was founded in 1977. It is co-founder of the Federation Gemeenschappelijk
Wonen (the Dutch association of intentional communities).

LVCW: Landelijke Vereniging Centraal Wonen
NL

Postbus 19163 | 3501 DD Utrecht
info@lvcw.nl Swww.lvcw.nl

2 +31-(0)6-13015869

Mouvement des Oasis en Tous Lieux
The Oasis en Tous Lieux (meaning "Oasis in all places") are places of life whose aim is
an autonomy supported by the nourishing Earth, the reduction of the environmental
footprint, the support of multi-activities and the promotion of exchanges favoring the
reconstruction of the social link.
Established in 1995 at the initiative of Pierre RABHI (see Wikipedia article), the network
now comprises 16 different sites ranging from the small village of yurts to the eco ham¬
let. They are exchange areas which can be a combination of several homes or initiatives
which are individual or family-type. They allow the implementation of a set of knowledge,
know-how and cultural values with inter-generational solidarity practices, fighting against
exclusions, promoting agroecology and the research of autonomy. They participate in the
processes of rehabilitation and development of natural, agricultural and urban areas.

Mouvement des Oasis en Tous Lieux
F

BP 14 | 07230 Lablachere
S +33-(0)475393744

Eco-centre du pays Nantais
F

1 1EOL - La maison autonome | Route de Louisfert
44520 Moisdon la Riviere (Loire Atlantique) S + 33-(0)240076368

i?lmaison.autonome@orange.fr Swww.heol2.org

-> La Lune Nette (F)
->Le Hameau des Buis (F)

*¥*

-> Le Pre Aux Yourtes (F)
Oasis de Lentiourel
12400 SAINT-AFFRIQUE
F
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& lentiourel@orange.fr
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Oasis Pen Ann Hoat
F

Penthoatvian | 22110 Kergrist-Moelou
3 + 33-(0)6-25556695 lÿoasispenanhoat@yahoo.fr

Network of Family Estates
This German language network aims to connect projects and people who are inspired
by the family-smallholding idea in the Anastasia books, and who wish to promote the
creation of family-smallholding settlements. We introduce projects, announce meetings
and disseminate news (see website). Once or twice monthly we send out a newsletter.

Netzwerk Familienlandsitz-Siedlung
D

Zum Hollbach 9 | 34632 Jesberg-Densberg
3 +49-(0)6695 -8409000

Swww.familienlandsitz-siedlung.de

New Creation Christian Community
The New Creation Christian Community is part of the Jesus Fellowship Church (also known
as the Jesus Army). The Fellowship is an evangelical Christian church with a charismatic
emphasis. The Community consists of around 550 residents in over 60 houses around
the U.K. Each community house contains anything between six and sixty people, who
live as a large "family". Each house has a "common purse" arrangement, with members
pooling their income to meet all personal and household expenses. All members are
on an equal footing, with no privileges or extra financial incentives being accorded to
anyone, including any of the leaders. The New Creation Christian Community has pio¬
neered co-operative Christian businesses which provide paid employment for many who
were previously unemployed. We receive visitors on a temporary basis for up to twelve
months. If your stay is longer than a week, you pay a board and lodging charge, but the
remainder of your income is entirely at your disposal.

New Creation Christian Community
UK Nether Heyford | NN 7 3LB Northampton 3 +44-(0)1327-344500
info@jesus.org.uk Rwww.newcreation.org.uk

Lighthouse
UK

214 Allerton Road | Mossley Hill | LI 8 6JN Liverpool
3 +44(0)151-7241376
liverpool@jesus.org.uk

Springfield House
UK

eurotopia

2 Springfield Road | Stoneygate | LE2 3BA Leicester
3
16-2705425
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Radical Routes
Radical Routes is a co-op of co-ops in the UK. We support radical co-operatives - those
opposed to capitalist systems of hierarchy, exploitation and money as power. We support
co-operatives which are opposed to the destruction of the environment, as well as grass
roots resistance to injustice. You can find a list of members on our website.

Radical Routes (General Enquiries)
UK

do Cornerstone
16 Sholebroke Avenue | LS7 2HB Chapeltown, LEEDS
S +44-(0)113-2629365, (0)845-3304510

k$enquiries@radicalroutes.org.uk Bwww.radicalroutes.org.uk

Cornerstone Housing Co-op (UK)

Fireside Housing Co-op (UK)
-Several Farm (UK)
->Ned (UK)

Red Iberica de Ecoaldeas
Iberian Ecovillage Network (RIE) is the network that relates, connects and promotes:
• the different ecovillages wich are working in Spain and Portugal
• the different projects that are wanting to create ecovillages
• some different associations with similar objectives
• people who are living, searching, finding and expressing themselves, to be fully
present in this world: respecting the planet, respecting people.
In November 2001, the Founding Assembly of the Iberian Ecovillage Network was held
in Madrid. From then until now our main objectives are:
• sharing information and resources among network members, other individuals
or groups.
• dissemination of the concept of ecovillage and sustainable settlement
• facilitate rapprochement of people from towns and cities who want to engage
in these life forms.

Red Iberica de Ecoaldeas (RIE)
E
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d Major 11 | 17751 San Climent Sescebes (Girona)
3 + 34-630618887
alflaquer@gmail.com Swww.ecoaldeas.org
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->Matavenero y Poibueno (E)

At*

-ÿTanquian (E)

REEN (Russian Ecovillage and Ecoinitiative Network)
The Russian Ecovillage and Ecoinitiative Network existed informally from 2005, and was
formalized in 2012. It unites those eco-villages and eco- initiatives (both living in com¬
munities and not) which would like to spread their ideas of sustainable living in wider
society, as well as build up a larger and tighter community of ecovillages and intentional
communities. Today, in 2013, we have 10 full members and several associate members.
Our full members include ecovillages and ecoinitiatives from the older «wave» (created
in the 1990s) and from the young «wave» of new villages which have grown up from the
popular idea of 1-hectar kin domains (also: Anastasia-Villages).
The Ecovillage and Ecoinitiative Network supports the organization and development of
ecovillages in Russia, promotion of ideas and positive experience of ecovillages and ecoini¬
tiatives to society for preservation and recovery of Mother Earth for future generations.
Participants of the Network regardless of their confession believe that living sustainably
on our planet depends on the realization of the following principles:
• Environmental care, preservation and recovery of natural biodiversity as absolute
priority of any human activity on Earth;
• Principle of conscious minimalism coming up to replace the philosophy.of un¬
restrained, constantly growing consumerism;
• Aspiration to the personal development and spiritual growth instead of striving
to material accumulation and power;
• Peace as a universal principle concerning all sides of daily activity and interac¬
tion in the society.
REEN has several on-going projects:
1 .It conducts activities to marry the ecovillage movement with old traditional villages to
share experience and empower the villages
2. In 201 2 it conducted the Festival of eco-technologies with 40 master-classes conducted
in 4 days and 300 participants hosted, which is supposed to become an annual event
3. It conducts events for students and the general public to spread the ideas of ecovil¬
lages
4. It is developing new approaches to education in rural areas

REEN
RUS Russian Ecovillage and Ecoinitiatives Network
ul. Korablestroiteley | 199397 Sankt Petersburg
S + 7-9523526052 l?l laysanm@yandex.ru Swww.gen-russia.ru

->Bolshoj Kamen (Big Stone) (RUS)
eurotopij
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Ecovillage Crishino (RUS) «¥*

-> EcoVillage Yasnoe (RUS)
-ÿMedvinka (RUS)

*¥*

RIVE - Rete Italiana dei Villaggi Ecologici
The Italian Ecovillage Network (RIVE) is a non-profit organization which since 1997 op¬
erates with the aims of spreading the ecovillage lifestyle and supporting the intentional
communities which are present in the Italian territory. The representatives of the Italian
ecovillages meet regularly every year. The objective of the meetings is dual: sometimes
we exchange competences, share and experiment (with) tools for communication and
community interior growth; other times we organize open-days to promote the culture
and lifestyle of ecovillages.
There are about 20 ecovillages and about 25 ecovillage projects which are part of RIVE
and which cover a variety of approaches and forms. They are differently inspired by
permaculture, holism, spiritual practices, various political and social experiments, but
they all share the aim of experimenting new social and ecological approaches which are
more respectful of the Earth and the human being.
Besides ecovillages and ecovillage projects, RIVE is supported by individuals which feel
close to this view and which have increased substantially in the last years.
RIVE adhere to other networks like GEN Europe, CONACREIS (Italian holistic network),
WWOOF, and the Club of Budapest. Find a list of members on RIVE's website.

Rete Italiana dei Villagi Ecologici - RIVE
I

Torre di Mezzana, Via di Mezzana 1 | 59025 Cantagallo (PO)
3+39-055-32157-29, +39-3336444255

tÿsegreteria@ecovillaggi.it Hwww.ecovillaggi.it
"ÿAssociazione Culturale

Torri Superiore (I)

«¥*

Az. Agr. Acquasantaÿ
I

loc.. Malagronda 104 | 06062 Citta della Pieve (PG)
3 -39-0578-294099 l?lagricolaacquasanta@libero.it

->Consolida (I)

->Damanhur (I) «ÿ¥*
->E.V.A. - Ecovillaggio Autoconstruito (I)

->Giardino della Gioia (I)
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La Citta della Luce#*
I

Via Porcozzone, 17 | 60010 Ripe, frz Passo Ripe (AN)
info@lacitladellaluce.org, melania@reiki.it Bwww.reiki.it

->La Comune di Bagnaia (I)

#*

-HJtopiaggia (I)

->Villaggio Upacchi (I)

Soshona Freundeskreis
We, Soshona, are an open circle of friends which currently comprises about 100 people
from the Rhein-Main area. We strive to provide a trustworthy framework for exchanges
and experiences regarding, amongst others, the following subjects: Love, friendship, com¬
munity, spirituality, healing, children and personal development. Approximately 20-25
people come to our group meetings, which have occurred regularly since 1997. A small
and variable team organises our meetings every 4-6 weeks. Alongside group meetings
there are regular working groups who meet separately, for instance women's and men's
groups. Two communities have evolved from our midst (see below). In the summer we
organise our own summer camp and at New Year's we organise communal time with
friends from our regional network. On two further long weekends in the year we meet
for communal time. We celebrate seasonal festivities with the help of our fire pit and
rituals. It's worth being amongst us! Interested people are welcome!

Soshona
D

Schlegelstr. 12 | 63128 Dietzenbach
S +49-(0)6074-4811218
soshonien@yahoo.de Rwww.soshona.de

Lebensgemeinschaft Berstadt (D)
->Maibacher Schweiz - Lebensgemeinschaft und Seminarhaus
(D)

Tenne-Steinfurth
D

&

Steinfurther Hauptslr. 18-20
61231 Bad Nauheim
+49(0)6032-868719

Bwww.gemeinschaft-tenne-steinfurth.wcebly.com

eurotopia
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Twelve Tribes
Our life in the Communities of the Twelve Tribes can be compared to a beehive: Bees
have no concern for themselves but have a common identity. As you come near the hive,
you can hear an exciting buzz as they go about the many tasks necessary to keep the hive
alive. The workers are responsible to collect nectar and guard the hive. The young bees
keep the hive in good condition, feed the larvae, and support in other household chores.
There is never a dull moment in the busy life of a little bee. This is much like the life that
we have. No matter what we do, we love to do it together. Daily we gather to thank our
Master for His salvation, and to hear Him speak to us through one another. This gathering
keeps alive a genuine love and care for each other. As we work, we take advantage of
the daily situations, guarding ourselves from the selfishness and pride that would come
in to separate us and take away our love. Our children are a vital part of our life. We not
only educate them, but we work with them to accomplish the simple tasks necessary to
maintain a family life. Our life is not a dull routine of chores, but is full of the warmth
that comes from the sweet fellowship of friends speaking their hearts to one another,

celebrating the Sabbath every week, and participating in weddings and festivals.
We welcome anyone to experience our life with us. Please come and see what it is like
to be part of a beehive of people expressing the warmth and love of our Creator.

Communities of the Twelve Tribes
D

Gemeinschaft in Klosterzimmern | Klosterzimmern 1 | 86738 Deiningen
3 + 49-(0)9081-2901062
kontakt2013@zwoelf-staemme.de Swww.zwoelf-staemme.de

Komunita v Mseckych Zehrovicfch
CZ

Msecke Zehrovice 137 | 27064 MSec
A

+420-721305558

I?>kontakt2013@dvanactkmenu.cz

Zwolf Stamme Gemeinschaft in Klosterzimmern
D

Klosterzimmern 1 | 86738 Deiningen
3 + 49-(0)9081-2901062
E$kontakt201 3@zwoelf-staemme.de

Swww.twelvetribes.org/de

Zwolf Stamme Gemeinschaft in Wornitz
D

Georg-Ehnes-Platz 2 | 91637 Wornitz
3-49-(0)9868-959516

woernitz@zwoelf-staemme.de ywww.twelvetribes.org/dc

Community of the Twelve Tribes in Irun
E

Communidad de Irun | Barraka 88 | 20305 Irun, Guipuzcoa
3-ÿ34-943632316
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l?l barracas@docetribus.com Hwww.docetribus.org

Networks of Communities & Ecovillages
Community of the Twelve Tribes in San Sebastian
E

Paseo Ulfa 375 | 20013 San Sebastian, Cuipuzcoa
3 + 34-(0)943-327983
uliakolabea@sentidocomun.net .Qwww.docetribus.com

Communaute de Sus
11, Route du Haut Bearn | 64190 Sus-Navarrenx
F
3 + 33-(0)55966-1 428
Bwww.douzetribus.com

Stentwood Farm
UK

do Philip Parish | Dunkeswell, Honiton | EX14 4RW Devon
3 +44-(0)1823-681155

Bwww.stentwoodfarm.co.uk
Please refer to the chapter "Who is Community" on pages 36ff as to why we do not publish
the detailed descriptions of individual Twelve Tribes Communities

Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland
Vereniging Ecodorp is the Dutch network organisation for ecovillages.
In the Netherlands there are no ecovillages as such. At the same time there are over 50
existing projects, from communities to ecodistricts to co-housing projects. And at present
there are another 30 initiatives for new ecovillages and communities. Ranging from Anas¬
tasia villages and squatted military sites to a new neighbourhood with earthships.

De Vlierhof (D)

->De Bongerd (NL)
De Hobbitstee
NL Van Zijlweg 3 | 8351 H.W. Wapserveen/Drente
3 4-31-(0)521-321324
hobbitslee@ddh.nl Qwww.leefgemeenschapdehobbitstee.nl

De Waterspin (NL)

De Wonne (NL)

Evangelical Community Elim (NL)
Franciscaans Milieuproject (NL)
eurotopia
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Networks of Communities & Ecovillages
->GWL-terrein (NL)

->Sidhadorp (NL)

WWOOF (World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms)
WWOOF is a worldwide movement linking volunteers with organic farmers and grow¬
ers to promote cultural and educational experiences based on trust and non monetary
exchanges, thereby helping to build a sustainable global community. We are primarily a
network of farmers and growers - but many of our farms are run by communities.
Please join a national WWOOF group, then you will be able to access its database of
farms and start making (travelling) plans. National WWOOF offices are printed boldly in
the following list. The other addresses arc projects in our books who are also WWOOF-

members.

WWOOF International
UK World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms | Green Fish Resource
Centre, 46-50 Oldham Street | M4 1LE Manchester
contact@wwoof.net Qwww.wwoof.net

->Lebens- und Innovationsraum Schonwasser (A)
WWOOF Austria
A

Elz99 | 8182 Puch/Weiz
2 + 43-(0)676-5051639 (Monday-Thursday 18-20 Uhr)
office@wwoof.at Swww.wwoof.at

WWOOF Bulgaria
Swww.wwoofbulgaria.org

BG

WWOOF Schweiz
CH

Postfach 25 | 8124 Maur

t?l wwoof@gmx.ch Swww.zapfig.com/wwoof .
WWOOF Czech Republic
CZ

mail@wwoof.cz

Swww.wwoof.cz

->Eine Spinnerei (D)

-> Hofgemeinschaft Uranushof (D)
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Kastanienhof (D)

-> Kombinat Catschow (D)
Naturinsel Drachenmuhle
D

Regenbogenland | Zur Miihle | 04769 Mugeln OT Schweta
S +49-(0)34362-44390
C$5 info@drachenmuehle.de Hwww.drachenmuehle.de

WWOOF Deutschland
D

-ÿZar

Freiwillige Heifer auf okologischen Hofen e.V
Postfach 210259 | 01263 Dresden info@wwoof.de Hwww.wwoof.de

Nekla die Zweite (D)

WWOOF Denmark
info@wwoof.dk Hwww.wwoof.dk

DK

El Pardal (E)
WWOOF Spain
E

info@wwoof.es Hwww.ruralvolunteers.org

WWOOF Estonia
EE

info@wwoof.ee

Hwww.wwoof.ee

Domaine de Magot
F

81330Vabre ’S

t 33-(0)G350-4802

Le Camp du Geai (F)

Le Pre Aux Yourtes (F)

-> Ramounat (F)
WWOOF France
F

hello@wwoof.fr Qwww.wwoof.fr

->Hockerton Housing Project CH#

(UK)

-ÿWoodhead Community (UK)

eurotopia
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WWOOF United Kingdom
UK

E$info@wwoof.org.uk Swvvw.wwoof.org.uk

WWOOF Grece
GR

info@wwoofgreece.org Swww.wwoofgreece.org

WWOOF Hungary
H

info@wwoof.hu

Swww.wwoof.hu

Az. Agr. AcquasantaÿV*
I

loc. Malagronda 104 | 06062 Citta della Pieve (PG)
3 +39-0578-294099

WWOOF Italia
I

109 via Casavecchia | 57022 Castagneto Carducci
3 + 39-(0)565-765001 l?l info@wwoof.it Swww.wwoof.it

WWOOF Ireland
IRL

infowwoofireland@gmail.com Swww.wwoof.ie

WWOOF Israel
IL

info@wwoof.org.il Swww.wwoof.org.il

Eco Farm in Pajiesmeniai
LT

Sodo str. 3 | LT-39449 Pajiesmeniai
Sÿ370-(8)603-29485

lÿgerai.Iabai@gmail.com Swww.camperplace-

Itu.page.tl/wwoof-lithuania.hlm

WWOOF Lithuania
LT

info@wwoof.lt

Swww.wwoof.lt

WWOOF Macedonia
MAZ tÿlwwoof.macedonia@gmail.com Qwww.wwoofmacedonia.org

WWOOF Moldova
MOL

dumitruboaghe@yahoo.com Hwww.wwoofmoldova.org

WWOOF Norway
N

mette@wwoofnorway.org Bwww.wwoofnorway.org

->La Belle Verte (P)
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WWOOF Portugal
P

info@wwoof.pt Hwww.wwoof.pt

WWOOF Poland
PL

wwoofpolska@10g.pl Hwww.wwoofpoland.wall.fm

->Medvinka (RUS)
->Stanciova Village (RO) *¥•*
WWOOF Romania

Hwww.wwoof.ro

RO

WWOOF Sweden
S

contact@wwoof.se Hwww.wwoof.se

WWOOF Serbia
SRB
info@wwoofserbia.org Hwww.wwoofserbia.org

WWOOF Turkey
TR

info@tatuta.org Hwww.wwoofturkey.org

WWOOF Independents
www

ian.baird@wwoofindependents.org
•vra A

hi
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Useful Addresses
In this section we list further useful addresses - of organisations that deal with living in
community or work in other ways for sustainability; of places that are no communities
but might be interesting for our readers nevertheless, or of other further resources for
communal life. Again, the descriptions were provided by the described; in some cases
we have edited the entries ourselves from material that is available to the public.

The addresses arc listed in alphabetical order (first countries, then projects' names).
For internet resources that are not country specific we have invented the country
internet" which you can find between Hungary and Italy. Symbols are explained
in the legend at the end of the book. The addresses are presented in the way you
would address a letter: The vertical line | stands for a line break in the postal address;
remember to add the country name if you actually mail a letter.

Austria
Fur die Erde, fur das Leben / Arbeitskreis Hopi Osterreich
Obersdorf 35 | 8983 Bad Milterndorf
S -t 43-(0)3623-2677 £?loffice@impuls-aussee.at Swww.impuls-aussee.at
Following the disbandment of the working group "Hopi Austria" and the association
"For the Earth, for Life" (1994), Alexander Buschenreitcr and his family continue
their discussions amongst a small group of friends and interested parties, as well as
with traditional Hopi and other Native American Indians as a personal initiative. In
this spirit, the transfer of donations and exchange of information continues.

Internationale Bibliothek fur Zukunftsfragen
Robert-Jungk-Stiftung | Robert-Jungk-Platz 1 | 5020 Salzburg
S+43-(0)662-873206

Bwww.jungk-bibliothek.at, www.prozukunft.org
In our interdisciplinary library we are gathering best practice models for sovereignty
in the areas of energy and food as well as new models of living. Reviews about
new books can be downloaded at www.prozukunft.org. In our own publications
we speak about new models of welfare in a world of solidarity.

Pioneers of Change
Lindengasse 2/14 | 1070 Wien

i

Sff+43-(0)1-5246846-0

Bpioneersofchange.at
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"Pioneers of Change" is a growing community dedicated to the transformation
of society. Since 2010 we have offered year-long educational programmes for
changemakers in an early stage - a powerful process to wake up to the individual
and collective potential, liberating the inner truth and creating passionate projects
for a more beautiful world.

projektentfaltung
Ballabeneweg 2/1 | 2424Zurndorf 2 +43-(0)720-978837
Swww.projektentfaltung.at
We live in exciting times full of change. And we are lucky to be able to co-create these changes in a responsible and joyful manner. Our organisation ("Project
Development7"Projektentfaltung") supports community founders and existing
communities in doing so, and offers workshops and consultation for successful
project development. Contact us today!

Belgium
Friends of the Earth Europe
Rue d-Edimbourg 26 | 1050 Bruxelles

2 + 32-(0)2-8931000
info@foeeurope.org Swww.foeeurope.org
Friends of the Earth Europe campaigns for sustainable and just societies and for
the protection of the environment. FoEE unites more than 30 national groups with
thousands of local groups and is part of the world's largest grassroots environmental
network, Friends of the Earth International.

Kairos Europa
Brussels Office | Avenue du Parc Royal 3 | 1020 Bruxelles
Swww.kairoswb.com
3 4 32-(0)2-7623920
Kairos Europa is a decentralized European network of initiatives and organisations,
many of whom are from an ecumenical background. Goal: a socially just and
ecological economic order linked with a financial order that is based on humanity
and tax justice. In Belgium, with the two networks "Reseau pour la Justice fiscale"
(RJF) and FAN (Financieel Aktie Network); at the international level with Tax Justice
Network (www.laxjustice.net) and Global Alliance for Tax Justice.

Samenhuizen
Roland Kums | Toekomststraal 6 | 1800 Vilvoorde
2 +32-(0)489926464 l?linfo@samenhuizen.be Swww.samenhuizen.be
Samenhuizen is a Flemish non-profit organisation that promotes and supports all
types of collaborative/intentional housing.

eurotopia
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Denmark
Eco-net
Network for ecological education and practice | /Ertevej 120, Egense
5700 Svcndborg S +45-62244324/ +45-40734324 (mobile)
l?)eco-net@eco-net.dk Hwww.cco-nct.dk, www.balancingact.dk
Network, ecology and education: Founded in 1994 to establish a foundation for
information, exchange of experience and dialogue about initiatives in promoting a
sustainable development in Denmark - by spreading information about meetings,
courses etc., and by establishing connections between projects and people. New
projects and ideas are presented at our annual meeting.

Foreningen Gaia Trust
Stavnsholt Gydevej 52 | 3460 Birkerod S +45-(0)454255-81/-11

hildurjackson@gaia.org,rossjackson@gaia.org Hwww.gaia.org
Gaia Trust, Denmark, is a charitable entity supporting sustainability projects around
the world since 1987. Two NGOs especially have been supported for many years and
continue to be supported, namely (1) Global Ecovillage Network and (2) Gaia Educa¬
tion. Many other smaller projects receive supporting grants from time to time.

Fornyet Energi/Renewable Energy
0brovej 9 | 4295 Stenlille
fornyetenergi@fornyetenergi.dk Hwww.fornyetenergi.dk
Renewable Energy (Danish: Fornyet Energi) is an architecture- and building firm.
We help with projecting work, consulting, practical building and workshops. Our
designs include COB, passive solar, mass- and rocket stoves, light, "no waste of
space", clay in many ways, and smart sanitation. Building with consciousness &
care - for humans & environment.

Finland
Vegaaniliitto
Suvilahdenkatu 4 | 00500 Helsinki
l?lin fo@vegaaniIiit to.fi Hwww.vegaaniliitto.fi
We are the Finnish Vegan society and promote and support a vegan lifestyle. The
Society publishes a quarterly magazine "Vegaia". We attend exhibitions and festi¬
vals as well as give talks to a variety of organisations as part of our outreach work.
We aim to make veganism an easily adopted and widely recognised approach to
reducing animal and human suffering and environmental damage by means of
meaningful, peaceful and factual dialogue with individuals and organisations.
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France
Domaine de Magot
81330 Vabre 3 + 33-(0)6350-4802
A loose association of creative people, 30 ha within the Natural Park of the Langue¬
doc. A good place for people who need time to reconnect with nature and their
deeper selves and who are willing and able to work for 30 hrs per week. Minimum
stay 2 wks, longer if it feels good for everybody. Restored vintage caravans serve
as self-contained accommodation.

Eco Etho Research & Education Centre
La Combre | Bezaudun sur Bine | 26460 Drome
3 f 33-(0)475532027
marthe@horseridingfrance.com

Hwww.eco-etho-recherche.com, www.horseridingfrance.com
We have a MULTI-SPECIES COMMUNITY. It is a new concept in community liv¬

ing, not only with humans.
Our ecological farm is a self-sustaining, diversified high net yielding agriculture that
integrates wildlife and all the domestic animals in a system of equal consideration.
The whole farm is a nature reserve.
We host an international conference on the future of agriculture, a multi species ballet
illustrating cooperative teaching and cognition of our animals and humans, and a farm
open day to show what has been achieved in 10 years in this difficult mountain envi¬
ronment. We are looking for people to take over the management or ownership.

F.E.V.E

\

Formation et Experimentation du Vivre Ensemble
Place de I'Abbaye | 38160 Saint Antoine L' Abbaye
3 4 33-(0)476364825 C$feve@feve-nv.com

s'

Hwww.feve-nv.com
Every year since 2010, the community FEVE (stands for
"training and experimenting: living together") welcomes
10 persons aged between 22 and 40 with their families.
The training includes sharing the life of the community,
and teachings about inner life, non-violence, coopera¬
tion, group dynamics.

X
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Folleterre EuroFaerie Sanctuary
Les Groulots, Route de la Montagne | F-70270 Ternuay-Melay-et-Saint-Hilaire
3 133-(0)384638940
info@folleterre.org Hwww.folleterre.org
We are queers of all ages, genders, shapes and sizes of all races, nationalities, faiths

who connect to life and each other
through the blessings of nature
the power of the heart

curotopia
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through listening and sharing our stories
through our bodies and spirits
and through humour, drag, song, good food, drumming,
trance, massage, ritual, play, sensuality, spirituality and sexuality
we welcome all who wish to explore living and being this way.

Jardins felins
8 rue Descambis | 47210 Villereal
Hwww.foyerfelin.free.fr
S +33-(0)663610674
Jardins felins is an animal rescue organisation with resident cats and occasional
wildlife. A small international community of caring people run this place in south
west France. Volunteers are always welcome and are invited to make contact by
phone before setting off for this destination, especially as we are moving house

this year.

Reseaux Esperance
53, avenue Paul Doumer | 78360 Montesson
S + 33-(0)143375542
agnes.cat@orange.fr

Hreseauxesperance.org

Founded in 1979, Reseaux Esperance continues with thing-and-actions related
groups of people, working on new behaviour and individual/collective ways of life,
for a human and ecologically sustainable world. We publish a quarterly bulletin.
More information on the website.

Germany
Aktiv Hof Schlehdorf
Place for Unfolding of Potential | Kirchstrafte 21 | 82444 Schlehdorf
S i 49-(0)8851-9291980
info@aktivhof-schlehdorf.de Hwww.aktivhof-schehdorf.de
The "Aktiv-Hof Schlehdorf" ("Schlehdorf Active Farm") is a cooperatively organised
smallholding with social agriculture, permaculture, a seminar space and oppor¬
tunities for young people. It offers people of all ages the opportunity to actively
participate in the creation of models for a sustainable life and economy.

ARTABANA
Manholding 15 | 83339 Chieming
info@artabana.de Hwww.artabana.de
ARTABANA is a solidary institution which helps its members with medical needs.
Through ARTABANA, members support each other with:
•solidaric aid in case of need, disease and unhappiness
•training of solidarity & responsibility
•growth of trust due to active community building
2+49-(0)8669-789-7216
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•unlimited freedom of choice regarding personal therapy
•motivation for healthy lifestyles

Aufbruch - anders besser leben
c/o Aufbruch-Buro | An den Sekenkampen 8 | 34434 Borgentreich
5? + 49-(0)5643-947232
C?laufbruch@anders-besser-leben.dc Svvww.anders-besser-leben.de
An initiative for people who want to structure their daily lives differently, who want
to live more holistically and communally, who want to take personal responsibility
for their dream of a different, better world.

Auroville International (AVI) Deutschland e.V.
Solmsstrasse 6 | 10961 Berlin
info@auroville.de Hwww.auroville.de
3? -t-49-(0)30-42803150
AVI is a regional contact point of the world¬
wide network around the large, international,
eco-spiritual Auroville settlement in India. The
association gives information about Auroville,
ist ideals and the latest developments, creating
a network of people interested in Auroville.

Further contact info for Europe at
www.auroville-international.org

AWIG - Verein fur gemeinschaftliches
Wohnen e.V.
Ehrlichstr. 3 | 01067 Dresden
3? 4 49-(0)351-4662914
awigdd@web.de Hwww.awigverein.de
AWIG- Association for Communal Living ("AWIG - Verein fur gemeinschaftliches
Wohnen e.V.") offers: consultation for citizens of different age-groups regarding
communal living, support during the establishment of housing projects, exchanges
of experiences with other interested people and living initiatives, contact persons
for existing projects, networking between initiatives and initiators.

be utopia!
Mariannenstrasse 5 | 10997 Berlin
S+49-(0)176-28040118

claudiawcpner@web.de Hwww.utopiaberlin2013.wordpress.com/utopia
Utopia makes it possible to experience community and brings people together
with the help of art, dance, meditation, theatre and music. The Utopia Initiative
was created out of a deep yearning for community and networking in the place
where we live: Berlin, not in the peaceful land-based communities or somewhere
far away. We are always open to dedicated people - like YOU!

eurotopia
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Beutelsbacher Konsens Demok(g)ratie-Werkstatt (BKDW)
Alternativen-Netz Lychen | WeinbergstraGe 5 | 17279 Lychen
2+49-(0)15254033406

rempt-lychen@web.de Swww.konsenz.net, www.global-love.eu
We want to develop a sort of "community-laboratory", where humans can at least
find a "basis-liberty" in the sense of self-orientation and free choice: to get the
possibility to widen their horizons and to see all alternatives for the choices in life,
without censorship or filtering, really getting the abilities to make free choices - in¬
stead of all the manipulation and usurpation around us. We put our hope on truth
and love as the strongest powers in the world, which always keeps open an exit
from the global destruction, and a chance for healing our souls and the world!

Bildungs-und Begegnungsstatte fur gewaltfreie Aktion e.V.
KURVE Wustrow | Kirchstr. 14 | 29462 Wustrow
S+49-(0)5843-98710

l?l info@kurvewustrow.org Hwww.kurvewustrow.org

The focal points of our peace work are: trainings and workshops irt civil nonviolent
conflict transformation, sending civil peace workers into the world's crisis regions,
as well as the organisation and supervision of a voluntary year for young people.

Bundesverband der Regionalbewegung e.V.
Museumstrafte 1 | 91555 Feuchtwangen
S+49-(0)9852-1381

info@regionalbewegung.de Hwww.regionalbewegung.de
The Federation of German Regional Movements ("Bundesverband der Regional¬
bewegung e.V.") comprises, supports and connects diverse activities in the field
of regional sustainable development. The federation considers regionally based
economic policy to play an important role in securing and creating work, in pre¬
serving regional identity and improving quality of life.

Dorfgeist
Vernetzung und Umsetzung von Gemeinschaftsprojckten
Gruner-Jager-Weg 2 | 21365 Adendorf
S +49-(0)1 754333778
info@dorfgeist.de Hwww.dorfgeist.de
Dorfgeist ("village spirit") is both a philosophy and platform to encourage a region.
It concerns a society where common welfare comes before profit. Dorfgeist offers
information about eco-ligent life, as well as cross-linking people with their potential
capacity and resources.
Via an educational institution it is possible to support unemployed people on
their way into self-employment within own housing-, farm-, village-, district and

multigenerational projects.

DRK Beratungsstelle LebensWohnraum
fur Rheinland-Pfalz | Mitternachtsgasse 6 | 55116 Mainz
S+49-(0)6131-26933
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Minfo@drk-lebenswohnraum.de Qwww.drk-lebenswohnraum.de
State information centre for communal living, for information and consultation,
meeting place and exchange of experiences, access to coaching and expertise,
organisation of educational events and conferences.

ecovillage e.V.
c/o Hans-Rolf Brinkmann | Glogauer Weg 38 | 49088 Osnabruck
S -f 49-(0)541-445941 Mecovillage@gmx.de Qwww.ecovillage.de
The purpose of this nationwide, registered and not-for-profit association is the
advancement of environmental protection and of the collective, or society as a
whole. Amongst other things we do this by supporting ecovillages and by having
founded one. In the surroundings of the association, a community project has
been under way since 2011.

Erd Charta (Earth Charter - German Office)
Deutsche Koordinierungsstelle der internationalen Erd-Charta Initiative
Mittelstraftc 4 | 34474 Diemelstadt-Wethen
S03694-1417 Mlinfo@oeiew.de Qwww.erdcharta.de
The Earth Charter (EC) is an international declaration of the basic ethical principles
for worldwide sustainable development. Amongst other things, the EC coordina¬
tion office bundles and connects EC educational activities, organises conferences,
offers workshops and talks, trains "multipliers" to teach about the EC. The EC as a
"shared global vision" wonderfully complements the local implementation of goals
of communities who care about social and economic justice, ecological unity and
participation, peace and non-violence.

Frauenlandhaus Charlottenberg
Kultur- u. Begegnungsstatte fur Frauen e.V.
HolzappelerstraGe 3 | 56379 Charlottenberg
2? +49-(0)6439-7531 Mmail@frauenlandhaus.de Swww.frauenlandhaus.de
The "women's country house" Charlottenberg ("Frauenlandhaus Charlottenberg")
was founded in 1983 by women for women. Aside from
being a holiday home, this seminar and meeting house
is an officially recognised educational establishment.
.
Approximately 80 seminars are offered annually in
further education, health, spirituality and culture. Our
fundamental concept is holistic.

Gemeinschaftsbildung (Community Building)
nach Scott Peck Gotz Brase & Team
Schloss Oberbrunn, Seeonerstr 4
83132 Oberbrunn/Pittenhart
S +49-(0)8624-8795962, +49-(0)40-22691720

eurotopia
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Mgemeinschaftsbildung@t-online.de Hwww.gemcinschaftsbildung.com
In recent years, Scott Peck's Foundation for Community Encouragement (FCE)
has become increasingly popular in German-speaking areas. It includes not only
personal disarmament and non-violent communication, but also self-government
of groups and individual contributions towards finding a path that sustains the
communal heart. We offer short and weekend workshops and are concerned with
the exploration of intensive community.

Cesellschaft fur angewandte Tiefenokologie (Deep Ecology) e.V.
Okodorf Sieben Linden | 38489 Beetzendorf 3+49-(0)39000-90862

Minfo@tiefenoekologie.de Swww.tiefenoekologie.de
Deep ecology is about the insight that the world is a living system, in which every¬
thing is connected and interdependent. It is open to the dynamics of self-organisa¬
tion of living and developing systems and sees us humans as a strand in the web of
life, interwoven into the natural connections from which we were created. Deep
ecology combines cognitive, emotional and spiritual elements and levels of tangible
societal and political actions. We offer presentations, seminars and training.

GRIBS - Kommunalburo
Letzengasse 13a | 96052 Bamberg Mlpost@gribs.net Hwww.gribs.net
We are a service bureau for alternative and green local politicians in Bavaria. Our
knowledge encompasses a pretty large pool of subjects.

Hagia Chora - ayia chora
Schule fur Geomantie | Rathausplatz 15 | 82362 Weilheim
3 +49-(0)881 -9258945 Mausbildung@hagia-chora.org

Hwww.hagia-chora.org, www.campus-hagiachora.com
"To earth a new culture". We see ourselves as co-creators of a new culture, which
is based on experiencing the Earth, and all life, as multi-dimensional, and to live

accordingly.

Hand in Hand
Gemeinschaftsberatung | cjo Okodorf Sieben Linden | 38489 Beetzendorf
3 Eva: +49-(0)39000-51 237; Kariin: -907950; Martin: -903903

Mbuero@gemeinschaftsbcratung.de Bwww.gemeinschaflsberatung.de
Our offer:

•conflict

management, moderation of communal processes, support in
finding consensus and restructuring;
•support in trust-creation, reflections on group situations, definition of

shared goals;
•advice regarding project organisation, legal status and financing
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Herberge Demogratia
Muhlstr. 8 | 04741 Ro&wein
SMatthias: +49-(0)15211953995, Off 6ff: +49-(0)15785065676

mj1974aw@terrania.org, schenker_oeff@yahoo.de
Swww.konsenz.net, www.global-love.eu, www.terrania.org
Existing since 2012 the non-profit-organization "Verein(=association) pro Beutelsbacher Consensus VBK e.V." has become the owner of the seminary-house
"Herberge Demogratia". In 2013, the "Schenkers-(givers- or gift-)Movement" and
"Terrania" became a part of it. This project supports a development of true liberty
and maturity/responsibility of people.

ijgd - Internationale Jugendgemeinschaftsdienste e. V. Bundesverein | KasernenstraGe 48 | 53111 Bonn
S +49-(0)228-2280058
workcamp.leader@ijgd.de Swww.ijgd.de
Organise international 3-week work camps, domestic and abroad. The camps are
made up of youth groups of 1 5 volunteers (16-28 years) with the goal of interna¬
tional understanding through encounters in everyday situations.

ISKCON Heidelberg e.V.
Bhakti-Yoga Zentrum | Forum5Whg4 | 69126 Heidelberg
3 + 49-(0)6221-384553
info@iskcon-heidelberg.dc Bwww.iskcon-heidelberg.de
We follow the mission of Srila Prabhupada and His ISKCON movement.

Kana
Dortmunder Suppcnkiiche e.V. | MallinckrodtstraRe 114 | 44145 Dortmund
3 +49-(0)231-839853

info@kana-suppenkueche.de Swww.kana-suppenkueche.de
A Christian grassroots community - members live independently, but commit
themselves for one year at a time to share their time, talents and a portion of their
income for the common project.
Five times a week we welcome poor and homeless people and share soup and
coffee together. We are part of the Catholic Worker movement.

Komm-Rat
Beratungsgruppe in der Kommune Niederkaufungen
Kirchweg 1 | 34260 Kaufungcn
3 t 49-(0)5605-80070
info@kommune-niederkaufungen.de
We offer project consultation for beginning or already existing groups. We can draw
on our long-term community experience. The focal points of our consultation are:
legal forms, finances, building, work, organising everyday life, pension schemes,
group dynamics, non-violent communication. Depending on needs and issues, we
provide support through supervision, moderation and future workshops.

eurotopia
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KuBiZ
Kultur- und Bildungszentrum Raoul Wallenberg | Bernkastelerstr 78 | 13088 Berlin

Bwww.kubiz-wallenberg.de
KuBiZ offers a place for all those who want to get involved in flat hierarchies, and
self-organised and emancipatory ways of living. Cooperation and mutual help are
central pillars of KuBiZ's organisational structure, the process of self-organisation
is at the core. Shared use of resources, exchange of know-how and experience
provide an important basis for emancipatory projects. We have

•The alternative media centre "Bunte Kuh" ("colourful cow")
•People working in media who would like to develop an intensive infra¬
media productions
•For craftspeople there is a wood workshop as well as a bicycle workshop.
structure for

The infrastructure of the workshop as well as the media centre are partly made
available for projects and self-help initiatives. Alongside two sets of classrooms,
there is a 180m2 assembly hall which has been renovated into a theatre, and there
is also a gymnasium. The rooms are rented out for events.

KuIturinitiative "lebendig leben"
Tierberg10/1 | 74542 Braunsbach
S +49-(0)7905-9416901 tÿanja@kulturinitiative-lebendig-leben.de

Swww.kulturinitiative-lebendig-leben.de
The cultural initiative was founded in 1988 by members of various youth groups
(scouts, Wandervogel etc.). It seeks to highlight alternative lifestyles and encourage

responsible behaviour. It organises regular festivals with artistic groups, lectures,
and music and publishes the journal "Idee und Bewegung".

L'Arche Germany and Austria
\ tofbauers Kamp 6 | 49545 Tecklenburg
S t 49-(0)5482-4018984

I? region@arche-deutschland.de Swww.arche-deutschland.de
L'Arche is a worldwide network of communities of Christian origin, in which people
with intellectual disabilities, and non-disabled people, share their lives and live to¬
gether in small houses. In Germany: Tecklenburg, Ravensburgand LandsberÿLech;
in Austria: Gries/Tirol; in Switzerland: three L'Arche-communities.

Lebensform Gemeinschaft
Marita Bergmann | Pappelweg 3 | 19217 Carlow
S +49-(0)38873-20969
marita@bergmann-seminarc.de

Swww.marita-bergmann.de, www.pappelweg-drei.de
Provides identification, consultancy, guidance and training for persons seeking
communities, for groups in the founding process, and for existing communities in
the form of seminars and supervision.
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Liebeskunst-Netzwerk Berlin
Leben und Lieben in Gemeinschaft | Wilhelmshavener Strafte 27 | 10551 Berlin
2 +49-(0)1 76-96839290

Bwww.liebeskunst-netzwerk.de
The "Liebeskunst-Netzwerk Berlin" (Art of Love Network Berlin) is located in Ber¬
lin/Germany. It brings people into contact who are interested in "living and loving
in community." The contacts are made through the "Liebeskunst-Newsletter".
Readers can invite people for common events, such as breakfast, cooking, movie
night and forum. The newsletter also provides news from community projects in
and around Berlin, sometimes also nationwide.

Modell fur ganzheitliche Permakultur und Demokratie
Welt-Zelle Marburg
Marburg-Projekt, z.Hd. Off Off, Eulenweg 16 | 35260 Stadtallendorf
2 +49-(0)157-85065676 iÿglobal-neighbourhood@regioagentur.net

Bglobal-neighbourhood.regioagentur.net
In the region of Marburg some initiatives are getting together for an alternative
kick-off. Some aspects are:
A weaving together of rural and urban initiatives (www.stadtleljen-mit-landliebe.de)
is connected with a cooperation between non-profit associations and cooperatives.

Especially the "Landhuter-Genossenschaft7"carer for the land-cooperative" has
been founded, in order to build a legal framework, as an "umbrella-organization
for eco-neighbourhoods in nearby villages".

Naturinsel Drachenmuhle
Regenbogenland | Zur Miihle | 04769 Miigeln OT Schweta
2 + 49-(0)34362-44390 Cp info@drachenmuehle.de Bwww.drachenmuehle.de
Vision/Goal o.f "Nature Island Drachenmuhle" is to create a permanent eco-venue
for workshops and seminars as well as for dynamic exchanges of experience.

Naturwert-Stiftung
Oberthingauer Str. 4a | 87647 Unterthingau 2+49-(0)8377-219441
info@naturwert-stiftung.de Bwww.naturwert-stiftung.de
For many years, the "Natural Value Foundation" (Naturwert-Stiftung) has focused
on permaculture restructuring of agricultural cropland with naturally integrated
buildings and natural ways of living. The so-called "DIES-EIDs" was built lovingly
and single-handedly as the first research-project of a "kins domain" (also called
"family estate"). An acre of exposed meadow was upgraded into a flowery, fertile
garden with ramparts, ponds, fed by a stream, with "huegel-beds" and raised beds
for vegetables and fruit, and with many planted trees. Since 2012, the "Nature
Value Foundation" (Naturwert-Stiftung) cooperates with the "Research Institute of
Permaculture & Transition" to realize so-called "kins domain villages." Research is
done on topics such as humus buildup, renaturation, self-preservation, legal issues
and social-ethical change.
eurotopia
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Netzkraftbewegung
Marsstr. 70 | 46509 Xanten
3 + 49-(0)281-3106 & info@nctzkraftbewegung.de Swww.netzkraft.net
Publication of a directory of individuals and groups who have committed themselves
in a spirit of solidarity to ecological, social, political or spiritual goals.

Netzwerk Selbsthilfe Berlin - der politische Forderfonds
imMehringHof | CneisenaustraGe 2a | 10961 Berlin 3 +49-(0)30-691 3072
mail@netzwerk-selbsthilfe.de Snetzwerk-selbsthilfe.de
The "Berlin Self-Help Network" ("Netzwerk Selbsthilfe Berlin") is the founder of
an independent solidary fund, which is supported by its members. The idea of the
network is implemented in three ways: Promoting - Connecting - Supporting. As
a working resource for projects, the network regularly publishes a brochure for
associations, self-organised projects and political initiatives.

Netzwerk Selbsthilfe e.V.
Nelzwerkbiiro | SchwanthalerstraGe 1 39 | 80339 Munchen

Hwww.nctzwerk-muenchen.de
Association for the promotion of self-administered projects and political, cultural

I?) netzwcrk-muenchen@gmx.de

and social initiatives. They distribute subsidies and loans.

Netzwerkagentur GenerationenWohnen
STATTBAU mbH im Umweltforum Auferstehungskirche
Pufendorfsstr.11 | 10249 Berlin 3 +49-(0)30-69081777

beratungsstellc@stattbau.de Bwww.nelzwerk-generationen.de
Since 2008, this consultancy for intergenerational living in Berlin offers informa¬
tion and free advice to individuals, co-housing groups, co-housing communities,
landlords and investors.

oekojobs.de - Okojobs in Europa
Trenthorst 1 7a | 23847 Weslerau 3 +49-(0)4539-181686
info@oekojobs.de Swww.oekojobs.de, www.eco-jobs.info
With eco-jobs.info you can engage for a better world. Here you can find possibili¬
ties for volunteer places, internships, jobs, workcamps and community work in
environment and nature protection in Europe.
Employers from organisations, ecological businesses or social entrepreneurs can
add or edit new job offers in the database

OKODORF-lnstitut fur Wohnprojekte
Beratung bei Gemeinschaftssuche/-grundung
Alpenblickstr.12 | 79737 Herrischried 3+49-(0)7764-933999

i?ioekodorf@gemeinschaften.de Bwww.gemeinschaften.de
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Providing support for community search/foundation since 1980: address exchange
(over 25,000 contacts), interspiritual Ecovillage Festivals (encounters with commu¬
nities, founding initiatives & interested persons), email newsletters to some 4,000
persons interested in the community movement, media (mail-order books, videos,
CDs, games...), real estate information. Consultations and seminars are also offered
with co-operation partners in other parts of Germany and neighbouring countries.

Oko-lnstitut e.V.
Institut fur angewandte Okologie | Merzhauser Str. 173 | 79100 Freiburg
2+49-(0)761-45295-0
info@oeko.de Swww.oeko.de
Oeko-Institut is a leading European research and consultancy institute working for a
sustainable future. Founded in 1977, the institute develops principles and strategies
for realising the vision of sustainable development globally, nationally and locally.

Okumenische Initiative Eine Welt (OIEW)
MittelstraRe 4 | 34474 Diemelstadt-Wethen

Hwww.erdcharta.de, www.oeiew.de
2 +49-(0)5694-141 7
"The One World Ecumenical Initiative" exists since 1976 and is a nationwide initia¬
tive for justice for the current generation, as well as between the current and future
generations (sustainable development). Current emphasis: the development-political
education with the Earth-Charter (EC), the fundamental ethic for sustainability.

Permakultur Akademie
Zweckbetrieb des gemeinnutzigen Permakultur Institut e.V.
Kreutziger StraGe 19 | 10247 Berlin Hwww.permakultur-akademie.net
2 + 49-(0)30-89208488
bueroberlin@permakultur-akademie.net
Courses and training for permaculture (designing self-sufficiency systems, com¬
munities etc.). The Academy's management is a community project that follows
the concept of Dragon Dreaming.

pro... gemeinsam bauen und leben
Wohngenossenschaft eG | HauGmannstr. 6 | 70188 Stuttgart
2 +49-(0)711-2348162
info@pro-wohngenossenschaft.de Hwww.pro-wohngenossenschaft.de
The "pro... living and buildingtogether" cooperative was founded in 1999 to support
groups who wish to create communal multi-generational housing projects - through
advice and concept development, property searches and negotiation with communi¬
ties, and during the building stages in close cooperation with the project group.

Project Peace
Mein JA!hr fur die Welt | Kirchstrasse 21 | 82444 Schlehdorf
2 +49-(0)8851-9291982 E$propeace@sinn-stiftung.eu Hwww.projectpeace.de
Project Peace is a transition year programme dealing with self development, peace,
ecology and sustainability for 18 to 25 year olds. A group of 15 people lives,
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learns and works as a community on Aktiv Hof Schlehdorf (aktivhof-schlehdorf.
de) in Ihe South of Germany. For 6 months the participants volunteer in cutting
edge projects and initiatives (GEN and others).

Projektwerkstatt Saasen
Ludwigstr. 11 j 35447 Reiskirchen S +49 (0)6401-903283
G? saasen@projektwerkstatt.de .Qwww.projektwerkstatt.de/saasen
Die Projektwerkstatt (the Project Workshop) is above all a political centre with
everything that entails: libraries, archives, group rooms, even a conference house,
plus technical equipment ranging from computers and layout archives all the way
to fax machines, photocopiers etc. There's now an opportunity to assemble an
entirely new crew: we are looking for people who want to organise the Project
Workshop with their ideas as the hub of radical political and autonomous work. One
idea we've been tossing about is organising people from totally different political
spheres into a trans-issue dialogue and exchange collective - for example between
antifascist, feminist, ecological, internationalist and many other groups.

RGW Beratungsburo Berlin
Richardstr. 99 | 12043 Berlin l?l willi.rgw@web.de
The "RGW Advisory Office" ("RGW Beratungsburo) in Berlin advises groups, asso¬
ciations, housing projects, communes, businesses and other social enterprises who
wish to regulate their group structure, organisation or establishment contractually.
It is an organisation that helps to work out contracts (e.g. regarding distribulion of
finances or method of collaboration) according to the social and economic aspects
involved. We have also worked and advised on a number of other aspects in our
offices over the past 20 years, for and with communal projects. Alongside us, a
second advisory collective ("AG Beratung", aka AGB) has come into existence with
a very similar list of offers (agberatung@buelos.de).

Schlafbuch der Erdenburger
Obernachtungsverzeichnis auf Gegcnseitigkeit | Waldsiedlung 9 | 1 4806 Bad Belzig
Qwww.schlafbuch.de
A Schlafbuch ("sleep book") is a collection of addresses of hospitable people who
are happy to provide other people accommodation for a few days.
S+49-(0)33841-380371 lÿschlafbuch@web.de

Stiftung Mitarbeit
Ellerstr. 67 | 53119 Bonn
S +49-(0)228-604240

info@mitarbeit.de Qwww.mitarbeit.dc

The "Stiftung Mitarbeit" ("Cooperation Foundation") promotes democratic devel¬
opment at a grassroots level ("from below") and sees itself as a service centre for
civil commitment outside of political parties and large organisations. The Stiftung
Mitarbeit distributes start-up funding within its financial means for the benefit of
initiatives, projects and groups who are innovatively active within social, educa¬
tional, cultural or political areas, and who provide good examples of individual
co-determination and co-creation within our society.
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Stiftung Okologie & Landbau
Weinstra&e Sud 51 | 67098 Bad Durkheim
3 + 49(0)6322-989700

info@soel.de

Swww.soel.de

This foundation has been active in the development of ecological agriculture for
five decades. Their working emphasis is on the coordination of protagonists as
well as the accessibility and dissemination of information about organic agriculture
amongst decision-makers in science, practice and consultation.

Stiftung trias
Gemeinnutzige Stiftung fur Boden, Okologie und Wohnen
Martin-Luther-Str. 1 | 45525 Hattingen
3 +49-(0)2324-902221 3
info@stiftung-trias.de Hwww.stiftung-trias.de
The Stiftung trias is a non-profit foundation supporting cooperative and ecological
housing projects as well as reforms concerning ownership of ground and property.
Trias studies, finances and networks for collaborative housing across Germany,
focusing on self-organized projects including ecological building methods.
The Foundation has been working closely since 2002, both locally and nationally,
to not only gain attention for community-orientated housing but support housing
projects in a general way. Activities include a wide range of events and seminars,

relevant publications and an online database documenting such housing projects
across the country. See www.wohnprojekte-portal.de.

TAK AO - Theoriearbeitskreis fur Alternative Okonomie
c/oAG SPAK Bucher | Burlafinger Str. 11 | 89233 Neu-Ulm
3 t 49-(0) 7308-919094
Informal structure of persons interested in alternative economic forms, who meet

quarterly and publish a circular.

The Institute for Earth Education
Deutschland e.V. | Postfach 1827 | 21 308 Luneburg 3 + 49-(0)4131-2472831
info@earth-education.org Hwww.earlh-education.org
Earth Education programmes emphasize understanding basic ecological processes,
developing positive feelings for the natural world, and making personal lifestyle
changes. The homepage of the international institute is: www.eartheducation.org

Villa Lebenslust
Frankenstr. 21 | 63849 Leidersbach
3 + 49-(0)6092-8242743, +49-(0)1 76-24876826
info@vision-vital.de Hwww.vitalpaedagogik.de
The "Art of Living Villa", with its surrounding teaching and project garden facilities,
is a conference centre which is a pilot demonstration for vital education with de¬
centralised housing units. Vital education teaches us to create togetherness where
adversity exists due to separation: help due to mobbing, burnout, arbitrariness due
to the powerful, and a shared enjoyment of health and nature.

curotopia
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Werkstatt fur Gewaltfreie Aktion, Baden
Vaubanallee 20 | 79100 Freiburg
3 +49-(0)761-43284
buero.freiburg@wfga.de Swww.wfga.de
The Workshop for Non-Violent Action in Baden was founded in 1984 as an independ¬
ent educational and training facility. We support groups and individuals in their quest
to become active against violence, to accomplish non-violent resistance, to resolve
conflicts in a non-violent manner and to develop non-violent alternatives. We offer
extensive training in alternatives to military and war, non-violent action, campaigning,
civic courage, mediation, consensus decision-making, non-violent communication
and conflict resolution. Our workshop offers a learning space which allows us to
experience that the world can be changed without resorting to violence.

wohnbund e.V.
Verband zur Forderung wohnungspolitischer Initiativen
Aberlestrafee 16/Rgb. | 81371 Munchen
info@wohnbund.de Bwww.wohnbund.de
3 + 49-(0)89-74689611
The wohnbund was founded in 1983. The network offers a forum for organiza¬
tions and experts who support the development of contemporary housing con¬
cepts like cooperative, multi-generational housing, cohousing and neigborhood
development.
wohnbund members meet in working groups on issues like social urban develop¬
ment and organize conferences to reach public attention. The wohnbund also
publishes a printed newsletter.

WohnBund-Beratung NRW GmbH
I lumboldtstrafte 42 | 44787 Bochum
kontakt@wbb-nrw.de Bwww.wbb-nrw.de
3 +49-(0)234-90440-0
WohnBund-Beratung NRW works as a consultancy in the field of Co-Housing.
We support initiatives by organising open meetings, workshops, moderation of the
group-process, project development, financing, legal form etc.

Wohnprojekte Berlin - Portal fur gemeinschaftliche Wohnprojekte
Winfried Hartel | Oranienplatz 5 | 10999 Berlin 3 +49-(0)30-69569380

redaktion@wohnportal-berlin.de Hwww.wohnportal-berlin.de
On our web portal you will find countless examples and offers from groups who
engage in the process of communally organised living as well as building projects.
Additional texts delve deeper into this topic. The emphasis is on communal life,
living and building, as well as ecological and resource-efficient construction.

Wohnprojekte-Portal
c/o Stittung trias | Martin-Luthcr-Str. 1 | 45525 Hattingen
302324-9022213
info@stiftung-trias.de
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The www.wohnprojekte-portal.de could be called a dictionary for co-housing
projects. You will find people looking for a project, groups, projects under develop¬
ment as well as established co-housing projects. Furthermore there are addresses
of consultants, downloads, literature and other interesting information.

WohnStrategen e.V.
Gemeinsam Planen & Bauen in Thuringen | Jakobstrafte 10 | 99423 Weimar
S + 49-(0)3643-7736496
info@wohnstrategen.de Swww.wohnstratcgcn.de
Since 2005 we have focussed our voluntary work efforts on information and educa¬
tion regarding communal living as a possible future-proof way of life in Thuringia.
We have also concentrated on making connections between projects and providing
initial consultation for new project groups or people in search of projects.

World Future Council
Mexikoring 29 | 22297 Hamburg S 4-49-(0)40-3070914-0
info@worldfuturecouncil.org Bwww.worldfuturecouncil.org
Here at the World Future Council we endeavour to bring the interests of future
generations to the centre of policy making. In close collaboration with civil society
groups, Members of Parliament, governments, businesses and international organi¬
sations we research future just policies and legislation. We then advise political
decision-makers, offer them tried and tested courses of action and support them
in the concrete implementation of new policies.

www.oekosiedlungen.de
Das Intemetportal fur nachhaltige Siedlungen | Reuterstr. 157 | 53113 Bonn
S -t-49-(0)228-22788280

wolpensinger@oekosiedlungen.de Swww.oekosiedlungen.de
www.oekosiedlungen.de presents more than 200 eco-settlements including more
than 26,000 appartments created in Germany in the past 30 years. In many ecosettlements, communal aspects play a vital role, but the extent of communal work
and interdependence vary enormously.
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Hungary
Hungarian Living Villages Network
Torok Ignac utca 3. | 2835 Agostyan

ideirhacc@gmail.com Bwww.elofaluhalozat.hu
The Hungarian Living-Village Network (or GEN-Hungary) is the non-formal organi¬
sation which was established in the early 90's and aims to connect the sustainable
communities in the country. The network is open and grows with new communi¬
ties every one or two years. It organizes four meetings every year, two internals
for members only and two bigger gatherings, one in the summer and one in the
winter. The network also runs a paperback magazine, published each season, and
an electronic newsletter every two weeks.
The main aim is to show to society that ecovillages offe real alternatives to the
current crisis, and to support newly forming communities with some basic infor¬
mation.

Internet
Anders-Leben-Wiki
Bwww.anderslebenwiki.de.vu

Couchsurfing
Bwww.couchsurfing.org
Travel the world: Find local hosts to stay with in over 100,000 cities.
Rediscover your city: Meet visiting travelers & locals at events in your area.
Become a host: Give back by opening your home to travelers.

Hospitality Club
Bwww.hospitalityclub.org
Our aim is to bring people together - hosts and guests, travelers and locals. Thou¬

sands of Hospitality Club members around the world help each other when they
are traveling - be it with a roof for the night or a guided tour through town. The
web based database lists hosts who are willing to accommodate travellers for free.
The organisation is supported by volunteers.

Mondamo-Links
iÿverzeichnis@mondamo.de Bwww.mondamo.de/linklist
Collection of internet-links to alternative projects, websites and communities.
Topics range from renewable energies, gender studies, education and spirituality
to environmental protection, utopias and responsibility.
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Moneyless World
fimoneyless.info
In a world where no one asks for money, everyone needs no money! Supporting
the development of a worldwide community based on a culture of sharing & car¬
rying = helping each other. Focus:

•Providing up to date information about existing networks whose partici¬
pants cultivate such a culture

•Helping with improving cooperation between those networks

•Working on making it more convenient for everyone to participate in multi¬
ple networks (putting special emphasis on supporting cooperation between
people developing those networks to remove any technological obstacles)

Italy
Fiera delle Utople Concrete
Via Marconi 8 | 06012 Citta di Castello 2 t 39-075-8554321

Hwww.utopieconcrete.it
The "Trade Show for Applied Utopia" is an annual eco-cultural event that takes
place in Citta di Castello in Umbria on the second weekend in October. Com¬
mercial and social experiences and solutions for ecological change are presented
in seminars, conferences and exhibitions.

WWOOF Italia
109 via Casavecchia | 57022 Castagneto Carducci
2+39-(0)565-765001
info@wwoof.it Hwww.wwoof.it
The purpose of WWOOF is to create an interest and understanding for organic
and biodynamic ways of living. In addition to this, WWOOF makes it possible for
people to travel cheaply all over the world and, at the same time, to give help where
it is wanted and needed. WWOOF is an exchange, the host farm expects you to
help out on the farm in exchange for food and accommodation. The WWOOF
Italia list of 450 farms includes biodynamic and organic farms and smallholdings.
Some hosts live from farming and sell their products while others just want to have
a degree of self sufficiency in their food. The farms are situated all over Italy with a
large concentration in Tuscany & Umbria. They vary from large 500 hectare farms
to family smallholdings - the common factor being that they are all organic.

Lithuania
Eco Farm in Pajiesmeniai
Sodo str. 3 | LT-39449 Pajiesmeniai
2 + 370-(8)603-29485
Iabai@gmail.com
eurotopia
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Ewww.camperplace-ltu.page.tl/wwoof-lithuania.htm
Family organic farming and ecotourism project with he opportunity to spread to the
whole village community. Welcome to stay in authentic Lithuanian environment
which prevailed more than fifty years ago, when every rural Lithuanian family was
following organic farming principles and was respectfully using nature's gifts.

Netherlands
NELK
Netwerk Ecologische Landelijke Kernen | Jan van Nassauweg 9
8355VA Ciethoorn S + 31 -(0)61 8544066

iÿarchiefnelk@yahoo.com Qsites.google.com/site/nelkwiki
NELK makes network facilities for people who (want to) live ecologically, anywhere
in the world.
NelkWiki is the free of charge public database in which you can add and search for
publications, people, activities and supply and demand of goods and services. Now
available in Dutch. Versions in English, Spanish, German and French will follow.

Omslag
Werkplaats voor Duurzame Ontwikkeling
Hoogstraat 301a, Postbus 81 | 5600 AB Eindhoven

omslag@omslag.nl Hwww.omslag.nl/wonen
In 2005 Omslag started the Dutch Information Service on Different Ways of
Housing and Living. Our service consists of an extended website and a library
with books, magazines, DVDs. Besides a two-monthly printed magazine (ZOZ),
we publish a free monthly electronic newsletter (in Dutch) and organise meetings
on specific related subjects.
3?+49-(0)40-2910295

Purusha
Station 24 | 6063 NP Vlodrop
S + 31-(0)475-539531
info@purusha.de, info@purusha.eu

Qwww.purusha.eu, www.purusha.de, www.purusha.org(USA)
The Maharishi Purusha Program is for single men practicing Transcendental Medita¬
tion (TM) and the TM-Sidhi® program who wish to dedicate themselves fully to
the most rapid pace of evolution possible. Every aspect of this program has been
carefully designed by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi for this purpose. There are groups
of Purusha in the USA, in Holland, in Germany, in Ukraine, and in India.
This is a full-time program requiring a minimum commitment of one year.
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Norway
Camphill landsbystiftelse i Norge
Camphill Villages in Norway | Reidar Jenssensgate 10 | 7550 Hommelvik
landsbysliftelsen@camphill.no Hwww.camphill.no
+47-73-978460
We are Camphill communities where we live and work together with disabled
adults. There are 6 Camphill villages in Norway. Please see our website for more
information.

Portugal
Awakened Life Project
Conscious Evolution & Integral Ecology |
S 4 351-(0)966333187

Quinta da Mizarela | 3305-031 Benfeita

info@awakenedlifeproject.org Hwww.awakenedlifeproject.org
The Non-Profit "Awakened Life" Association in the mountains of Central Portugal is all
that: retreat centre, 21st Century spiritual ashram, permaculture farm. It offers courses,
events, retreats and internships to support the liberation of the human spirit in a context
of evolutionary emergence and communion with the ecological web of life.

Haliotis
Zentrum fur Okologie und Cesundheit
Fitos, Caixa Postal 1044 | 7670-604 Santana da Serra
Hwww.haliotis.net
2 + 351-283-881020
We are a community based on family - "old" and new friends come during the
holidays in order to find inner and outer peace, in order to share our healthy meals
and the many child- and land-related tasks - to awaken it from ist stale of a sleep¬
ing oasis - and to breathe life into the Haliotis-vision of country life close to nature.
Many groups and people are in contact with Haliotis and are active in our network
and related networks. Further information can be found on our webpage and in the
small book " Real Life Moments" ("Momente wahren Lebens") - see bibliography.

Institute for Global Peace Work (IGP) Tamera
Institut fur globale Friedensarbeit (IGF) Tamera | Monte do Cerro | 7630 Colos
S + 351-283-635-484 !?ÿ igf@tamera.org Hwww.tamera.org
the IGP is working to weave an international peace network to establish a global
force for peace. The main aim is to develop a global cooperation for the estab¬
lishment of Peace Research Villages in order to create alternatives for the global
system of violence.
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Slovakia
SOSNA, Center for Sustainable Alternatives
Okruzna 17 | 044 31 Druzstevna pri Hornade Swww.sosna.sk
S +421-(0)911-951139, -(0)55-6445124
SOSNA association's main activities are focused on environmental education,
counselling and promotion of sustainable solutions in practice. In autumn 2010
we opened the Eco Centre to the public. The Eco Centre is serving as a functional
demonstration of clean, healthy, aesthetic, low-costand low-energy buildings with
a natural bio-garden. The whole complex of the Eco Centre and its bio-garden is
serving for the visitors as an inspiring example of "howto do it this way", as well as
the training and education facility for our activities (lectures, courses, exhibitions,
etc.) on all sorts of topics relating to eco houses, bio gardens, alternative energy,
sustainable living and self efficiency.

Spain
Cambium Permacultura en Formacion
Sardenya 515, entlo 4a | 08024 Barcelona
S + 34-932848821
info@permacultura-es.org fiwww.permacultura-es.org
Cambium is a website and an NGO for the dissemination of permaculture, espe¬
cially among the Spanish speaking community worldwide.

Martinica
Alternative Culture Social Network
C. Barrio Nuevo 37 | 28610 Villamanta Madrid

Hwww.martinica.tk
S l 34-9-18136202
Martinica is a social network involving individuals and groups engaged in activities
related to alternative culture.
It arises from the need to care for and safeguard the common good, and also the
need to meet and create a connection that allows us to maintain an ecosystem
in which our way of working and supporting ourselves through our work will be
possible and sustainable in the face of other management models.

Selba Vida Sostenibile
cj Unica s/n | 22600 Artosilla, Huesca

infos@selba.org flwww.selba.org
Selba Vida Sostenible is an association which aims to promote sustainable life styles.
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Sweden
Emmaus Bjorka

Angpannegatan 6 | 41 705 C.oteborg
S+46-(0)31-233224

E£l info@emmausbjorka.se Swww.emmausbjorka.se

Emmaus Bjorka started in 1965 as a community, but works now as a NGO with
ordinary conditions of employment. Emmaus BjorkS is run by members with a
board governing the organization. Emmaus BjorkS operates second hand stores
in seven places in the South West.of Sweden and the profit goes to organizations
who have taken up the fight against oppression and poverty.

Stjarnsund - Center for permaculture
Pcrmakultur Stjarnsund | Nedre Nybovagen 3 | 77071 Stjarnsund
S+46-(0)22580303

Sstjarnsund.nu

The "Permaculture Project Stjarnsund" is about the creation of an educational
centre for permaculture in Stjarnsund, Southern Dalarna. A number of projects arc
linked to the centre, the demonstration and experimental spaces for permaculture
and forest gardens. You can find further information, a list of activities and other
fascinating material on our website!

Switzerland
Bio Aktuell
Postfach | 5070 Frick l$redaktion@bioaktuell.ch Swww.bioaktuell.ch
Magazine by Bio Suisse and Research Institute of Organic Agriculture for Swiss
organic farmers.

COMMENDE - Kommunitares Geld
c/o Alfred von Euw | Lilten 71 7 | 9428 Lachen AR
S +41-(0)718880344 £linsula@bluewin.ch
We regard ourselves as a free, "anarchist" study and working group with the goals
of developing an appropriate understanding of money and to explore ideational,
economic and social conditions for the creation of a stable community, as well as
the significance of work in the biography of humankind.

Done - Orl der Begegnung
fur Gemeinsames Wachsen | Done | 6994 Aranno Tl
S+ 41 -(0)91 -6091089 lÿwilli-maurer@sunrise.ch Swww.willi-maurer.ch
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Willi Maurer has accompanied people through emotional and body work since
1984. From this arose knowledge which can make fundamental contributions to
the avoidance of violence, addiction and self-destruction. Nicole Sordat is expe¬
rienced in social therapy, sophrology, nursing and researches inter-generationally
repetitive pain-inducing occurrences.

gemeinschaften.ch
lÿmr@kmuplus.ch Hwww.gemeinschaftcn.ch, www.kreative-beziehungen.ch
Swiss Website: Implement your vision. Turntable for community projects: Shared
household or community? Town or countryside, buy or rent? Very communal,
or preferably individual? Shared income or solidarity funds for hard times? Small
families or open partnerships? There is a newsletter for people interested in com¬
munity within a new culture of relationships.

HOLON
Netzwerk fur integrale Entwicklung | 3003 Bern 3 +41-(0)81-4137309
lÿlinfo@holon-net.net Rwww.holon-net.net, www.integrale-politik.org
HOLON connects people and groups who strive for a more humane, solidary and
ecologically sustainable society, who question material culture and the thinking
behind growth and who wish to contribute to a more sustainable culture. HOLON
takes a holistic view of humankind. Our summer conference as well as our congress
for integral politics are tangible examples of the implementation of our thinking,
where societo-political questions are addressed. The annual "Vernetzungswanderung" ("connection hike") offers a platform for bringing people together and is
organised by a different set of people each time.

WWOOF Schweiz
Postfach 25 | 8124 Maur Gjfiwwoof@gmx.ch Swww.zapfig.com/wwoof
WWOOF is a worldwide movement linking volunteers with organic farmers and
growers to promote cultural and educational experiences based on trust and non¬
monetary exchanges thereby helping to build a sustainable global community.
WWOOF Switzerland publishes a farm list with over 90 Swiss addresses. Member¬
ship is 20 CHF or 20 EUR.

Turkey
Bugday Association for Supporting Ecological Living
WWOOF Turkey & Camtepe Ecological Living Center
Asmali Mescit Mah.Nergis Sok.No:8/8 Beyoglu | 34430 Istanbul
3 +90-(0)212-2525255

info@tatuta.org, berkay@bugday.org Swww.tatuta.org
TaTuTa is a lively communication network of city and rural connections and stands
for agriculture, tourism and exchange (WWOOF Turkey).
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United Kingdom
Active Distribution
BM ACTIVE | WC1N 3 XX London

info@activedistribution.org Hwww.activedistribution.org
Active Distribution is a not for profit DIY distribution of "all things anarchist" and
a few other radical things too!! We do mail-order, wholesale, and retail at events
as well as publishing books, pamphlets, CDs, making badges, stickers and stuff.
We do not have our own shop, yet!

Bristol Community Land Trust
400 Filton Ave | BS7 OLJ Bristol S M4-(0)11 7-9319789

E$annamaloney@BCHF.co.uk Hwww.bristolclt.wordpress.com
Bristol Community Land Trust acquires and develops land for its members. We
promote the cause of self-organised and self-owned housing across Bristol and the
surrounding region of South West England.

chapter 7 - The Land Magazine
Monkton Wyld Court, Charmouth, Bridport | Dorset, DT6 6DQ
S + 44-1 297-561359 lÿchapter7@tlio.org.uk

Hwww.tlio.org.uk/chapter7, www.tlio.org.uk
Chapter 7 campaigns for "access to land for all households through environmentally
sound planning" (from Agenda 21, Chapter 7c, on Human Habitation Settlement).
We publish "The Land Magazine" at least twice a year and are part of the campaign
organisation "The Land is Ours".

Diggers & Dreamers
cjo Edge of Time Ltd. | BCM
3 +44-(0)20 81331451

Edge | WC1N 3XX London

info@diggersanddrcamers.org.uk Hwww.diggersanddreamers.org.uk
The Guide to Communal Living in Britain. The website contains an up-to-date
directory of more than 80 existing and embryonic communities within the UK.
We no longer publish a printed directory but instead produce occasional books of
articles each with its own distinct theme (cohousing, low impact communities) as
well as the historical volumes "Utopia Britannica" and "Communes Britannica".

Friends of the Earth
26-28 Underwood St. | N1 7JQ London
3+44-(0)207-4901555

Hwww.foe.co.uk

Friends of the Earth (EWNI) (England, Wales and Northern Ireland) is one of 70
national groups around the world which make up the Friends of the Earth network
of environmental organizations. FoE International counts almost 1 million support¬
ers worldwide (see www.foei.org).
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Useful Addresses
Gaia Education
c/o May East, Programme Director | The Park | IV36 3TZ Findhorn, Forres
2 +44-(0)1309-692011
info@gaiaeducation.net Hwww.gaiaeducation.net
Gaia Education promotes a holistic approach to education for sustainable develop¬
ment by developing curricula for sustainable community design. While drawing
upon best practices within ecovillages and transition settings worldwide, Gaia
Education works in partnership with universities, ecovillages, government and
non-government agencies, and the United Nations. Find a link to a film about
Gaia Education at eurotopia.de/booklinks (#6372).
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Permaculture Magazine & Permanent Publications
The Sustainability Centre | EastMeon | GU32 1HR Hampshire
2 +44-1730-823311

Hpermaculture.co.uk

i$enquiries@permaculture.co.uk, maddy@permaculture.co.uk
Permanent Publications' mission is to publish information that encourages people
to live more healthy, self-reliant and ecologically sound ways of life. We publish a
list of innovative, groundbreaking books and eBooks, produce practical DVDs and
publish Permaculture: solutions for sustainable living magazine, an international
publication launched in 1992 and now read in 77 countries.

Places to Be
A compendium of transformational holidays and places to "just be"
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Useful Addresses
Coherent Visions, BCM Visions | WC1N 3XX London

info@places-to-be.com Hwww.places-to-be.com
Places to Be started as a printed publication but is now an online only directory
of retreat houses, venues for hire and alternative holiday destinations - primarily
in Europe but also in other continents. Many, but not all of these, have a strong
communal living component although they may not be communities that one can
actually live in permanently.

Resurgence & Ecologist
Ford House, Hartland | EX39 6EE Bideford, Devon
info@resurgence.org Hwww.resurgcnce.org
S +44-(0)1 237-441293
Resurgence and Ecologist magazine is a bimonthly publication providing a platform
for positive, informed and original perspectives on environmental issues, engaged
activism, philosophy, the arts and ethical living.

Scientists For Global Responsibility
The Forge, Mill Lane, Halton | LA2 6ND Lancaster
info@sgr.org.uk Hwww.sgr.org.uk
S +44-(0)7771-883696
SGR is an independent UK-based membership organisation of about 1000 natural
and social scientists, engineers, IT professionals and architects. We promote science,
design and technology that contribute to peace, social justice, and environmental

sustainability.
SGR's work is focused on four main issues: security and disarmament; climate
change and energy, including nuclear power; who controls science and technol¬
ogy? and emerging technologies.

Skyros Centre
Dina Gloubcrman | 9 Eastcliff Road | Shanklin Isle of Wight P037 6AA
3J+44-(0)1983-865566 lÿoffice@skyros.com Hwww.skyros.com
Skyros, Europe's first ever course-based holiday centre, pioneered a holistic ap¬
proach to life in tune with the classical Greek holistic understandings and it initi¬
ated new community structures which have been copied all over the world time
and again. It was established by American psychologist Dr Dina Glouberman and
Greek journalist Dr Yannis Andricopoulos.

Straw Bale Building
Barbara Jones | Hollinroyd Farm | OL14 8RJ Todmorden
S +44-(0)1 706814696
strawworks@gmail.com Hwww.strawworks.co.uk
Barbara and her team at Straw Works have created many beautiful and durable
residential and community buildings using straw bales and natural materials. Straw
Works services include:
•Full architectural design and planning
•Consultancy on straw bale projects and building regulations
•Training in straw bale building and natural plastering.
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Useful Addresses
Barbara works with community groups and volunteers teaching them
their own buildings.

to

build

The Family International
European Family Information Desk | 27 Old Gloucester Street
WC1N 3XX London <5? +44-(0)845-680052 I Minfo@thcfamilyeurope.org

Swww.thefamilycurope.org, http://portal.tfionline.com
TFI is a Christian network of individuals united by a desire to make the world a
better place. In 2010 TFI underwent a restructuring programme, resulting in a
reinvention of the movement to allow for greater diversity. Today cooperative
households, which played an important role in TFI history, are no longer a require¬
ment for members and among the members in the UK there are no communities
(anymore). Members communicate on-line.

UK Cohousing Network
S01273 601492 Mioffice@cohousing.org.uk Hcohousing.org.uk
The UK Cohousing Network is the UK's umbrella organisation for established and
forming cohousing groups. The website www.cohousing.org.uk/groups is a crucial
resource to find established, new and developing cohousing groups in the UK.

United States
Living Routes
284 N. Pleasant St. Suite 1 | 01002 Amherst, MA
2 +44-(0)888-515-7333 Minfo@livingroutcs.org Hwww.LivingRoutes.org
We are a study abroad organization that sends participants on programs in ecovil¬
lages and sustainable communities. We have US and international students who
study with us. Check with your Study Abroad office to see if your University will
accept the transfer of credits.

Nuevo Mundo
959 Kingston Avenue | 94611 Piedmont S +1-510-541-1107

Mcontact@projectnuevomundo.org Qwww.projectnuevomundo.org
Project Nuevo Mundo is a platform that connects people and project centers,
encouraging resource sharing on the web and on the ground to catalyze planetary
regeneration and individual transformation.
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Bibliography
Here we list English language books and some films that (we think) touch subjects important
to communal living, that help with the tasks of founding (and caring for) communities
and/or that have been written by peiople living in communities.

Many of these books aren't available in bookstores anymore - you might find them se¬
cond hand, though. Please let us know if you, know and find books that could complete
this list!

DIRECTORIES OF COMMUNITIES & ECOVILLAGES

• Anders

Wonen, Anders Leven Directory with descriptions of communities,
co-housing schemes and other examples for alternative ways of living in the
Netherlands. ISBN 90-807853-1-8, available at www.omslag.nl/wonen

• Anglican Religious Life

2014-15 Now in its 9th edition, this is an inter¬
national directory of religious communities in the Anglican Communion. ISBN
9781848254640, available at Church House Bookshop: www.chbookshop.

co.uk

• Communities Directory: A guide to Cooperative Living. Including up-to-date
information about intentional communities in North America and from around
the world; also many articles about the basics of intentional community. Published
by Fellowship for Intentional Community. ISBN 978-0-9718264-5-8, available
at www.store.ic.org

• Comuni, Comunita, Ecovillaggi Italian communities directory. ISBN 9780956562005

COMMUNITIES & ECOVILLAGES TODAY AND IN HISTORY
• Bang, Jan Martin: Ecovillages. A Practical Guide to Sustainable Communities,
ISBN: 978-0865715387

• Christian, Diana Leafe: Finding Community:

How to
Intentional Community. ISBN 978-086571 5783

Join

an Ecovillage or

• Christian,

Diana Leafe und Adams, Patch: Creating a Life Together: Prac¬
tical Tools to Grow Ecovillages and Intentional Communities. ISBN 9780865714717

• Coates, Chris: Communes Britannica, A History of Communal Living in Britain,
ISBN 9780951494592, available at www.edgeoftime.co.uk

• Cohousing in Britain, ISBN 978-0954575731, available at www.edgeoftime.
co.uk

• id22: Institute for Creative Sustainability Berlin (pub.): CO HOUSING CULTURES
Handbook for self-organized, community-oriented and sustainable housing,
ISBN 978-3-86859-148-4
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Bibliography
• Litfin, Karen T., Ecovillages. Lessons for Sustainable Community. ISBN 9780745679501

• Metcalf, Bill:

From Utopian Dreaming to communal Reality: Cooperative
Lifestyles in Australia. University of new South Wales Press, Sydney 1995

• Metcalf, Bill: Shared Visions, Shared Lives: Communal Living around the Globe
16 Stories by elders from communities around the globe, having lived at an
average of 30 years in communities. Bill Metcalf is an Australian historian and
sociologist. Findhorn Press, 1996. ISBN 1-899171-01-0
• Metcalf, Bill: The Findhorn Book of Community Living. Both an introduction to
the different types of intentional community and a guided tour of communities
around the globe. Findhorn Press, ISBN 1-844090529
• Pepper, David: Communes and the Green Vision. Counterculture, Lifestyle
and the New Age, 1991. ISBN 978-185425051 3

• Wolf, Stefan: A New We, DVD, available at www.eurotopia.de
FROM & ABOUT INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITIES (selection)
• Bruderhof: various free ebooks as well as some of them printed available at
www.plough.com
• Findhorn: The Findhorn Garden: Pioneering a New Vision of Humanity and
Nature in Co-operation, Findhorn Press Ltd (2003), ISBN: 978-1844090181
• Findhorn: Caddy, Eileen: Flight Into Freedom and Beyond, Deep Books
(2002), ISBN: 978-1899171644

• Findhorn: Caddy, Eileen: Opening Doors Within, Findhorn Press (2007), ISBN:
978-1844091089

• Findhorn: Caddy, Peter: In Perfect Timing, Findhorn Pubn, ISBN: 9781899171262

• Findhorn: Dorothy MacLean, Memoirs of an Ordinary Mystic, Lorian Press
(2010), ISBN 978-09.3687831 7

• Findhorn: Dorothy MacLean, To Hear the Angels Sing, Lorian Press (2008),
ISBN 978-0936878010

• Sieben Linden Ecovillage: Stiglmayr, Andreas: People Dreams Actions (Menschen Traume Taten), DVD, 88 min, available at www.eurotopia.de
• Sieben Linden Ecovillage: Wurfel, Michael: Life Under Palm Trees (Leben
unter Palmen), DVD, 59 min, available atwww.eurotopia.de

• Open Sky House: Premananda: The Great Misunderstanding, DVD, 67 min,
ISBN 978-0-9570886-8-9, available atwww.openskypress.com
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• Korten, David: The Post-Corporate World. This book takes us to the roots of
our cultural crises and shows us the way forward: withhold resources from the
institutions of capitalism and built community-based alternatives for meeting our
needs. ISBN 978-1887208031

• Mayur & Hernandez: Learning for the New Millennium: Challenges of educa¬
tion for the 21st century. Provides new approaches to learning. Essays by a.o.
Bertrand Russell, Paolo Freire, E.F. Schumacher, Ivan lllich, Theodore Roszak.
International Institute for Sustainable Future and Bgaratiya Vidya Bhavan, Mum¬
bai, India 1997
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Changing World. Presents an overview of community lifestyles based on inter¬
views with many community founders. It offers workable guidelines for those
interested in building communities. 1990, ISBN 0-913990-68-X

• Norberg-Hodge, Helena: Ancient Futures: Learning from Ladakh. This book
raises important questions about the whole notion of progress and explores
the root causes of the malaise of industrial society. At the same time, the story
of Ladakh serves as a source of inspiration for our own future, 1991. ISBN
0-87156-559-5
• Pedagogy of the Earth: Education for a sustainable future. Ideas and information
by some of the finest ecologists, developmentalists, thinkers, scientists, poets and
even philosophers from around the world, 1999. ISBN 81-87404-00-01

ALTERNATIVE & GEMEINSCHAFTLICHE LEBENSFORMEN ALLGEMEIN
• Adams, Patch/Mylander: Gesundheit! Bringing Good Health to You, the
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Therapies, Humor. 1998, ISBN 978-089281 7818
• Callenbach, Ernest: Ecotopia: The Notebooks and Reports of William Weston,
1975
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Index
Here you find the names and page numbers of all communities and organisations that
appear in this book
• in the chapter "Self-descriptions of Intentional Communities and Ecovillages"
(bold page numbers),
• in the chapter "Addresses of the 2009 Edition",
• in the chapter "Networks of Communities and Ecovillages" or
• in the chapter "Useful Addresses".
If names of communities could be sorted in more than one alphabetical location (like "The
Abbey" which could be with "T" as well as with "A"), we tried to list them in all probable
is used as a placeholder for the first part of the name
places. In this case the tilde
- e.g. "Abbey, The— " would mean that the actual name is "The Abbey". Abbreviations
are used to show which country the address is from (see legend at the end of the book).
Since managing this index is a tricky business, you will surely find a mistake or two.
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8th Life (E) 292, 401

/Eblevangen (DK) 65

Ammerdown Centre, The— (UK) 389
Amsterdam Catholic Worker (NL) 253, 397
Anarres - Ca Favale (I) 379

Anchorage (UK) 384
Andelsboligforening, Udg3rden - Lading—

A

(DK) 374

A-70 Toustrup Mark
Aardehuizen Olst = Vereniging Aardehuis
(NL) 267
Abbey, The- (UK) 342
(DK) 65, 419

Abenthcuer, Golaka Dhama (D) 376
Academie Tokudu Ecodorp Bergen (NL) 404
Active Distribution (UK) 457
AD e.V (D) 436
Agrarkulturelle Initiative e.V. = Kastanienhof
(D) 158, 429

Aktiv Hof Schlehdorf (D) 436

Albeweging (NL) 405
Aldea de Pano (E) 293
Allmeind (D) 98
Allmende Wulfsdorf (D) 98
Almviks G3rd, Jama (S) 383
Aloha Gemeinschaft (D) 99
Alte Papierfabrik Ebertsheim = Technologie
und Okologie Ebertsheim (D) 215
Alter Nativa o.z. (SK) 366
Alte Schule Karlshorst - Berlin (D) 375
Am Lappach Wohnen (D) 100
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Andelsforeningen Kirkebakken (DK) 372
Anders-Leben-Wiki (WWW) 450
Anders Leben Anders Wohnen (D) 100
Anders Leben Netzwerk Soest = Netzwerk
Anders Leben Soest (D) 193
Andreas Paradies (D) 411
Antagon Iheateraktion (D) 375

Anthroposophische Hochschulgruppe Haus
Bornstr. 11 e.V. (D) 101

Antinous-Gemeinschaft (D) 102
Aran, Aisling- (IRL) 379
Archebewegung =
Arche Deutschland und Osterreich e.V. (D)
442

Arche e.V. Ravensburg (D) 102, 418
Arche nach Jean Vanier (F) 41 7
Arche nach Jean Varnier (D) 41 7, 442
Arche Ravensburg (D) 102, 418
Arche Tccklenburg (D) 375
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379

Argayall (E) 294, 401
Argyle Street Housing Co-op (UK) 319
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ARTLIFE (P) 277
Arts & Living (A) 48
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Ashram Community Trust (UK) 384

Wohnen" eC (D) 375
BaungSrden, Andelsforeningen— (DK) 372
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Beannachar Camphill Community (UK) 384

Asociatia Ecotopia Romania = Stanciova Village
(RO) 365, 431
Association Epidaure (CH) 400
Associazione Basilico (I) 379
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Svetlana, Camphill Village- (RUS) 284, 393

—

T
TAK AO - Theoriearbeitskreis fur Alternative
Okonomic (D) 447
Talamh Housing Co-op (UK) 389
Tamera (P) 281, 405

Tangsehl, Demeter Hof—
Tanquian (E) 302, 423

..

(D) 376

:

.

Tan Sanctaidd (UK) 389
Tantra-AGiL tantrische Gemeinschaft fur Altere
in Linde = Ganesha-Hof Linde (D) 128
TaTuTa (TR) 456

Technologie und Okologie Ebertsheim (D) 215
Tecklenburg, Arche-Gemeinschaft— (D) 375
Tcnnc-Steinfurth (D) 425
Tennental (D) 376

Terramada (P) 282, 405
The Abbey (UK) 342
The Ammerdown Centre (UK) 389
The Balancing Act - www.balancingact.dk
(DK) 434
The Catholic Worker Farm (UK) 343, 397
The Community Project (UK) 343
The Croft Community (UK) 389
The European Catholic Worker (NL) 396
The Family International (UK) 460
The Findhorn Foundation (UK) 344, 403
The Hive Housing Co-op (UK) 389
The I lollies (IRL) 379
I he Institute for Earth Education (D) 447
The Resurgence Trust (UK) 459
The Self-Sustaining Village = Den Selvforsynende Landsby (DK) 68, 401, 419

The Village = Cloughjordan Ecovillage (IRL)
235, 404
The Well at Willcn (UK) 345
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Index
Thiembuktu (D) 378
Thomastown, Camphill Community— (IRL)
379

Threshold Centre (UK) 346
Tibcrkul, Okopolis ~ (RUS) 290
Tigerens Rede (DK) 373
Tinker's Bubble (UK) 346
Tipi Village (UK) 347
Tollcnse Lcbenspark (D) 216
Torch Ilousing Co-op (UK) 389
Torhaus Trebitz (D) 217

TornsbjerggSrd (DK) 374
Torri Supcriore (I) 237, 403, 424
Toustrup Mark, A-70- (DK) 65, 41 9
Trebbuser Mevievi-Konvent (D) 378
Trebitz, Torhaus— (D) 217
Trelay Cohousing Community (UK) 348
trias = Stiftung trias (D) 447
Trillke-Gut (D) 217

Triumphant Lamb (UK) 389
Trossingen, Lebenshaus— (D) 41 7
Tullstugan Collective housing unit (S) 309
Turkish National Network (TR) 406
twelvetribes (UK) 427

Vcdapark (S) 309, 406
Vegaaniliitto (SF) 434
Vegan Enterprises (UK) 389
Veganes Selbsthilfeprojekt = Selbsthilfeprojekt
Freundeskreis Lychen (D) 208
Vereinigte Varben WaWaVox (D) 378
Verein Keimblatt = Lebens- und Innovationsraum Schonwasser (A) 54, 394, 400, 428
Verein zur Forderung ganzheitlicher Lebensweise und Kulturpflege (D) 219
Vereniging 'Hoogstraatgemeenschap' (NL) 381

Vcreniging Aardehuis (NL) 267
Vereniging Ecodorp Nederland (NL) 405
Verte Voie, La Communaute de la~ (B) 63
Vida Holistica El Pardal = El Pardal (E) 298,
429

Vidaraasen Village (Camphill) (N) 269, 393
Villaggio Upacchi (I) 252, 425
Villaggio Verde, Comunita Coop. (I) 380
Villa Lebenslusl (D) 447
Villa Locomuna (D) 220, 416

Visionsplatz Julbach (D) 378
Vitopia (D) 221, 416
Vitulettu, Communaute ~ (F) 375

Vogelsang (B) 63

u
Udgarden - Lading Andelsboligforening (DK)
374

ufafabrik
UK Cohousing Network (UK) 460
Under Himlen = Fri & Fro (DK) 72, 419
Universal Health and Education Trust = Culdees (UK) 326, 403
Urihof, Kurhotel Lauter = LebensQuell Ammortal eG (D) 187
Urstromland, Hof— (D)
Urupia, Associazione— (I) 379
Utopiaggia (I) 251,425
e.V. (D) 218

w
Wagenburg Kuntabunt (D) 378
Wagendorf Bambule e. V. (D) 222
Wagendorf Karow (D) 222
Wagenplatz Kassel = Sandburg (D) 204
Waldgarlen Wietzow = WunderWald Wietzow (D) 230
Waldhaus (D) 223

Waldmonschen-Hutte (woodman-hut), —
Biotopia (D) 108, 411
Wallerhof (D) 376
Wangclin - die Werkstatt des guten Lebens
(D) 224

Weda Elysia Familienlandsitzsiedlung i.C. (D)

V

224
WEC am Rundling, chemals Lebens(t)raum

Vaarsl Vestervang (DK) 374
Vainola (SF) 79, 407
Vail de Biert = Kanawen Ecovillage (E) 300,
402
Valsolillegard (DK) 76

Weidenhof (D) $$
Well at Willcn, The- (UK) 345
Werkstatt fur Gewaltfrcie Aktion, Baden (D)

VBK-Bildungs-Werkstalt, Terrania-Tagungshaus

Wethen, Laurentiushof—

(D) 412, 441

480

Johannisthal (D) 225

448
(D) 377

Wetterau, Regenbogcngemeinschaft— (D) 425

Index
Weyst, De~ (NL)
Wheatstone = Earthworm Housing Co-op
(UK) 327

WiB - Wohnen in Bewegung/Gemeinsam alter
werden = Paradies Wohn-GmbH (D) 198
Widugard (D) 226, 412
wilde 13, Die- (D) 375

Wildergarten (D) $$
Wilderness Trust = Old Chapel Farm (UK) 339
Wild Mountain Ecovillage = Bjergager Solby
(DK) 66

Wild Mountain Ecovillage (DK) 401, 419
Wild Peak Housing Co-op (UK) 389
Wincobank (UK) 348
Windsnest (BRS) 395
Windstein e.V. (D)
WIR-Projekt (D) 227
WOGENO Munchen e.C. (D) 378
Wohn-, Arbeits- und Lebensprojekt = Bewegung und Wandel in Pankow-Rosenthal
(D) 108

wohnbund e.V (D) 448
WohnBund-Beratung NRW GmbH (D) 448
Wohnfuhldorf Bayern (D) 227
Wohnprojekt, Lebensform— (D) 442
Wohnprojekt Berlin (D) 448

Wohnprojekte-Portal (D) 449
Wohnprojekte Berlin - Portal fur gemeinschaftliche Wohnprojekte (D) 448
Wohnprojekt Layenhof e.V. (D) 228
Wohnprojekt Palingen = Deel 28 (D) 114
Wohnprojekt Ponyhof (D) 229
Wohnprojekt SchellingstraRe (D) 229
Wohnprojekt Wien (A) 59

Y
Yamagishi Verein (CH) =
Yamagishi Vcreinigung (CH) 316
YASNOE, Yasnoe = EcoVillage Yasnoe (RUS)
286, 396, 424
Yav = Edinstvo Ecovillage (RUS) 287
Yoga Vidya (D) 230

z
Zajezka = Society for Harmonious l iving (SK)
367, 406
Zar Nekla Die Erste =
Zar Nekla die Zweite (D) 232, 429
ZBTM e.V. Zentrum fur Bewusstseinsforsr hung
und Transition Town Monitoring = Gemeinschaftskeimling Leipzig (D) 139
ZEGG - Zentrum fur experimented Gesell-

schaftsgestaltung (D) 232, 395, 401
Zentrum der Einheit Schwcibenalp (CH) 316,
400
Zentrum fur Okologie Orlovka = Community
of fra Francesco (RUS) 382
Zion Housing Co-op (UK) 389
ZMAG - Green Network of Activistic Groups
= Recycled Estate (HR) 351
Zukunftsdorf Bliestorf (D) 379

Zukunftswerkstatt Schloss Tempelhof =
Schloss Tempelhof eG (D) 207, 401
Zwolf Stamme Gcmeinschaft in Klosterzimmern (D) 426
Zwolf Stamme Gemeinschaft in Wornitz (D)
426

WohnStrategen e.V. (D) 449
Wonne, De~ (NL) 257, 427
Woodgate (UK) 391

Woodhead Community (UK) 349, 429
Woongroep de Sterren (NL) 381
World Future Council (D) 449

Wukania (D) 378
Wulfsdorf, Allmende— (D) 98
Wulfshagenerhiitten, Basisgemeinde—

(D)

105, 393

WunderWald Wietzow (D) 230
WWOOF National Offices: see 428-430
www.oekosiedlungen.de (D) 449

eurotopia
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cokvuÿu.iA,ltles I have visited {or Lived
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IIAO :

Country Abbreviations (in Addresses or in the Index):
A

Austria

LT

Lithuania

B

Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina

LV

Latvia

MAZ

NL

Macedonia
Moldova
Norway
Netherlands

P

Portugal

PL

Poland
Romania
Russian Federation

BH

Belarus
Switzerland
Colombia
Czech Republic
Germany
Denmark

MOL

Spain
Estonia

RUS

GR

France
Greece

H
KAS

Hungary
Kazakhstan

HR

Croatia

SEN
SF
SK
SLO
TR

J

japan

UE

I

Italy
Israel
Ireland
Iceland

UK

BRS

CH
COL
CZ
D
DK

E
EE
F

IL

IRL
IS

N

RO

S

Sweden
Senegal
Finland
Slovakia
Slovenia

Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

USA
USA
WWW InLernet
ZP
Cyprus

Abbreviations (selection):

NVC

Community Building
General Assembly
Non-violent communication

NGO

Non-governmental

CB
CA

Organisation

eurotopia
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Legend
%

planned community

co-housing-projcct
t>r>

bCr

settlement

ecovillage (self-assessment)

*1?

I

phone number, email address, website
founding year
located in a city/in a suburb or small town/in the countryside
(behind: size of the premises, if applicable)
behind, in brackets: name of the nearest bigger town

icfQ

number of children, women and men
total number of all members (we just went along with any mismatches
between this and the previous values)

degree of self-sufficiency with food

<$>

spoken languages in the community (usually plus local language)
g=German, e=English, f=French, i= Italian, sp=Spanish
how many are working within the community
(on location, usually present daily)?
how many work in community-owned businesses?

<£!

who decides on important issues (in brackets: how)?
mode of financing

r

owner (premises, buildings)

ideological/spiritual orientation

484

©

main fields of action

&

keywords

©

open for new members - behind: conditions for membership

n

volunteers welcome after prior agreement (free food and lodging)

(H)

in brackets: not necessarily with „free food and lodging"

m

are part of the network(s) listed behind

m

(in

<S3

coordinate on the respective map (Germany and UK only)

the index) not a community anymore (to our knowledge)

L

The eurotopia Directory of Communities and Ecovillages;

.....

•Descriptions of 430 intentional communities, ecovillages, co-housing projects

u>'

.....

•Articles about living in community, about scientific acknowledgement of communities,

about successful founding of communities and more...
&
jr
K
•Including a comprehensive inventory of the worldwide impact of intentional communities
by Diana Leafe Christian
'

'

1
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TT

T

•Introduction of community networks with more community addresses
3

•Useful addresses in Europe and beyond

'

A

•NEW: web-assisted book search (details inside)
T\f
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T "N

•The unique reference book for living in community

.

//
/

only!
•Available as a printed book
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